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Abstract 

Over the last few years researchers have developed prototype robots that are capable 

of administering physiotherapy, however, these devices tend to be complex and 

expensive. The use of modem pneumatic servo systems as actuators would make such 

devices simpler and cheaper. This thesis assesses the feasibility of a pneumatically 

actuated robotic physiotherapy device through the implementation of force and 

position control strategies. 

Traditional pneumatic servo systems consist of a pneumatic cylinder prone to stiction 

effects and a single spool valve. Here the performance of modem pneumatic 

servo system, consisting of a low friction pneumatic cylinder and two electro

pneumatic proportional valves has been evaluated. The increased linearity of the 

modem pneumatic system enabled a self-tuning pole-placement controller to be 

implemented that would be unsuitable for conventional pneumatic systems. The self

tuning pole-placement controller enabled consistent and accurate position control. 

Other researchers have achieved force control of pneumatic systems, however their 

force models are not applicable on this modem configuration. Accurate control of the 

servo system force output, while the position of the cylinder piston is fixed, has been 

achieved through an open-loop force controller, however applications for fixed 

position force control are limited. The servo system force output, during motion, has 

been found to be a function of the piston velocity and input control signal. 

A pneumatic robot has been designed and fabricated with a position workspace that 

enables the average male to perform upper limb reach and retrieve exercises when 

attached to the robot. The pneumatically actuated robot, combined with a simple three 

degree-of-freedom force sensor, form a device capable of administering upper-limb 

robotic physiotherapy. Impedance control has been identified as the most suitable 

force and position control strategy for implementing physiotherapy. 
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Applying the impedance control strategy, to a single link of the robot, resulted in 

accurate implementation of the desired force and position relationship. 

Extending the controller to two and three degrees of freedom has resulted in 

degradation of the controller performance due to limitations of the three degree-of

freedom force sensor. The controller performance is also found to be dependent upon 

selection of the impedance characteristics. Low stiffness and high damping, along 

with high stiffness and high damping have been identified as particular low points in 

controller performance due to the requirement for the system to provide large forces 

with little resulting motion. 

It was concluded that the pneumatic robot and impedance control strategy have the 

potential to administer physiotherapy. However, further work incorporating a force 

sensor with greater accuracy that is robust to torque inputs and a rigorous stability 

analysis would be required before the device could be clinically evaluated. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

This chapter details the background, aims and objectives of this research. 

1.1 Background 

Modem pneumatic actuators have the potential to accurately control robotic de\'ices. 

These actuators could enable robots interacting with humans, such as physiotherapy 

robots, to be cheaper and simpler while 'feeling' less mechanical to the human. 

Traditionally, hydraulic systems or electric motors were considered the only options 

for precision control systems, however these systems cannot be considered ideal. 

Faults in hydraulic systems can cause leakage, contaminating surrounding objects with 

hydraulic fluid, moreover the response of hydraulic systems is non-linear, requiring 

sophisticated control algorithms. 

Electric motors have become a standard part of many robotic applications due to their 

simplicity and ease of control, however, the use of gears to modify speed and torque 

output, introduces new control problems such as backlash (the amount the gear tooth 

spacing exceeds the tooth width). In applications that require continual change of 

direction, backlash increases response time and increases positional error. The use of 

gearing often prevents the robot from being backdrivable (external forces cannot move 

the joint against its intended movement direction). Direct drive torque motors can be 

used without gearing systems, but to achieve the required level of torque they tend to 

be expensive and heavy. 

Until the last decade, pneumatic systems have been largely overlooked, considered 

only to be suitable for automating simple industrial tasks. They were ideal for these 

tasks because of their inherent ability to provide a low cost, compact, safe, and simple 

power source (Moore et al. 1992). The control strategies employed to automate these 

tasks were limited, with the majority of applications relying upon pre-set mechanical 

stops ('bang-bang' motion) for their position control. Restricting factors that preycnted 
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wider use of pneumatic cylinders arose from highly non-linear dynamic properties 

such as air compressibility and friction effects, which combined to seyerely degrade 

response time and position accuracy (Surgenor et al. 1993). Recently, with the advent 

of digital technology, improved electro-pneumatic proportional valycs and low friction 

cylinders these non-linear effects have been reduced, prompting ncw research 

initiatives to develop wider applications for pneumatic cylinders. The driYe behind 

this research becomes obvious when considering the cost advantage of pneumatics to 

hydraulics or electric motors can be as high as 10: 1 (Surgenor et al. 1992). 

Rehabilitation engineering is one area that could benefit from advances in pneumatic 

systems. Physiotherapy is a specific form of rehabilitation, which helps to restore the 

function of limbs after a debilitating medical incident such as a stroke. The annual 

occurrence rate of stroke alone has been estimated at 2 victims per 1000 population 

(Cozens 1995). Physiotherapy is normally performed by trained occupational 

therapists (OT's), who manually assist the patient to perform a series of motions 

intended to increase muscle strength and re-Iearn the ability to operate the limb. Each 

movement the patient is to learn has to be performed correctly and then repeated 

hundreds of times to become part of the patient's repertoire of well co-ordinated 

actions stored in their memory. This is a time consuming and labour intensivc 

process. It is a well-known fact that recovery from stroke is based on a dose to 

response relationship (Sunderland et al. 1994), but due to shortages in staff and 

funding, patients often do not receive the optimum amount of attention. Recently, 

technology has progressed to a level where robots are able to provide stimuli while 

recording patient performance in a way unattainable by human therapists (Erlandson 

1989). These robots have the potential to reduce the burden on physiotherapists and 

improve the patient's degree of recovery through additional therapy. To a limited 

extent prototype robots are now able to apply physiotherapy exercises, and do so with 

greater consistency than their human counterparts (Krebs et al. 1998). The high 

power-to-weight ratio, low cost and direct drive capabilities of pneumatic actuators, 

however, mean that the potential exists to make such devices simpler and morc 

affordable. 
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1.2 Motivation for research 

The inspiration for this research was taken from conclusions derived by applyi ng 

physiotherapy on a single degree of freedom robot (Austin 1999). This research 

developed simple control strategies using a single degree of freedom robot to apply 

robotic physiotherapy in elbow extension/flexion exercises (figure l.1 ). 
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Figure 1.1 Single degree offreedom robotic physiotherapy device (A ustin 1999) 

Torque was used to assist patient movement between points indicated by light emitting 

diodes. A lead-lag controller was used to control the amount of assistance (torque) 

provided by the torque motor at low and high frequencies , applying greater assistance 

at lower frequencies. Empirical methods were used to obtain suitable gains for the 

controller. A dead-zone was implemented to provide no assistance when the exerci se 

is performed correctly (i.e when position error is within an error band, the patient is 

performing the exercise correctly, so no assistance is provided). Some of the main 

conclusions of the study are detailed below. 

• The lead lag controller was overly position dependent, not enabling patients to 

complete a smooth continuous motion in a similar manner as to when they were 

assisted by a physiotherapist. 

• The elbow extension/flexion movement, with gravity removed, required re lati ve ly 

limited ability to complete exercises successfully. Consequently, th is li mi ted the 

pati ent group who required assistance, as the boundary between ' not enough' and 

' too much' ass i tance was small. 
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• Development of a reach/retrieve exerciser that is able to assist a more natural 

movement than the elbow would offer significant improvements over the range of 

suitable patients and therapeutic values of exercise. Stranger et al. (1994) 

surveyed four robotic rehabilitation groups and found agreement that reach and 

retrieve actions offer the greatest therapeutic benefits. 

From these conclusions, it was decided that development of a three degree-of-freedom 

robotic device to perform movements related to reach-and-retrieve motions would 

significantly improve the performance and scope for implementing physiotherapy. 

Moreover, it is hypothesised that these tasks will instil greater motivation in subjects. 
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1.3 Pneumatic systems 

Over the last century compressed air has been widely used to power pneumatic 

cylinders that are capable of two-position control (extended or contracted). These 

cylinders, combined with simple on/off pneumatic control valves enable automation of 

simple tasks. 

1.3.1 Modelling 

Shearer (1956) developed a model of pneumatic systems to predict the behaviour of 

pneumatic cylinders between end stops. The model, developed from thermodynamic 

principles, describes the behaviour of a directional valve and double ended pneumatic 

cylinder (rod protruding from both sides of the cylinder casing). This standard 

arrangement of pneumatic components is illustrated in figure 1.2. Spool movement 

varies the magnitude and direction of compressed air flow into the cylinder. The 

pressure difference in either chamber results in piston movement. 

Exhaust 
Spool 

CYLINDER 

Supply 
Pressure 

Exhaust 

SPOOL 

Piston 

Cylinder 
movement 

M 

Figure 1.2 Conventional cylinder and spool valve arrangement 

Backe and Ohligschlager (1989) applied thermodynamic principles to deve lop a 

more detailed description of pressure within a fixed volume pneumatic chamber. 

Experimental results validated simulation predictions of pressure and temperature. 

Such a complex analysis of the heat transfer and pressure with in a pneumatic 
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chamber is, however, of little benefit for control design. Moreover, the analysis does 

not take into account the change in volume that occurs when increased pressure causes 

piston movement. 

Single-ended pneumatic cylinders (rod protrudes from one side only) are the most 

common form of pneumatic cylinder. Within this arrangement, the single ended 

cylinder has differences in piston area due to the driving shaft (figure l.3 ). Pu et al. 

(1996) highlighted the effect of these differences by examining the extension / 

retraction acceleration of a single ended cylinder. The larger area was shown to 

produce significantly higher force and acceleration. 

Differences in 
L.:.t.+---1r--"'-. 

cylinder area 

Rubber seal 

Figure 1.3 Single ended pneumatic cylinder 

Richer and Hurmuzlu (2000) modelled in detail the behaviour of a single-ended 

pneumatic cylinder and spool valve arrangement. The model accounted for valve, 

cylinder and interconnecting pipes. The complexity of the model required 

identification of some parameters from experimental results, but the final model was 

shown to accurately predict the system performance. 

The mam difference between hydraulic and pneumatic fluid anses from the 

compressibility of air. Air compressibility significantly effects pneumatic actuator 

stiffness. Pu and Weston (1989) examined the stiffness of pneumatic cylinders 

finding the minimum stiffness and natural frequency to occur at the cylinder mid-

position. 

Models of pneumatic systems simplify what are in essence, mu lt i-degree of freedom 

compressible fluid flow problems. McDonnell and Bobrow (1997) called into 
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question the accuracy of the standard model for a spool val ve. Their experimental 

pressure response of a spool valve differed to that predicted by the standard spool 

model. A model identified from the experimental data was used to accurately predict 

the valve response. 

1.3.2 Friction effects 

The rubber seal between the two pneumatic chambers (figure 1.3) is the source of a 

non-linear friction effect (tenned stiction) that degrades the performance of pneumatic 

systems. The stiction characteristics of pneumatic systems contribute significantly to 

the overall difficulty in achieving accurate position control. Nouri et al. (2000) 

perfonned a detailed analysis into the friction characteristics of pneumatic cylinders 

through experimental analysis. The nature of friction in conventional pneumatic 

cylinders is illustrated in figure lA. 

+ve 

Friction 
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o ............. ............................. .... ...................... ................................. .... .. .. .. ........... .... ... ...... . 

-ve L-______________ ~ ____________ ~ 

-ve o 
Velocity (mls) 

+ve 

Figure 1.4 Pneumatic cylinder friction characteristics (Nouri et al. 2000) 

Before motion can commence, a force to overcome the stiction is required. Once in 

motion the relationship becomes approximately linear between velocity and friction , 

until the velocity reduces below a certain level, when increased friction force cau es 

the velocity to become zero. This can result in the pneumatic cylinder exhibiting 

'stop/start ' motion at low frequencies . 
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Low friction pneumatic cylinders using a glass linjng and air bearing have been 

developed to greatly reduce stiction effects and enable accurate control. Gaberman 

(1995) details the design of a commercially available cylinder (figure 1.5) . The piston 

floats on an air bearing in a glass lined chamber, reducing the stiction to a minimum. 

Drawbacks of such a design are sight leakage between chambers and the fragile nature 

of the glass lining. Low friction pneumatic cylinders have been chosen by several 

researchers (Ben-Dov and Salcudean 1995, Fujiwara 1995) to obtain accurate 

control of position or force . 
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Figure 1. 5 Low friction pneumatic actuator, (Gaberman 1995) 

1.3.3 Novel actuators 

Recent interest in pneumatic systems has spawned a multitude of novel pneumatic 

actuators. Rodless pneumatic actuators have been developed which have a linear slide 

on the outside of the cylinder to transmit power (Hanchin et at. 1992) and pneumatic 

motors have been developed that use vanes to generate angular motion (Pandian et al. 

1999). 

The area of most innovative development involves rubber sacks that expand and 

contract with variations in pressure. Tillet et at. (1997) developed and modelled a 

rotary actuator based upon flexible inflatable pneumatic bladders. A non-linear model 

of the system dynamic performance was created and simulated. The actuator 
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demonstrated lower friction than encountered in conventional pneumatic cylinders. 

Caldwell et al. (1995) developed cylindrical pneumatic muscle actuators (PMA's) 

using an external nylon interweave to focus the direction of motion (fi gure 1.6) . 

Kimura (1997) analysed and controlled a similar type of pneumatic actuator termed a 

rubber muscle actuator (RAM). A detailed non-linear model of the system was 

developed. The non-linear model was used to perform feedback linearisation and 

improve the system performance. 

Although these inflatable rubber actuators remove stiction effects and weigh less than 

conventional actuators, these advantages come at a price. Non-linearities within the 

actuator are increased due to hysterisis and heat transfer effects within the rubber, 

creating additional control problems. 

Threaded 
inlet pipe 

Rubber seal 

Rubber 
inner layer 

Nylon fibre 
shell 

Figure 1. 6 Pneumatic muscle actuator 

1.3.4 Suitability of modern pneumatics for precision control 

Rubber seal 

Many researchers believe developments in controller design and actuators enable 

pneumatic systems to perform tasks for which previously only electric motors or 

hydraulic cylinders would be suitable. Surgenor and Ioranou (1993) have 

demonstrated by examining a gantry crane apparatus with pneumatic and electric 

actuators that comparable position and velocity tracking can be obtained under 

appropriate load conditions (constant mass and inertia) . Gantry crane with both 
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pneumatic and D.C motor actuators (five times more expensive) were constructed and 

operated using the same control algorithm. It was demonstrated that both actuators 

produced acceptable results, although the motion of the pneumatic cylinder was less 

smooth and the response time marginally slower. Pandian et al. (1999) proposed an 

air motor as a potential alternative to electric motors. The performance was 

demonstrated when using adaptive control, but no experimental comparison to electric 

motors was performed. 

As indicated by the variety of research covered here, the field of pneumatic research is 

rich and diverse. A large variety of linear and non-linear controllers have been based 

around the modelling techniques and actuators discussed. The next section details 

control techniques used by these researchers. 
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1.4 Position Control Systems 

Pneumatic control strategies can be grouped into two distinct categories, linear and 

non-linear. Generally, pneumatic systems behave with some non-linearity, hence the 

majority of controllers are non-linear. Some apparently linear controllers use non

linear elements such as spool dither and friction compensation. Controllers in this 

section are grouped by the primary control technique (i.e. a PID controller with 

intelligent dither would be classed as a linear controller). 

Although pneumatic systems behave in a similar manner to hydraulic, the amount of 

literature on hydraulic systems is broader and more developed. For this reason some 

of the reviewed literature relates to hydraulic systems. The compressibility of air 

causes the behaviour of pneumatic systems to be more complex than hydraulic 

systems, so the conclusions drawn for hydraulic systems can only be taken as 

suggestions for improving the performance of pneumatic systems. 

1.4.1 Linear position control 

A simple example of linear control is proportional integral (PI) control. Kawanaka 

and Hanada (1996) used two electro-pneumatic proportional valves to implement PI 

control on a single pneumatic cylinder. One valve supplied a fixed pressure while the 

other was used to control the cylinder. Using two valves in this manner severely limits 

system performance with the second valve generating a constant return force. Hamiti 

et al. (1996) also implemented a PI controller on a pneumatic system. An inner 

analogue P controller was used to stabilise the system and reduce non-linearities. The 

outer PI control loop was then used to control the system. A method of tuning the 

integrator gain was used to reduce the effect of limit cycles caused by friction within 

the system. The tuned response greatly reduced servo limit cycling, enabling position 

tracking to within a few percent. 

Liu and Bobrow (1988) developed a detailed model of a pneumatic system, which 

was used to design a proportional-derivative (PO) controller. It was demonstrated 
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mathematically and experimentally that including a pressure feedback loop increased 

the system performance. The main factor limiting the attainable performance was 

identified as the system response time, which is determined by airflow characteri sti cs 

and the supply pressure; the control of pressures within the pneumatic system is vital 

to ensure accurate control. Noritsugo and Takaiwa (1995) used a pressure control 

loop to achieve robust positioning control. A simple proportional controller was used 

to control the position. Pressure was controlled using a disturbance observer to 

provide robust performance in the presence of external forces. The performance of the 

disturbance observer was compared to standard PI control in the pressure feedback 

loop. The disturbance observer was found to provide superior performance with and 

without the presence of external force disturbances. Yin and Araki (1998) derived a 

detailed model of pressure within a single pneumatic chamber with spring return 

(figure l.7). The model was used to design a pressure feedback control loop and apply 

force control in one direction. However, the return force is a result of the spring 

constant of the return spring, limiting applications for this configuration. 
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Figure 1.7 Spring return pneumatic cylinder 

The relationship between pressure and acceleration IS well known for pneumatic 

systems. 

(1.1 ) 

where It is force , Pa is pressure, Aa IS surface area, M is the mass and Acc IS the 

acceleration. 
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This relationship enables acceleration control to be used as an alternatiye to pressure 

regulation. Indeed Wang et al. (1999) implemented acceleration feedback to 

supplement standard PID control. To prevent the cost of a separate accelerometer, the 

position sensor was differentiated twice to find the acceleration and then digitally 

filtered to reduce noise. The acceleration feedback was shown to improve the stability 

of the pneumatic cylinder. 

1.4.2 Model based control 

Optimum controllers obtain system gains by minimising some measure of the system 

behaviour. Minimum variance is a form of optimal controller that minimises the 

effects of disturbances on the system response. Uua and Yongxiang (1991) use a 

form of minimum variance tracking to simulate a pneumatic cylinder required to track 

an object's position and velocity. They formulated criteria to minimise position and/or 

velocity. 

Linear quadratic (LQ) control minimises the effects of disturbances as well as the 

control output. Surgenor et al. (1991) implemented LQ control for the well-known 

inverted pendulum problem. Using two 4/3 spool valves driven using a PWM signal, 

they were able to effectively control a rodless cylinder and inverted pendulum. 

Surgenor and loranou (1993) used LQ control to compare the performance of 

electric DC motors and spool driven pneumatic servo systems for the application of a 

gantry crane apparatus. Results from the electric and pneumatic systems were 

comparable under constant load conditions. The presence of external disturbances in 

the form of additional weight had little noticeable effect on the electric system but 

caused the pneumatic performance to degrade. They concluded that similar responses 

could be obtained although the pneumatic system is more sensitive to modelling 

errors. Surgenor and Wijesuriya (1992) applied LQ control to a high friction 

pneumatic cylinder, electing to use two electro-pneumatic control yalycs to 

independently control the pressure in each chamber, simplifying the mathematical 

model and improving the system performance. LQ control alone was not ablc to 

accurately control the cylinder. To improve the response they added an intelligcnt 
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dither signal, which increased the driving pressure to the cylinder at locations where 

the cylinder becomes 'stuck' due to stiction effects. The dither signal was shown to 

improve the response. Fujiwara and Ishida (1996) designed an LQI (Linear 

quadratic integral) controller for use with electro-pneumatic valves and cylinder 

system. The integrating element was included to ensure that zero steady state error 

could be achieved. In addition to the integrating element, a disturbance observer was 

employed to provide robust performance in the presence of external load disturbances. 

The disturbance observer was shown to provide superior performance in the presence 

of large changes in external load. 

1.4.3 Self-tuning controllers 

All the linear controllers presented up to this point are based upon fixed parameters 

designed before implementation of the controller. Self-tuning controllers have the 

ability to alter their gains at the start of a session to cope with plant variations. They 

can be considered as a one shot attempt to tune linear parameters. This type of 

controller is particularly suited to pneumatic systems where the response may be 

approximated as linear, but factors such as changes in ambient air temperature and 

pressure can change the plant model. Yamamoto et al. (1995) developed a self-tuning 

PIO controller for a pneumatic servo that does not require the solution of a diophantine 

equation. Their self-tuning controller demonstrated superior performance in the 

presence of additional inertial load when compared to a standard self-tuning PIO 

controller. Xianwen et al. (1997) also designed a self-tuning PIO control strategy for 

a chemical plant. Using an initial plant model and a recursive least squares 

identification technique the gains of the PIO controller are tuned on-line. The strategy 

was shown to accurately control the temperature. 

Pole-placement is a popular form of control that can be extended to enable self-tuning 

(see chapter 3). Astrom and Witten mark (1980) and Well stead and Sanoff (1981) 

initially developed self-tuning pole-placement controllers. This controller was 

implemented on an electro-hydraulic actuator by Vaughan and Plummer (1990)111. 

Robustness issues were inYestigated through the choice of closed-loop poles. 
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Implementation of an input filter was used to attenuate the noise, enabling selection of 

faster poles. As is apparent from the literature, few linear controllers have been 

designed and implemented on pneumatic systems, however the linear controller 

concept is generally unsuitable due to their non-linear nature. Non-linear controllers 

have the potential for greater flexibility and performance. 

t.4.4 Adaptive control 

One of the simplest forms of non-linear control is adaptive control. Adaptive control 

is an extension of self-tuning control, enabling the system parameters to be continually 

tuned throughout the response. This is achieved by introducing a 'forgetting factor' 

into the recursive least squares identification technique reducing the weighting of 

previous data, enabling the controller to adapt to continual parameter variations. 

Shih and Huang (1992) used an adaptive pole-placement method to control a 

pneumatic system. A second order plant model was identified using a PBRS (pseudo 

random binary sequence) response and system identification techniques. The response 

of the adaptive controller was compared to a conventional PID controller. The pole

placement strategy demonstrated superior performance before and after changes in 

plant parameters, so the comparison with a fixed parameter PID controller has little 

meamng. Indeed, in later work Shih and Tseng (1994) modified their previous 

adaptive pole-placement algorithm to become an adaptive PID controller. The 

comparison made between adaptive PID and fixed parameter PID clearly 

demonstrated the adaptive controller's superior performance in the presence of plant 

parameter variation. Tanaka et al. (1996) proposed an adaptive algorithm for pole

placement control of pneumatic systems with constant disturbances. A difference 

operator was introduced into the identification procedure to eliminate the effect of a 

constant disturbance. After initial tuning transients, responses to different inertial 

loads were similar. Vaughan and Plummer (1990)121 extended their pole-placement 

scheme for an electro-hydraulic actuator to become an adaptivc strategy. An 

integrator was assumed to always be present within the system, enabling it to bc 
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separated from the plant when tuning plant parameters. The adaptive control strategy 

was shown to respond well for large changes in system parameters. 

Guilhard et al. (1995) designed an adaptive controller for a pneumatic quadruped 

robot. A standard robotic torque equation was combined with a torque model for a 

pneumatic cylinder to implement the torque controlled robot. The robot parameters 

were adapted online to maintain the system performance. The torque controller was 

compared to standard PID control and found to be superior. Adaptive controllers can 

improve the response of a large range of non-linear systems, however, an adaptive 

controller takes a finite time to adapt to new parameters. Systems with fast variation 

of parameters may not, therefore, enable an adaptive controller to perform optimally. 

Indeed, Lai et al. (1993) found an adaptive controller unsuitable to improve the cyclic 

response of a pneumatic cylinder. Instead a feed-forward learning pressure 

compensator was implemented, essentially using data from a preVIOUS cycle to 

improve the performance of the current cycle. The learning controller was shown to 

improve the response after several cycles, but can only be implemented on periodic 

systems. 

Hashimoto and Ishida (2000) implemented a novel form of adaptive PIO for 

pneumatic systems. The system frequency response was identified on-line using a 

sliding OFT (Discrete Fourier Transform) method. The OFT information was used to 

adapt the PID gains in order to optimise the performance of the pneumatic cylinder in 

the presence of time delays. McDonell and Bobrow (1993) designed and 

implemented and adaptive LQ controller. A recursive identification technique was 

used to identify a plant on-line, from which optimal gains were calculated and 

implemented. The controller was shown to adapt to changes in external load after an 

initial tuning transient. 

Model reference adaptive control (MRAC) compares the response of a model to that of 

the actual system. The error between the responses is used to adjust the controller 

gains and drive the error to zero. Folk et al. (1995) developed a simulation of 

pneumatic cylinder using bond graphs, from which a MRAC controller was dc\'elopcd. 
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The velocity was controlled under different loading and load orientation conditions, 

with the position, velocity and acceleration gains tuned adaptively. Again, the 

requirement for plant parameters to vary slowly with respect to controller adaptation 

was highlighted as one of the limitations of this approach. 

Kurigami et al. (1996) used a MRAC, modified with a delta operator designed to 

control a non-minimum phase pneumatic system. After an initial transient response 

the system accurately tracked the reference model. 

1.4.5 Fuzzy controllers 

Fuzzy logic and neural network controllers are both capable of mapping arbitrary 

continuous non-linear responses. Several approaches have been taken to implement 

fuzzy control on pneumatic systems. Shibata et al. (1999) used a Takagi-Sugeno 

fuzzy reference generator to improve the system response. The desired trajectory was 

modified to become the virtual trajectory as shown in (figure l.8). 
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Figure 1. 8 Fuzzy virtual trajectory 

The virtual trajectory was intended to improve the response time and reduce 

oscillations. A self-tuning method was employed to alter the defuzzification weights to 

improve the response. Shih and Ma (1998) used a Mamdani fuzzy PO controller on a 

rodless pneumatic cylinder. The fuzzy controller consisted of fuzzy PO upplemented 

by a linear integrator. The controller is shown to have good di turbance rejection in 
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the presence of increased external loads. It is likely that the linear integrator as 

opposed to the robustness of the fuzzy controller enabled the disturbance rejection 

properties shown for the controller. The main robustness advantage of this system is 

its reduced sensitivity to system noise. Wang and Chang (1999) implemented fuzzy 

control on a parallel system consisting of two pneumatic cylinders. The fuzzy 

controller was used to decouple the motion of the pneumatic cylinders. The controller 

was shown to be easy to implement and capable of achieving the required tracking. 

Fuzzy controllers have been designed to solve inverse dynamic problems of robot 

manipulators. Graca and Gu (1993) implemented a learning takagi-sugenor fuzzy 

controller for a robotic manipulator. A fuzzy regressor was used to enable the 

manipulator parameters to be tuned on-line. The controller was shown to adapt to the 

correct manipulator parameters for varied trajectories. The inverse dynamics of robots 

can be found for all but the most complex robots using conventional techniques (see 

chapter 5) however, fuzzy systems enable their estimation simply from experimental 

data. Bekit et al. (1988) used a fuzzy controller to adjust PID gains when changes in 

payload are experienced. Computer simulations show the control scheme to react to 

sudden changes in payload successfully. 

1.4.6 Neural networks 

Neural networks use a network of artificial neurones to perform a non-linear mapping. 

Implementation of these controllers can be complex, with difficulties such as choosing 

the correct number of neuron. Once the number of neurons has been selected, training 

the network, using back-propagation for instance, can also be time consuming. These 

difficulties have not prevented widespread use of neural controllers, largely due to 

their ability to learn extremely complex non-linear relationships. Several researches 

have implemented neural networks to control pneumatic systems. 

Neural networks have been used to tune the gams of conventional controllers. 

Fujiwara et al. (1995) applied a neural network to self-tune a PID controller 

implemented on a pneumatic cylinder. The neural network consisted of three inputs, 

one output and one hidden layer, with the weight of each input representing the PID 
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gains. These gains were tuned using back-propagation based upon a reference model. 

In more recent work, Fujiwara et al. (1997) used neural networks to improve the LQI 

control of pneumatic cylinders. Their neural network was used to compensate for non

linear effects in pneumatic systems. The response cost function was significantly 

reduced for the neural network system. Song et al. (1997) implemented a three layer 

neural network to control a pneumatic cylinder. The controller was shown to quickly 

improve the response, however, the complexity of the three layer network was not 

justified. Gross and Rattan (1997 & 1998) implemented neural networks for velocity 

and acceleration control. An adaptive network (continually tuned using back 

propagation) was implemented and shown to train quickly, improving the response. 

1.4.7 Sliding mode controllers 

Recently sliding-mode controllers have been implemented on pneumatic actuators. 

Sliding mode controllers use discontinuities in the system to enable the use of model 

order reduction and increased robustness to disturbances (Utkin et al. 1999). 

Pneumatic systems are particularly suitable for sliding mode control due to their non

linear time-variant behaviour. Pandian et al. (1996) implemented a sliding mode 

controller on a pneumatic system. The sliding mode controller was constructed from a 

state vector containing position, velocity and pressure differential. The third order 

controller rejected parameter variations. Comparisons with fourth order feedback 

shows slight improvements in chattering reduction. If the sliding mode controller is 

designed as second order, the response is severely degraded. Paul et al. (1994) 

highlighted continual switching of the pneumatic valves might cause premature wear 

when sliding mode is used. 

Fuzzy systems can be used to augment sliding mode control. Mathematical models of 

complex non-linear systems can be difficult to obtain. Some of these systems can be 

effectively linearised around an operating point. Fuzzy systems enable the combining 

of several models into a global non-linear model Yu et al. (1998). Choi and Kim 

(1997) detail the use of a fuzzy sliding mode controller for robust tracking of robotic 

manipulators. Using discontinuous feedback gain from the fuzzy controller, the 
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performance of the sliding mode controller was improved, resulting in less chattering 

and improved tracking. 

1.5 Force and position control techniques 

For industrial tasks, such as picking and placing objects, position control alone is 

unsuitable. I f purely position control were attempted, an exact model of the 

environment would need to be known. Moreover, any unexpected objects in the robot 

path would cause collisions, resulting in damage to the robot and/or the object. 

Conversely, force only controllers have few practical applications. 

1.5.1 Force only control 

Bobrow and Jabbari (1991) implemented an analogue pressure controller to enable 

the cylinder pressures to be controlled. Using a dynamic model of the system and the 

pressure based force controller it was possible to specify position demands. On-line 

adaptive control was used to ensure the system performance. Linqi et al. (1994) 

implemented a similar force control system. They used a pneumatic cylinder as a 

force balance to minimise the effects of external forces on a robot arm. Using the 

pneumatic, cylinder the peak torque on the robot motor actuators was significantly 

reduced. 

1.5.2 Impedance control 

Force and position demands cannot be individually specified, however force and 

position controllers exist that compromise between the two demands. The force and 

position controller used in the most advanced prototype physiotherapy robot (section 

1.6) is impedance control. Impedance control is essentially a way of causing the 

robot's position and force relationship to be specified by mass, spring and damping 

characteristics. In figure 1.9 the external force (F ext) causes the desired position to 

change in a predictable manner due to the mass (M), stiffness (K) and damping (C) 

characteristics. These characteristics, specified at the beginning of a session, enable 

the robot to behave predictably in an unpredictable en\'ironment. 
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Hogan (1985) originally developed the concept of impedance control. In a three part 

study, the concept of impedance control was investigated theoretically, along with 

possible implementations. Impedance controllers can be based around force 

controllers (formally termed impedance control, figure 1.10) or position controllers 

(formally termed admittance control, figure 1.11). Anderson and Spong (1988) 

proposed that different environments required different impedance control approaches. 

For a purely inertia environment, position based impedance control was suggested. If 

the environment consists of a mass, damping and stiffness, force based impedance 

control was proposed. Due to these different requirements they propose a decoupling 

hybrid impedance controller to switch between controllers. The potential 

improvements in considering such a system were not demonstrated and the proposed 

performance advantages are probably outweighed by the increased complexity. 

Hogan (1988) performed a mathematical analysis of the stability in impedance 

control. Greater stability was shown if the appropriate impedance controller was 

selected (force or position based). 

The conventional approach to applying force based impedance control on electric 

motors has been implemented by McComuck and Schwartz (1993). Electric motors 

are particularly suitable for torque based impedance control due to their ability to 

apply torque regardless of position. 
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Position based impedance controllers do not reqUIre accurate models of system 

behaviour or non-linear system dynamics such a friction, simplifying the contro!' 

They are particularly suitable for pneumatic and hydraulic systems for which applied 

torque is affected by motion. Heinrichs et al. (1997) designed and implemented a 

position based impedance control strategy for an industrial hydraulic robot. Force was 

translated into position demands using an impedance filter. The performance of the 

proposed controller was demonstrated thorough experimental results. Bilodeau and 

Papadopoulos (1998) designed a similar type of position ba ed impedance controll er 
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for a hydraulic system. Again the applied torque is fed into an impedance filter and 

used to modify the desired trajectory. A dynamic model of the system was used as a 

feed-forward signal for the control input. A feedback loop was used to compensate for 

any errors in the model. Although the feed-forward control signal reduced some of the 

burden on the position controller, its use complicated the controller and required 

parameter identification, hence a purely position controller may be more appropriate. 

Recently the benefits of position based impedance controllers have been investigated 

using DC motor based industrial robots (Matko et al. 1999). Industrial robots are in 

general position controlled with independent joint controllers and kinematics software 

enabling them to be considered as a single entity. Implementation of position based 

impedance control on an industrial robot can be achieved by the inclusion of a force 

sensor at the robot tip. This is a much more simple and less time consuming operation 

than converting each joint to be force controlled, which is a requirement of force based 

impedance control. 

Shaki et al. (1998) examined three different force controllers, force only, stiffness 

control and impedance control. Stiffness control is a simplified impedance control 

approach (figure 1.12). 
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Stiffness control causes the robot end point to behave as if it were a spring. This 

ignores the dynamic behaviour of the system and could result in large contact force . 

To compare the three controllers, the perfonnance of each was optimised using criteria 
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such as number of oscillations and the steady state error. The impedance controller 

was found to be the one that most satisfied the perfonnance criteria. 

One difficulty of impedance control is selection of appropriate mass, stiffness and 

damping coefficients. These are selected in a heuristic manner depending on the 

particular application and environment. Several studies have been perfonned into 

selection of appropriate impedance characteristics. Ben-Iamine et al. (1997) used a 

single degree of freedom robot to assess human emotions when coming into contact 

with different impedance control parameters. Impedances were assessed on four 

different scales: reassuring/anxious; light/heavy; pleasant/unpleasant; and human 

like/mechanical. The results show that high mass, low stiffness and low damping 

cause humans to feel "threatened" by the robot. High damping reassures humans, even 

alongside high stiffness and mass. Lemay et al. (1998) assessed impedance selection 

for robotic orthosis devices (robotic devices attached to humans). A device to assist a 

tetraplegic subject (paralysed in all 4 limbs) enabled subjects to move their paralysed 

limb using a head driven roller ball. They conclude that a small amount of damping 

increases the subjective feeling of being in control. 

The main drawback of impedance control is due to the accuracy of the force control 

loop. Impedance control can be considered as proportional force controller when in 

contact with the environment (Volpe and Khosla 1995, Heinrichs and Sepehri 

1999). This is a weakness of impedance control as PI force control provides the 

superior perfonnance. 

1.5.3 Hybrid force and position control 

Raibert and Craig (1981) developed a force and position control strategy named 

hybrid force and position control. An example of a pen writing on rough paper can be 

used to illustrate hybrid force and position control (figure 1.13). For the pen to write, a 

certain amount of contact force is required between the pen and paper (j;), also 

movement of the pen is required across the paper (x). Therefore, force and position 

controllers are required in orthogonal directions. Essentially, the Raibert and Craig 
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method involves the use of a 'splitting matrix' to split orthogonal force and position 

demands. Separate force and position controllers can then be used where appropriate . 

This controller is only suitable for multiple degree of freedom systems, and requires 

pre-selection of the directions for which force and position are to be controlled. 

x (movement direction) 

ft (Applied force) 

PAPER 

Figure 1.13 Hybrid control 

Dunnigan et al. (1996) designed and implemented hybrid force/position control on a 

two degree of freedom hydraulic manipulator for use underwater. The use of the 

hybrid force and position control system was intended to reduce the difficulty of 

remotely performed tasks and hence improve the success rate. Implementation of the 

controller resulted in good force and position tracking. 

1.5.4 Parallel force and position control 

Siciliano and Villani (2000) compared several force control strategies, grouping them 

into indirect and direct force control. Indirect force control consists of static force 

control (stiffness control) and dynamic force control (impedance control). Parallel 

force and position control is a form of direct force control. Chiaverini and Sciavicco 

(1993) detail the parallel force and position approach in greater depth. A PI force 

controller (proportional control was identified as a weakness of impedance control) 

and PD position controller were implemented. Experimental results demonstrate the 

performance of the parallel controller compared to the impedance controller. When 

coming into contact with an object, the impedance controller compromises betw n 
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force and position demands whereas the parallel force controller sacrifices position 

regulation to ensure accurate force tracking. This effectively regulates the contact 

force without explicit information on the constrained and unconstrained environments. 

Natale et al. (1999) demonstrated the performance of parallel force and position 

control to be superior to hybrid force / position control. 

1.5.5 Pneumatic force and position control 

Several force and position strategies have been employed on pneumatic systems. 

Takaiwa and Noritsugu (1999) used force and position to design a haptic interface. 

The system was used to detect applied forces from errors in the position response. 

Position control was achieved using a standard manipulator dynamics equation 

enabling force to be the controlled variable. A pressure control system was 

implemented to reduce actuator and valve dynamics. It was possible to calculate 

applied forces from the position error by taking the inverse of the system mechanical 

impedance. Experiments showed the force to be roughly predicted, although the 

method assumes the impedance characteristics to be constant. It is widely known that 

pneumatics suffer from non-linear properties, relating to temperature expansion and 

variations in flow dynamics. This specifically affects identification of damping 

characteristics, hence ensuring force prediction accuracy for a duration test would be 

extremely difficult. 

Kobayishi et al. (1995) designed and simulated an impedance matching strategy 

(maintaining system performance in the presence of external forces) for a pneumatic 

cylinder. Velocity and force feedback was used to make the pneumatic cylinders 

robust to changes in external loading. Instability was noted if the controller gains were 

set to be completely robust against the external loads. Experimental results show the 

impedance matching method to improve the system velocity response to the presence 

of external forces. 

Bobrow and McDonell (1998) designed a torque control subsystem to enable 

pneumatic cylinders, driven by spool valves, to apply torque on demand during 

motion. The torque controller was used to implement hybrid force/ position control, 
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enabling accurate force control without the need for force sensors. The compressibility 

of pneumatic systems was found to reduce some of the instability problems noted by 

other researchers using electric motors. Tzafestas et at. (1997) implemented a similar 

torque subsystem to enable torque demands to be specified on a pneumatic cylinder 

and spool valve arrangement. As well as the torque subsystem, robot dynamics were 

used to implement an impedance control strategy. The robot dynamics were adapted 

on-line to ensure controller performance. Simulations demonstrate the controller to 

accurately track the force and position. 

Guilhard and Gorce (1996) implemented an almost identical torque control 

subsystem for control of a single link of a walking robot. The impedance control 

strategy enabled the robot to interact in unknown environments. These concepts were 

extended to multiple degrees of freedom by Gorce and Guilhard (1999). The 

performance of the single link and the multiple degree of freedom controllers were 

demonstrated through simulation. Noritsugu et al. (1996) used impedance control on 

a rubber artificial muscle manipulator. A pressure controller was implemented to 

regulate the pressure in each muscle. Accurate force and position control was 

demonstrated for a range of damping and stiffness, however, some oscillation is 

apparent in the response. 

It is apparent from studying the literature that little research has been carried out on 

pneumatic force and position control strategies due the fundamental difficulties of 

achieving precision control on pneumatic cylinders. Moreover, the majority of 

studies, particularly into impedance control, have been validated in simulation. 

However due to the non-linear nature of pneumatic systems with effects such as air 

compressibility and stick-slip friction it is difficult to ensure that a simulation 

accurately represents the experimental system. 
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1.6 Approaches for robotic physiotherapy 

A detailed review of current rehabilitation technologies can be found in Austin (1999) . 

Here an overview of the research area is presented to briefly explain current activities 

in robotic rehabilitation, setting the context for the remainder of the thesis . Focus will 

be given of the design and control of such devices rather than the underlying medical 

implications. Currently, several large research groups have applied themselves to 

designing and developing robotic rehabilitation devices. 

Hogan et al. (1995) have made a significant contribution to robotic physiotherapy. 

They designed and patented a device to provide upper-limb physiotherapy (figure 

1.14). The device has two degrees of freedom at the elbow and forearm and three 

degrees of freedom at the wrist, allowing extension and flexion. Tasks are performed 

on the robotic physiotherapy device using visual feedback on a computer monitor 

(Hogan et al. 1998). 

Figure 1.14 MIT-MANUS rehabilitation robot (Hogan et at. 1995) 

The robot is designed to be of low inertia and backdrivable, simplifying the control 

and reducing the feeling of constraint on patients. In order to implement 

physiotherapy they performed a study of how movement is instigated. They 

postulated that upper-limb motion was constructed of a series of bell shaped step 

merged together. Patients suffering from illnesses such as stroke, loose thei r ability to 

merge these bell shaped efforts into smooth motion. A control y tern ba ed upon a 
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senes of these bell-shaped demands was overlaid and used to implement 

physiotherapy. 

The system is controlled by a three-layer strategy. The higher level controller 

specifies a desired trajectory as input by a physiotherapist manually moving the 

device. The trajectory is then broken down to a series of virtual references (task 

encoding level). These virtual references can be thought of as the point to where the 

arm was moving at the respective movement stage. Implementation of the virtual 

reference point is achieved through impedance control (lower level). Sequential 

virtual reference points are superimposed to achieve a smooth human like motion. 

A limited clinical trial demonstrated that patients who received additional robotic 

physiotherapy, on top of their conventional therapy, showed greater improvement over 

a control group that only received conventional therapy. Some of the patients were 

recalled after a 3-year period and their performance re-evaluated (Krebs et al. 1999). 

Patients that received robotic physiotherapy had improved significantly more than the 

control group. One of the drawbacks of the device, however, is that it prevents 

patients from instigating their own motion, which is considered essential if the 

patient's are to feel in total control, moreover the device supports the patients arm at 

one point preventing its use on patients with weak shoulders. 

Lurn et al. (1993) developed a simpler device to perform upper-limb physiotherapy; 

the bimanual lifting rehabilitator (figure 1.15). The basic idea behind the device is to 

enable a healthy limb to assist in the rehabilitation of a more damaged limb (strokes 

normally effect one limb more severely than the other). They base their device on a 

two-handled tray for which one end has a motor assist device. The patient, using the 

healthy limb instigates motion. If the patient begins to experience difficulty 

performing the task the motor provides assistance to the damaged limb ensuring the tilt 

of the tray does not exceed 1.20
. Using an error dead-zone, the controller ensured that 

unwanted assistance was not applied. The bimanual lifting rehabilitator has not been 

used in clinical trials so the success of the controller has not been proven. 
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Lum et al. (1999) developed a patient initiated device known as the Mirror-Image 

Motion Enabler (MIME). The MIME device consists of two commercially available 

arm supports to limit the range of movement to the horizontal plane. A commercially 

available robot (PUMA 360) was used to provide motion to the impaired limb. A 6 

d.o.f sensor measured forces between the limb and robot. The aim of the device was 

to provide assessment of patients after initial injury and during the rehabilitation 

phase. 

The robot had two methods of operation; passive and active. In the passive mode 

patients were asked to relax their limb while the robot moved it through a pre-set 

series of motions. All forces were measured during this motion, and the abnormal 

ones noted. In the active assist mode the patients were asked to apply a constant force 

on the robot while it moves through a series of motions. Patients are provided with 

visual feedback on the amount of force applied so they can attempt to achieve a 

constant force. Forces in unintended directions and forces resisting motion are 

measured to quantify the patient's performance. The results show that the device can 

be used as an assessment device, but the cost of the industrial robot is prohibitive. 

right hand 
force transducer 

left hand 
force transducer 

Figure 1.15 Bimanual lifting rehabilitator (Lum et al. /999) 
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Reinkensmeyer et al. (1999)111,[21 developed an arm rehabilitation and measurement 

device (ARM) (figure 1.16). The device was intended to guide reaching movements 

across the workspace, recording motion and forces in multiple degrees of freedom. In 

an early study, the device was used passively to assess patient's movement along the 

guide. Impaired patients demonstrated smaller movement ranges and large forces in 

undesired directions. 

ordination of motion. 

The large forces were significant, resulting from ill co-

Recently, the ARM has been used actively to assist motion. The patient was asked to 

relax their limb, while a motor moved their limb up and down the guide. The torque 

required to move the limb was recorded in a look up table as a function of position. 

The patient was then asked to move their limb along the guide while a lookup table of 

the torque assisted their motion. The patient's motion improved when the torque was 

applied, although the patient's full movement range was not achieved. The authors 

note a mismatch between the constraints of the ARM guide and the patient's 

movement, making comparison between patients difficult. 
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Figure 1.16 A.R.M rehabilitation device (Reinkensmeyer et al. 1999/
1
).[2} 
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A consortium headed by the University of Newcastle upon Tyne has developed a 

motorised upper-limb orthotic system (MULOS) (Buckley and Platts 1995) (fi gure 

1.17). The robot has 5 d.o.f, is wheelchair mounted and was designed primarily for 

everyday living tasks. Yardley et al. (1997) details the approaches to physiotherapy 

that the device can perform. Presently, it is limited in its ability providing only two 

exercise modes, percentage assist and percentage resist. These require careful input by 

the physiotherapist and are not patient responsive. The robot assists shoulder orthosis, 

which is potentially dangerous requiring considerable attention to prevent damage 

(Scattareggia et al. 1997). The complexity of design also makes the device 

expenSIve. 

Figure 1.17 MULOS rehabilitation robot (Buckley and Platts 1995) 

Austin et al. (1999) applied physiotherapy to arm extension/flexion using a DC torque 

motor. The results of a limited patient trial were encouraging, but the small sample of 

patients meant no definitive conclusions could be drawn. The device was only capable 

of applying single degree of freedom rehabilitation, thus restricting potential 

applications. 

Limited research has been performed into designing rehabilitation robots usmg 

pneumatic actuators. White et al. (1993) developed a pneumatic orthosis device that 

is designed to restore motor function to the elbow joint (figure 1.18). Pre sures on 

either side of the cylinder are measured and this information is used to apply and 
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monitor forces acting on the patient's limb. With only one joint being exercised, 

applications for this device are limited. 
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Figure 1.18 Pneumatic cylinder elbow rehabilitation device (White et al. 1993) 

Noritsugu et ale (1996) used rubber artificial muscle manipulator as actuators for a 

rehabilitation robot (figure l.19) in two degrees of freedom. A pressure control system 

was implemented to control the non-linear pressure response of the muscles. An 

impedance control strategy was used to implement several physiotherapy techniques. 

Experimental results showed accurate force and velocity control. 
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Figure 1.19 Rubber artificial muscle manipulator (Norit ugu et al. 1996) 
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Kawamura et al. (1997) used antagonised rubber actuators for implementation of a 

motion support device. The robot end point was attached to the human arm and was 

used to move the patient's limb through motions to facilitate rehabilitation. The 

maximum force output at the robot end point was 70N. The controller employed on 

the rohot guided the patients arm through the desired trajectory. Slight oscillations 

were noted in the robot response. 

There are a few researchers investigating movement assistance (movement without 

assisting patient recovery). These would not be suitable for physiotherapy, but the 

design concepts are similar. Homma and Arai (1998) developed a system based on 

six motors driving the human arm by a series of strings. The motors increase or 

decrease the length of the strings to move the arm based on position inputs from the 

user. The device is useful for assisting patients with little voluntary movement. Nagai 

et al. (1998) developed an 8 d.o.f robot to assist human upper limb motion. 

Experiments were performed on a single degree of freedom, to assist patients lifting a 

1 kg mass. The device was shown to be able to provide power assistance. 

All of the devices reviewed in this section are still in the prototype stage and their 

clinical effectiveness is still being evaluated. The main limiting factor preventing 

wider investigation into rehabilitation devices is their cost. 
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1.7 Summary of literature review 

Physiotherapy is nonnally perfonned by physiotherapists who apply varying levels of 

force to guide the subject's limb through a desired trajectory. If robots are to perform 

physiotherapy in a similar manner, then they too must equate applied force with the 

subject's ability to follow the desired trajectory. The application of force dependant 

on the patient's positional accuracy, requires a force and position control strategy. 

Three main force and position control strategies enable robots to interact with their 

environment, hybrid force control (Raibert and Craig 1981), impedance control 

(Hogan 1985) and parallel force and position control (Chiaverni and Sciavicco 

1993). During physiotherapy the robot is required to maintain contact with the patient. 

Hybrid force control behaves solely as a force controller under these conditions and 

parallel force control is only capable of regulating the maximum force applied. 

Impedance control compromIses between force and position demands, with the 

relationship between them specified by mass, stiffness and damping parameters. 

Modification of the impedance relationship changes how the robot responds to errors 

in the position, and hence the amount of assistance (force) applied, during the 

physiotherapy exercise. 

The research performed on designing and implementing impedance control has shown 

it to be suitable for a wide range of robot contact tasks. The majority of these 

controllers use torque motors as actuators (McComuck and Schwartz 1993), 

increasing the cost and introducing new control difficulties such as backlash. 

Pneumatically driven robots offer increased power to weight ratio, backdrivable 

characteristics and greatly reduced costs. However, they have not been implemented 

for such robotic devices due their inherent non-linear behaviour. The major difficulties 

in applying impedance control on pneumatic systems arise from variations in thc 

torque applied during motion of the cylinder and non-linear friction effects. Elcctro

pneumatic valves and low friction cylinders reduce these effects. 
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Little research has been perfonned to apply impedance control strategies to pneumatic 

systems. Several researchers have investigated the use of pneumatic cylinder torque 

models to allow cylinder force to be controlled during motion (Bobrow and Jabbari 

1998, Tzafestas et. al 1997, Guilhard and Gorce 1999). Evaluation of these 

controllers was largely perfonned in simulation, making it difficult to assess their 

effectiveness. 

Research on hydraulic cylinders has identified position based impedance control to be 

suitable for non-linear actuators such as pneumatic cylinders (Heinrichs et al. 1997, 

Bilodeau and Papadopoulos 1998). These controllers do not require accurate models 

of the system dynamics or torque models. Indeed, these benefits are also being 

exploited for torque motor based industrial robots (Matko et al. 1999). 

During limited clinical trials, robotic physiotherapy devices have been shown to offer 

clinical benefits to stroke victims (Krebs 1999, Reinkensmeyer et at. 1999). 

However, such devices (based on electric motors) tend to be complex, expensive, and 

feel 'mechanical' to the user. 

A robotic device based upon pneumatic actuators implementing impedance control 

would be suitable for a physiotherapy device. Such a device would be cheaper, 

simpler, while the compressibility of air would remove some of the 'mechanical' feel 

of the device. 

LEEDS UNIVERSITY UBRARY 
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1.8 Research objectives 

The overall aim of this study is to design and fabricate a three degree of freedom robot 

capable of performing robotic physiotherapy. To fulfil the project aim, the following 

objectives were outlined: 

1. To investigate actuation systems that will gIve acceptable robot movement 

characteristics for an upper-limb robotic orthosis device. 

2. To design and construct an experimental robotic device, allowing forces to be 

applied to arm segments within the required movement envelope, as well as 

allowing arm position and motion to be measured. 

3. To apply advanced servo and robot control techniques to achieve accurate control 

over arm force, direction and magnitude at any robot position. 

4. If time and ethical approval permits, implement a simple higher-level 

physiotherapy algorithm, and demonstrate using one or two sample patients. 
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1.9 Statement of originality 

The main areas of original work carried out during this research are highlighted below. 

1. A novel self-tuning pole-placement position controller has been designed and 

implemented to control a pneumatic actuator under the influence of gravity. 

(Published paper 2) 

2. A serial link manipulator has been designed and built from ergonomic data to 

enable robotic physiotherapy to be performed. (Published paper 1) 

3. A PID position based impedance control strategy has been designed in simulation 

and implemented on a single degree of freedom robot. (Published paper 3) 

4. A three degree of freedom force sensor has been designed using FEA analysis and 

constructed. The single degree of freedom impedance controller has been 

extended to three degrees of freedom (Paper 4) 

5. The PID position based impedance controller has been modified to form a pole

placement position based impedance controller. 

Papers published (Appendix B) 

1. Richardson R, Austin ME, Plummer AR. Development of a physiotherapy robot. 

Proceedings of the international Biomechatronics Workshop, Enshede 19-21 April 

116-120,1999. 

2. Richardson R, Plummer AR, Brown, MD. Self-tuning control of a low friction 

pneumatic actuator under the influence of gravity. IEEE Control Systems 

Technology, March 2001. 
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3. Richardson R, Brown MD, Plummer AR. Pneumatic impedance control for 

physiotherapy. Proceedings of the EUREL int. conf. Robotics. Vol. 2. March 

2000. 

Papers pending publication 

4. Richardson R, Brown MD, Plummer AR. Design and control of a three degree of 

freedom pneumatic physiotherapy robot. To be submitted to Journal 

Mechatronics. 

5. Richardson R, Bhakta B, Brown MD, Plummer AR. A three degree of freedom 

physiotherapy robot. To be submitted to IEEE Transactions On Rehabilitation 

Engineering. 
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1.10 Thesis overview 

The main body of this thesis consists of seven chapters. A breakdown of the content 

of each chapter is given below. 

Chapter 2: Experimental equipment 

This chapter details the design, development and specification of experimental 

equipment used throughout this study. The design and development of the robot from 

design specification to fabrication is presented (section 2.1). A three degree of 

freedom force sensor is also produced using FEA analysis and calibration methods are 

discussed (section 2.2). 

Chapter 3: Position control 

This chapter details position control techniques implemented on the test rig to assess 

the potential performance of pneumatic systems. Proportional control was used to 

identify a plant model (section 3.3), enabling pole-placement control to be performed 

(section 3.4). The pole-placement controller is then modified to include a self-tuning 

element. The self-tuning controller is then modified to include a term to compensate 

against external forces when the cylinder acts against gravity. 

Chapter 4: Force control 

This chapter details experiments performed to control the force applied by the 

pneumatic cylinder. Open-loop force control while the cylinder position is fixed has 

been performed. The desired force is accurately tracked (section 4.2). With the 

position no longer fixed, open-loop force control was performed. The performance of 

the force controller was shown to degrade with force being a function of velocity 

(section 4.3). 

Chapter 5: Modelling and simulation 

This chapter develops mathematical models and simulations of the experimental 

equipment detailed in chapter 2. A computer model and Matlab simulation of a single 

degree of the three degree of freedom pneumatic robot is developed. A detailed 
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analysis of the behaviour of the electro-pneumatic valves has been performed (section 

5.2). The valve model is then combined with a standard pneumatic cylinder model 

(section 5.3). The simulated response was compared to experimental results and found 

to accurately represent the system (section 5.5). 

Chapter 6: Force and position control: 

This chapter develops a force and position control strategy (termed impedance control) 

on a single link in simulation. Experimental results applying the impedance controller 

on a single link show that the performance predicted by the simulation has been 

experimentally verified (section 6.3). The impedance controller is extended to three 

degrees of freedom, through forward and inverse kinematics (section 6.6). 

Chapter 7 Pole-placement impedance control 

This chapter details modifications to the impedance control strategy. A pole

placement position control strategy was used in place of the PID control strategy to 

implement position based impedance control (section 7.3). 

A flow chart of the overall design and development process is shown in figure 1.20 

and a flow chart of the controller design process is shown in figure 1.21. 
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Figure 1.20 Design and development process 
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Figure 1.21 Controller design and development process 
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Chapter 2 

Experimental Equipment Development 

This chapter details the experimental equipment used to implement and validate the 

controllers developed throughout this thesis. 

2.1 Experimental assessment of controllers 

Two sets of experimental equipment were used during this research to develop and 

validate control strategies applied to pneumatic systems; 

1. A test rig constructed from steel channel was used to assess, in a single degree of 

freedom (one pneumatic cylinder), the performance obtainable from low friction 

pneumatic cylinders. 

2. A three degree of freedom prototype physiotherapy robot was designed and 

fabricated to implement controllers in multiple degrees of freedom. 

All the components used in the prototype robot and test rig are detailed in table 2.1. 

2.1.1 Test rig 

A test rig was developed to assess the performance of a single pneumatic cylinder. 

Two alternative configurations of the test rig were used to perform position control 

and fixed position force control (figures 2.1 & 2.2) 

Position control configuration 

The position control rig allows movement of the pneumatic cylinder while collecting 

performance data. Pressures in the cylinder chambers (measured by pressure 

transducers) generate forces to overcome any stiction, friction and external forces 

acting upon the cylinder, resulting in movement of the cylinder piston. A force sensor 

measures the output force of the cylinder and an L VDT (linear variable differential 

transducer) measures the cylinder position. Experiments performed on the position test 

rig are detailed in chapter 3. 
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COMPONENT PROPERTIES USE 

Low Friction pneumatic cylinder - Bore 0.627 inch Test rig 
Airpot Airpel - Air bearing design Stroke: 4 inch 

Low Friction pneumatic cylinder - Bore 0.627 inch Robot 
Airpot Airpel - Air bearing design Stroke: 6 inch 

Conventional seal cylinder - Bore dia: 20mm Test n g friction 
Lip seal Stroke: 80mm companson 

Electro-pneumatic pressure control Pressure range:O - 8.8 bar Test rig and robot 
valves - SMC E- P Hyreg VYIIOO Voltage Range: I - SV 

Pressure Transducer Pressure Range : 0 - 6 bar Modelling 
RS 249-39S9 Accuracy (%FS) ± 0.1 % validation 

Force Transducer Capacity: 890 N Test rig and robot 
RDP SlIIl17 - 01 Accuracy (%FS) ± O.S% 

Mass (M) 4.S kg Test rig 

Linear rotary potentiometer Mechanical travel: 360u continuous Robot 
Novotechnik P270 I Nominal resistance :SkO 
PC-Labcard PCL-727 12 channel 12 0 1 A channels 12-bit resolution Robot 
01 A output card 
PC-Labcard PCL 816/814B 16 16 AlO channels 16-bit resolution Robot 
AlO channels 
Amplicon PC-30 va board 8 AlO channels 12-bit resolution, 2 Test Rig 

0 1 A channels 12-bit resolution 

LOVT Linear Range: ± ISOmm Test rig 

ROP OSI6000 Linearity (%FS) ± 0.2% 

Table 2.1 Equipment Specifications 

Pivot point 
Movement I I External 

• force (F ext) 

Pivot point 

'- Force sensor 
350mm L VDT - to measure 

displacement 

'-- . I' d Pneumatic cy III er 

450mm 

Figure 2.1 Test rig to perform position control 
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Fixed position force control configuration 

The fixed position force rig enables measurement of cylinder output force while 

cylinder piston movement is prevented. Pressures in both cylinder chambers generate 

forces on the piston, which are measured by the force sensor. A screwed bar prevents 

movement of the cylinder and insulates the cylinder from any external forces. 

Experiments performed on the force rig are detailed in chapter 4. 

350mm Bar to prevent 
movement 

450mm 

Force sensor 

'- Pneumatic cylinder 

Figure 2.2 Test rig to perform fixed position force control 

2.1.2 Three degree of freedom physiotherapy robot 

A three degree of freedom robot has been designed and built which is capable of 

imposing force demands and measuring position in three degrees of freedom (figure 

2.3). The design specification for the prototype physiotherapy is given in table 2.2. 

Robot design and fabrication 

The main body of the robot was constructed from aluminium U channel. Three 

degrees of freedom were achieved using revolute joints, with joints two and three 

implemented through bearings in the aluminium U-channel. The first joint was 

constructed from two angular contact bearings situated in a steel housing (fi gure 2.4). 

The two halves of the bearing arrangement close around the pivot poi nt of the fi r t 

link. To ensure alignment of bearings the two halves fit together using a location edge 
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around the casing and a single locating pin. Rotation of the joint is measured using an 

angular potentiometer coupled to the pivot point. Production drawings for the robot 

are shown in appendix A. Photographs of the assembled robot are shown in figures 2.5 

& 2.6. 

Revolute joint ~ 
(3,d joint) ~ 

Pneumatic_ 
cylinder ! 

Revolute joint 
Force sensor 

(1
st 

joint) ~ 

Base 
~ 

Angular 
potentiometer 

Revolute joint 
(2nd joint) 

Figure 2.3 Three degree of freedom robot 

EtJ3 til Potentiometer 

~::3 

.------ Bearing 

Pivot __ ~lIC~ ..-- 1 st Link 

Bearing --.. ~ e:::::::::!3 

Base plate 

Recess to give 
clearance to 
bearings 

Figure 2.4 Exploded view of ] S( joint bearing arrangement 
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DESIGN SPECIFICATION DATE: 10 July 1998 

TITLE: 

DESCRlPTION: 

WEIGHT: 

SIZE AND 

ERGONOMICS: 

SAFETY: 

POWER 

SOURCES: 

MECHANICAL 

LOADING: 

OPTIMUM 

METHOD OF 

CONTROL: 

DESIRED 

CONTROL 

PERFORMANCE: 

Three degree of freedom robot for 
physiotherapy 

A three degree of freedom robot is to be designed and fabricated that is capable 
of applying forces to arm segments within the required movement envelope as 
well as implementing position demands. 

The overall weight of the device is not critical. The weight of individual links 
is important. Lighter joints will reduce the joint inertia and reduce the force 
required from the actuators under no external load conditions. Aluminium 
channel has been identified as an appropriate choice for construction of links. 

The robot is required to move in a workspace based upon the optimum reach 
ability of the average human. Ergonomic data has been examined to ensure the 
range of motion is sufficient (McCormick 1970). An oval approximately 
O.25m (x)*O.15m (y) *0.400m (z) diameter will allow sufficient movement 
range. Ergonomic data identified the height of the robot at mid range to be 1m 
from the ground to enable an average seated human to attach their arm to the 
device (Kantowitz and Sorkin 1983). 
Safety issues are of critical concern when robots are interacting directly with 
humans. It is important that the range of motion can be reduced through 
mechanical end-stops to ensure the robot is not capable of causing damage 
through its movement. An emergency stop button is required to remove power 
to the actuators. Use of an electrically powered shut off valve would remove 
pneumatic power. A 'force fuse' could be used to prevent large forces being 
applied to the human (Salganicoff and Hersh 1996). 
The power source must be suitable for medical environments. Pneumatic 
power has been selected as an appropriate power source. 

Mechanical loading will result from interaction with the human. The loading 
will be small and variable. The pneumatic cylinders are capable of supplying 
lOON of force. The weight of a human arm has been identified as around 5kg 
(Dolan et al. 1993). 20N has been selected as the maximum loading. 
Robotic physiotherapy requires robots to interact with humans requiring 
consideration of both force and position. Position only control is insufficient, 
and would result in the patient's limb being dragged along a trajectory. Force 
only control would neglect the control of position with the potential for the 
robot to attempt to force the patient's limb outside the desired range of motion. 

From the available force and position control strategies, impedance control is 
the most suitable, allowing direct interaction between the human and robot. 
Indeed, impedance control has been used in a prototype physiotherapy robot 
with promising initial results (Hogan et al. 1995) 
Few researchers have implemented impedance control usmg pneumatic 
systems so it is difficult to quantify the performance expected, moreover, robot 
rehabilitation is at an early stage of development so the required performance 
of the robot is not known. 

The position accuracy of the controller is not critical , as exact positioning 
would have little beneficial effect on patient's recovery. The specification of 
the impedance characteristics does not need to be exact, but is required to be as 
consistent as possible. Stability is critical. 

Table 2.2 Design and control specification 



, ./ 

Figure 2.5 Photograph of pneumatic physiotherapy robot 

Figure 2.6 Photograph of robot's fir t link 
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Position criteria 

The operational range of the robot has been designed to encompass the movement 

range of the average human. Ergonomic data was used to quantify this required 

movement range (McCormick 1970). The average male is capable of movement over 

a large region, however, within this region is an area where the majority of every day 

reach and retrieve operations are performed (the 'optimum reach' area). This 

optimum reach area has been approximated as a sphere with dimensions O.3m x OAm 

x O.2m (figure 2.7). The robot has been designed so that the movement range of its 

end point encompasses this sphere. 

O.3m 

Approximated workspace that the hand is 
required to be moved through 

Figure 2. 7 Ergonomic operational range 
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Each of the revolute joints has a movement range of +/- 20 degrees, resulting in the 

robot's operational range (workspace) as is shown in figure 2.8. The ergonomic 

workspace (figure 2.7) is shown to be within the overall workspace of the robot. This 

movement region should be sufficient to enable humans to perform reach/and retrieve 

operations when attached to the device. 

0.4 

.(1) 0.2 
x 
(U 

X 

0.7 

Force criteria 

Robot workspace 

Robot 
movement 

range 

Y axis (m) 

, - , -
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1 -0 .5 
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Figure 2.8 Robot workspace 
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One of the important aspects of the robot design is its ability to provide forces to the 

patient's limb. The maximum force output of an individual Airpel low friction 

pneumatic cylinder at 6.S bar can be calculated to be approximately lOON. 

The maximum force applied to the robot has been specified to 20N. Supporting th is 

force in the x direction is most critical, where the robot is required to support the 

patient's limb against gravity. The required actuator force to support thi s external 
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force can be calculated by considering moments at that joint (figure 2.9). The 

counterbalance reduces link torque generated by an imbalance in link length. 

~-----"'·I~~--------~·I 
0.185m 0.3m 

Counter 
balance 

Force from 
cylinder fc3 

Pivot 
point 

Figure 2.9 Joint 3 cylinder force requirement 

Taking moments about the pivot point in joint 3 gives: 

EM = 0 = 20*0.3-0. 185*/c3*sin 38° => /c3 =53N 

20N 
external 
force 

(2.1 ) 

• 

The approximate cylinder force (fc3) of 53N is well within the available cylinder force 

of lOON. 

The force required to drive the second joint, to support the 20N load in the x direction 

can be calculated assuming the first joint to be fixed. The greatest torque required to 

drive the link occurs when the robot is fully outstretched (figure 2.10) 

Examining clockwise moments for the two-link robot with the counterbalance 

removing all gravity loads gives 

EM = 0 = 0.4*20-/c2*sin 450*(0.232/cos 20°) => /c2 = 45.8N (2.2) 

The 45.8N force required to balance the force at the end of the link can be provided by 

one actuator. 
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Gravitational load from the patient's limb is exerted solely in the x plane, therefore the 

required robotic forces applied in the (y,z) directions are smaller, hence less critical. 

Detailed analysis of the forces applied in the y and z directions is not presented here 

for brevity. 

Cylinder driving ~ 
third link modelled 
as a fixed bar 

OAm 

~I 

• 

O.232m 

__________________________________________________ --ll...-

Counter balance / 

Figure 2.10 Joint 2 cylinder force requirement 

The robot operates in direct contact with humans. A requirement for safe operation is 

knowledge of the interaction forces between the robot and the human. A three-degree 

of freedom force sensor has been designed and developed for this purpose. 
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2.2 Three degree of freedom force sensor 

For safe operation it is important to measure the interaction forces between the robot 

and human in mUltiple degrees of freedom. To measure these interaction forces a 

force sensor is mounted at the robot endpoint, becoming the connection between the 

robot and human (figure 2.11). 

Underside view 

Figure 2.11 Location of force sensor 

Commercial multi-degree of freedom force sensors are available, however they are 

expensive, retailing at several thousand pounds. Research has been performed into the 

design and development of multiple degree of freedom force sensors. Kim et al. 

(1999) designed and fabricated a six-degree of freedom force and moment sensor. 

Analysis of the design was performed using FEA (Finite element analysis) and 

analytical techniques. The force/torque sensor was constructed using more than 50 

strain gauges and was shown to be accurate, with little cross coupling. Chao and Yin 

(1999) designed a six component force and moment sensor for measuring the loading 

of human feet in locomotion. The force sensor was calibrated by collecting data while 

applying forces in single degrees of freedom. The sensor cross coupling was shown to 

be small. Both these designs operate well as multi-degree of freedom force en or 

however the complexity of the devices mean they are expen i e to produce and 
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require advanced manufacturing techniques. A simple force sensor has been designed 

to measure forces in three degrees of freedom for the prototype physiotherapy robot. 

2.2.1 Finite element sensor design 

The force sensor was designed based upon a simplified version of Choa and Yin ' s 

(1999) force and torque sensor. Design of the sensor was performed using FEA (finite 

element analysis) software. Finite element analysis provides a method of predicting 

the stress and strain within a component under specific loading conditions (Fagan 

1992). The region for which stress and strain is unknown is first divided into an 

assembly of subdivisions called elements, which are considered to be interconnected 

at joints, known as nodes. Stress and strain is assumed to act over each element in a 

predetermined manner, with the number and type of elements chosen so that the 

distribution can be approximated (i.e fine mesh allows rapid changes in gradient to be 

predicted). The finite element model constructed to develop the force sensor is shown 

in figure 2.12. The overall FEA model is coarsely meshed with trahedral elements as 

they are more adaptive around comers and curves. The mesh around the areas of 

interest (location of the strain gauges) is refined to contain smaller elements resulting 

in a more accurate prediction of strain gradients. Overall 9224 nodes and 4699 

elements form the FEA mesh. The maximum required loading between the robot and 

force sensor was specified to be 20N. After several design iterations the final sensor 

configurations was reached (figure 2.13). 

Forces 
applied to 
centre 

Spokes to 
mount strain 
gauges 

Constrained 
at comers 

Refined 
elements 

Elements 

Figure 2.12 Finite element repre entation of force en or 
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70mm 

1-- 70mm 

Material: 
Imm thick 
aluminium 

IIOmm 

Figure 2.13 Dimensions of force sensor 
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The respective y & z FEA strain predictions when applying 20N of force in the z 

direction is shown in figure 2.14. Measurement of strain in the z direction requires 

strain gauges to be mounted on a spoke aligned with the z plane and strain in the y 

direction would be measured by placing strain gauges on a spoke in the y plane. Due 

to symmetry strain predictions in the z direction, when rotated through 90°, will be 

valid predictions of the strain in the y direction. The FE predications of strains 

produced by applying 20N in the x direction are shown in figure 2.15. 

The finite element analysis demonstrates that by companng the magnitude and 

respective phase of strain, forces can be measured in three degrees of freedom. The 

design of the force sensor allows two strain gauges to be attached to each spoke, 

allowing the use of eight strain gauges. One full wheatstone bridge was formed to 

measure forces in the x direction and two half wheatstone bridges measure the y and z 

forces. The positions of the strain gauges are shown in figure 2.16. Each wheatstone 

bridge was attached to a separate strain gauge amplifier, resulting in three voltage 

outputs for any applied force. The strain gauge amplifiers scale up the change in 

voltage for each wheatstone bridge by a factor of 1000. 

In the real force sensor external forces are applied to a spindle attached to the centre of 

the sensor. The sensor is secured in position by fo ur bolts one at each comer. 
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Figure 2.14 Strain intensity f or 20N applied in z direction 
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Figure 2.15 Strain intensity f or 20N applied in x direction 

2.2.2 Calibration of the force sensor 
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force in single degrees of freedom in the x,y and z plane were used to obtain 

calibration data. Figure 2.17 illustrates calibration forces applied in the x and y 

planes. 
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The calibration voltages, when applying force in the z plane, are shown in figure 2.18. 

The magnitude of the z voltage trace is significantly larger than the other directions 

indicating the sensors exhibits little inherent cross coupling. Combining the 

calibration data, enables a single calibration to be perfonned on the sensor. The 

standard calibration matrix as implemented by Chao and Yin (1999) uses a matrix of 

gams, as: 

(2.4) 

where CL is a matrix of linear calibration coefficients, F m is a matrix of forces in three 

degrees of freedom and V is a matrix of voltages. 
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Figure 2.18 Calibration voltages for forces applied in Z direction 
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Voltage offsets can exist from the output of strain gauge amplifiers, and these can be 

tuned to small values, however they are always present. A constant offset term was 

included to account for this as follows. 

(2.5) 

where B is a matrix of offsets. 

A least squares estimate results in a prediction of the gain matrix (Cr) and offset 

matrix (B). The calibrated force results are shown in figures 2.19, 2.20 & 2.21. It is 

important to note that errors exist in the measurement of forces in all directions, but 

most importantly small forces are measured in directions where no force is applied. 

These false readings indicate the calibration has not completely removed coupling 

between directions, degrading the performance of any control strategy based upon 

these measured forces. 

Calibration coefficients are shown below: 

Fx -9.36 1.47 0.02 Vx -3.35 

Fl' - -0.34 6.17 -0.19 . Vy + 0.33 (2.6) 

Fz 0.05 0.38 7.06 Vz 1.35 

where Fx,Fy,Fz are forces in orthogonal directions. Vx,Vy,Vz are voltages from the 

strain gauges intended to read the respective direction of force. 

It can be seen from equation (2.6) that the cross coupling of the calibration (off 

diagonal elements) between strain gauges is small. Estimations of greater complexity 

are able to improve the force sensor calibration. A Bilinear and Tri-linear estimation 

can be used to calibrate the force sensor. 

Performing a bilinear/tri-linear estimation we have: 

[FF'] [c 1[1' " I' 1\*1\' Vr*Vz h'*Vz V\"* I.'v* V.: l]T F: = "Br} iX r\' .: 

(2.7) 
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where CBTis a matrix of bilinear and tri-linear calibration coefficients, estimated as: 

- 0.0265 0.2585 0.4658 1.8845 - 1.5112 -1 0.9255 

[C BT ] = 1.2709 
[- 7.5667 

6.3715 0.1597 - 0.2699 -0.5180 -1.0174 - 2.101 8 _ 0. 3727 (2.8) - 0.
63661 

- 0.0016 - 0.455 1 - 6.9298 0.9267 -1.7521 3.1285 9.8509 0. 5152 
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A quadratic estimate can also be used to calibrate the sensor as: 

Fx 

Fy = [CQ J[Vx Vy Vz (2.9) 
Fz 

where CQ is a matrix of quadratic calibration coefficients, estimated as: 

-8.51 -1.03 -0.28 0.98 0.27 -0.57 -3.19 
[CQ ]= 1.30 5.53 0.21 0.21 0.23 -0.28 0.23 (2.10) 

-0.43 -0.45 7.126 -0.26 0.09 0.13 1.11 

The percentage quality of the calibration can be used to compare the different 

estimation methods, and is given as: 

Q = (1- MSRJ*100 
MSS 

MSS =_1 ~ 2 
N~YI 

(2.11 ) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

where Q is percentage quality (0/0), MSR is the mean square residual, MSS is the mean 

square signal, Yi is the plant output (i.e actual force) and Ymi is the model output (i.e 

estimated force). 

The percentage quality of each calibration is shown in table 2.3. 

Quality of estimate (%) 

Direction of Linear with Bilinear / Quadratic 

applied force 
offset Tri-Iinear 

X y Z X Y Z X Y Z 

X 95.6 99.3 99.2 94.4 99.5 99.5 95.8 99.6 99.7 

Y 95.5 95.8 98 .7 99.3 95.8 99.2 98.2 95.8 99.1 

Z 93.3 99.1 90.8 97.6 99.3 90.7 98.0 99.1 91.3 

Table 2.3 Percentage quality afforce sen or calibration 
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As can be seen from the table, the quadratic estimation produces the best overall 

prediction of the forces applied to the sensor, and hence was chosen for the sensor 

calibration. Results from the quadratic calibration are shown in figures 2.22 , 2.23 & 

2.24. 
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2.2.3 Validation of finite element analysis 

The experimental voltages of the force sensor can be used to compare the actual strain 

with that predicted by the finite element analysis. The strain gauge resistor 

configuration (figure 2.25) is analysed in this section. 

Figure 2.25 Standard wheatstone bridge configuration 

The change in resistance caused by strain, affects the wheatstone bridge voltages as 

V A = ~.(I1R( _ 11R2 + 11R3 - 11R4 J 
V £ 4 R( R2 R3 R4 

(2.14) 

Where VE is the supply voltage, VA is the strain voltage, R/ to R4 are the initial 

resistance values and l1Ri the respective change in resistance due to strain. 

Strain gauges respond to strain as 

(2.15) 

where kr = strain gauge factor, and £ is the strain 

Substituting equation (2.15) into (2.14) gives: 

V A kr ( ) -=-'£( -£2+£3-£4 
V E 4 

(2.16) 

From the experimental calibration voltages (figure 2.17) 20N, appJi d in the z 

direction, corresponds to approximately 2.5x 1 0-
3 

V (th train gauge ampli fi r ha a 
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gain of approximately 1000). The supply voltage to the strain gauges is 15V. In the Z 

direction a half wheatstone bridge is implemented so the strains £3 and £4 are zero. 

The strain gauges used have a strain gauge factor of 2, so the overall strain, £ , detected 

by the force sensor is: 

2.5xl0-
3

*4 333 1 -4 
-----=£= . X 0 

15 * 2 
(2.17) 

Equation 2.17 gives the strain measured by two strain gauges, halving this value 

results in the strain measured by a single strain gauge (1.66x 1 0-4
). From figure 2.14 

the strain predicted by the FE analysis on an individual strain gauge is approximately 

7x 1 0-5
. The actual strain is larger than the strain predicted by the FE analysis, but is a 

reasonable estimate considering the approximations used in the calculations. 

2.3 Pneumatic systems 

The pneumatic system consists of several components to prepare and control air. The 

arrangement of the pneumatic components is shown in figure 2.26. A standard 

compressor and storage tank arrangement is used to supply compressed air to the 

system. The air is then passed through a water trap and dust filter. The filter has 

particular importance when using low friction cylinders as the air bearing inside the 

low friction cylinder can become blocked by dust particles. In a conventional 

pneumatic system, oil droplets would be added to the air to lubricate the components. 

Air bearing cylinders however, do not require lubrication, indeed lubrication can cause 

blockage of the air bearing. Two electro-pneumatic proportional valves are used to 

control the flow of air into and out of the pneumatic cylinder. The use of two electro

pneumatic valves enables accurate control of the pressures within each chamber 

without the requirement for additional pressure regulation, moreover the pressures in 

both chambers can be modified by software changes alone. Further explanation on the 

usc of the electro-pneumatic valves to control the pneumatic cylinder is given in 

chapter 3. 
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Before any computer control of the components detailed so far can be performed it is 

necessary to decide upon an appropriate sampling interval. This is the topic of the 

next section. 

2.4 Selection of Sampling Interval 

Selection of the sampling interval for control of discrete time systems is one of the 

most important issues. In the process of sampling, high frequencies in the analogue 

signal may be misrepresented as low frequencies in the discrete signal. This 

misrepresentation of frequencies is called aliasing. To prevent aliasing of the signal, 

an analogue lowpass filter reduces the high frequency components before the signal is 

sampled, preventing these high frequency components from being 'folded' into the 

low frequency spectrum. Sampling the system too quickly to prevent aliasing, 

however, can result in large computational burden and can lead to numerical 

instability. It has been suggested that an optimal sampling interval exists Xin et. at 

(1995) and can be found by decimation and interpolation of a quickly sampled impulse 

response. However, the performance advantage of optimising the sample interval for 

digital control was not demonstrated. As a general rule of thumb the sampling interval 

should be 4-10 times the bandwidth of the system. For a first order system the 

bandwidth is equal to the inverse of the time constant and for a second order system 

the bandwidth can be approximated to the natural frequency. 

Several techniques can be used to obtain the system bandwidth. A pseudo-random 

binary sequence can be used to excite the system at all frequencies, enabling selection 

of a sample interval. However this technique can result in large unpredictable changes 

in position and is not suitable for large robotic devices. A more controlled approach is 

to estimate the desired parameters from system step responses. 

The three degree of freedom robot is required to respond to both force and position 

demands. Examining a digital proportional control position control step response (see 

chapter 3), for the third link (figure 2.27) and using data sheets of second order 

responses, the natural frequency and hence the bandwidth can be approximated to 2.4 
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Hz. Using 8 times the bandwidth a sampling interval of 50ms was selected. 

Examining the force step response for open loop discrete control (see chapter 4) at the 

third joint (figure 2.28) and approximating the response as first order, the bandwidth 

can be found to be approximately 4 Hz, hence using 8 times the bandwidth, a sample 

interval of 30ms was selected. Due to the varying inertial loads on each joint of the 

robot, their respective response time will differ, potentially requiring a mixed or 

distributed sampling interval controller. Distributed sampling systems control MIMO 

systems at different sampling intervals for each input/output pair (Smiarowski and 

Anderson 1990). But this was not deemed necessary for the current application since 

the joint response times are similar and the sample interval has been approximated, 

however it should be noted that the sample interval selected was based upon the joint 

with the highest bandwidth to prevent aliasing. 
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2.5 Low friction pneumatic actuators 

To demonstrate the benefits of low friction pneumatic cylinders they were compared 

to conventional cylinders. Using the position control test rig it was possible to 

calculate the stiction within the cylinder (figure 2.29). 

F stiction 

Figure 2.29 Calculatingfriction within the pneumatic cylinder 

Summating the forces in figure 2.29. 

IF = It + PaAa - PbAb - F S'ic'ion = 0 (2.18) 

Where FSliclion is the force acting on the piston due to stiction and friction. 

Therefore 

(2.19) 

The performances of two cylinders were compared usmg pole-placement control 

(Chapter 3). The respective discrete plant models were identified using least squares 

identification, to give the following transfer functions: 

Conventional cylinder 

0.02 z -2 

Y 1 = 1 _ l.63z - I + 0.63 z - 2 .u { (2.20) 

Low friction cylinder (Airpel) 

0.06 z -2 

y { = 1 - 1. 7 1 z - J + 0.7 z - .U { 
(2.2 1 ) 
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where y is the position output and Ut is the command signal 

The results from the pole-placement tests are shown in figure 2.30. The low friction 

cylinder exhibits smaller internal friction characteristics enabling smoother, more 

accurate position control. 

It is interesting to note that the airpel response drops below the desired position. This 

is due to the balance signal (Section 3.2) not fully compensating for the external force. 

With the airpel cylinder exhibiting low friction and stiction, its response is more 

sensitive to external forces. Self-tuning of the plant and balance signal (Section 3.5.3) 

would remove this effect. 
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2.6 Discussion and conclusions 

This chapter details the experimental equipment used throughout this thesis. The test 

rig enables position and force control to be performed on a single pneumatic cylinder. 

Assessment of the controller performance on a single actuator allows the controller 

performance to be assessed without the added complexity of multiple degrees of 

freedom. 

The three degree-of-freedom robot has been designed to extend the controllers 

developed on the test rig. The primary aim of the robot is to enable the testing of 

pneumatic controllers in multiple degrees of freedom. These controllers, if 

successfully implemented, would enable the robot to interact with humans perfonning 

tasks such as robotic physiotherapy. Indeed the robot workspace and configuration 

has been developed with this application in mind, with the robot movement range 

encapsulating the optimum reach area of the average adult. This optimum reach area 

is a realistic representation of everyday limb movement, indeed we often go out of our 

way to prevent movement beyond normal motion patterns (stretching to reach 

objects). 

The three degree of freedom force sensor that has been developed can measure forces 

applied to the robot. A variety of techniques are capable of calibrating this force 

sensor, however, the quadratic estimation calibrates the forces with the greatest degree 

of accuracy. 

Preliminary experiments have shown that the low friction pneumatic cylinder exhibits 

much smaller friction characteristics than traditional pneumatic cylinders. When the 

performance of these two cylinders were compared using identical control techniques, 

the low friction cylinder exhibited smoother motion. This smoother motion enables 

pneumatic cylinders to be considered for control applications where they would 

previously be discounted. 
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The single degree of freedom test rig and three degree of freedom robot, combined 

with force sensors enable assessment of a wide variety of controllers for not only 

position control, but also position and force interaction. Implementing controllers that 

consider both applied force and position enables robots to interact safely in unknown 

environments, such as that encountered when performing physiotherapy. 
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Chapter 3 

Position control 

This chapter investigates the performance obtainable from modern low friction 

pneumatic cylinders and proportional electro-pneumatic valves for position control 

in the presence of external loads. 

3.1 Introduction 

Traditionally, position control of pneumatic systems has proven difficult. Non-linear 

friction effects such as stiction and air compressibility combine to degrade servo 

performance. Some researchers have opted to use add-ons to improve the response 

of standard linear controllers. Examples of these additional elements include 

intelligent dither (rapidly oscillating signal), which is turned on when the cylinder is 

judged to be under the influence of stiction (Surgenor and Wijesuriya 1992) and an 

analogue inner control loop to help linearise the system (Hamiti et al. 1996). 

A more common approach has been to implement adaptive controllers such as the 

adaptive pole-placement controllers designed by Shih and Huang (1992) and 

Tanaka et al. (1996). These controllers vary their internal structure to cope with 

variations in system response. 

Some researchers have found it necessary to implement non-linear controllers such 

as neural networks (Gross and Rattan 1997), fuzzy logic (Shibata et al. 1999), and 

sliding mode control (Pandian et al. 1996) to obtain adequate perfonnance from 

pneumatic systems. 

Low friction pneumatic actuators have greatly reduced stiction effects. and electro

pneumatic valves are capable of accurately controlling the pressure within each 

chamber of the pneumatic cylinder. It is hypothesised that combining these 

components will produce a pneumatic system that c:\hibits greater linearity than 

traditional pneumatic systems, suggesting convcntional lincar controllers may now 
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be appropriate. This chapter details the design and implementation of linear 

controllers to control the position of a pneumatic cylinder, under the influence of 

external gravity loads. 

3.1 Controlling the electro-pneumatic valves 

Traditionally, one spool valve controls the flow of air into both chambers of a 

pneumatic cylinder. One of the drawbacks of this arrangement is that the 

relationship between the pressures within the two chambers remains fixed, moreover 

regulating these pressures is difficult, often requiring a pressure control loop. 

Electro-pneumatic valves regulate the pressures within a volume through analogue 

pressure control circuitry. Two electro-pneumatic valves can independently control 

the pressure within each chamber of the pneumatic cylinder enabling the relationship 

between the chamber pressures to be set by software changes alone. The 

configuration of two electro-pneumatic valves to control a single cylinder is shown 

in figure 3. l. 

r-

-
Pneumatic 

B 
Valve 1 

P0b 

+ .' :tII 

t 
PaAa Pneumatic 

Chamber A Valve 0 
I 

Figure 3.1 Two valves controlling one cylinder 
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It is desirable to control the force generated within the pneumatic cylinder from one 

control signal, however, this requires one control signal to control two electro

pneumatic valves. 

Several researchers have devised strategies for controlling two valves from one 

control signal. Kawanaka and Hanada (1996) proposed that valve 1 should supply 

a fixed pressure to chamber B while valve 0 varies the pressure in chamber A to 

control the position of the cylinder piston. This restricts the maximum force output 

of the pneumatic cylinder and limits the maximum rate of change of force . Ben

Dov and Salcudean (1995) devised a strategy to increase the pressure In one 

chamber while decreasing the pressure in the other chamber. In order for a 

pneumatic valve to reduce the pressure within a pneumatic chamber, the chamber 

must initially contain pressure higher than atmospheric pressure. So a default 

pressure is required in each pneumatic chamber. This pressure, termed ' equilibrium 

pressure', is present in both chambers of the pneumatic cylinder for a zero control 

signal. The strategy requires the control signal to be split, increasing the pressure in 

one chamber while decreasing that in the other. The control signal (Ut) is halved, 

added to the equilibrium signal (ueq) for valve 0 and subtracted from the equilibrium 

signal for valve 1 (figure 3.2). 

Ueq 

Ueq 

Pneumatic 
Valve 1 

Pneumatic 
Valve 0 

Figure 3.2 Splitting the control signal 
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The selection of this equilibrium pressure affects the performance of the pneumatic 

system, two methods can be considered for selection of this: 

Mid-point between supply and exhaust pressure 

The equilibrium pressures can be set to the mid-point between the supply and 

exhaust pressures. Due to the symmetry of the control strategy this method enables 

the maximum force to be applied by the pneumatic cylinder (i.e. I bar (abs) in one 

chamber and 7.5 bar (abs) in the other chamber). 

With the equilibrium pressure set to 4.25 bar (abs) the cylinder can apply 

approximately lOON. 

Maximum region of sonic flow 

The pressure ratios when supplying and exhausting from the cylinder can be 

inspected to select an equilibrium pressure for which sonic flow occurs in both 

chambers for the largest pressure range. During sonic flow the maximum mass flow 

rate is maintained. 

From chapter 5 sonic airflow occurs for a pressure ratio smaller than 0.528: 

P 
Supplying sonic flow: ; < 0.528 => Pa < 4 bar (abs) 

s 

p 
Exhausting sonic flow: _r < 0.528 => Pa > 1.9 bar (abs) 

Pa 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

where Pa is the chamber pressure, Pr is the atmospheric pressure and Ps is the supply 

pressure. 

The mid-point between the pressures (obtained by equations 3.2 and 3.3) is 

approximately 3 bar (abs). This equilibrium pressure creates the greatest region of 

choked flow when supplying and exhausting air. Selecting this equilibrium pressure. 
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however, restricts the maximum force that can be applied to 80N (the pressure can 

only be reduced by 2 bar before atmospheric pressure is reached). 

The initial tests to ascertain the perfonnance of pneumatic systems reqUIre the 

equilibrium pressure to be set for the largest region of sonic flow (Sections 3.3 -

3.5). This creates a servosystem with the greatest possible linearity. The three 

degree-of-freedom robot does not require fast changes in position so the need to 

maintain sonic mass flow lessens, however, increased non-linearity occurs within the 

sub-sonic flow region. Inspite of these increased non-linearities, the equilibrium 

pressure was selected as the mid-point pressure to enable the maximum force to be 

applied. 

Note that due to the difference in piston area between the two chambers, chamber B 

requires a pressure increase by approximately 10% for the force generated by each 

chamber to be balanced. This is included in the controller but will not be shown in 

controller diagrams for brevity. 

3.2 External gravity loads 

Under real operating conditions the pneumatic actuator will be required to operate 

against gravity loads, resulting in constant external forces acting upon the pneumatic 

system. These external forces have a considerable effect on the actuator positioning 

due to the low stiffness and back-driveable nature of pneumatic actuators. 

To achieve accurate position control under the influence of these external forces, an 

equal but opposite force needs to be generated from within the cylinder. This 

internal force, tenned the balance force, will be constant for a fixed gravity load 

acting vertically upon the pneumatic cylinder. A constant control signal creates a 

constant pressure difference between the pneumatic cylinder chambers, hence a 

constant force to balance the gravity load. 
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The balance force was incorporated into the two-valve control strategy by the 

inclusion of a balance signal (Bp) , which is added to the input control signal. The 

two valve control strategy with balance signal is shown in figure 3.3. For ease of 

controller design the two valve strategy and balance signal was considered part of the 

plant (figure 3.4). 

Ut 

Ueq 

Pneumatic 
Valve 1 

Pneumatic 
Valve 0 

Figure 3.3 Inclusion of balance signal 

Plant for controller design 
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+ 

i + 

Effect of external force 

-_._------ -, 
I • 
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valve ~ 
• I 

~ strategy ; 
I • t _____ • ____ _ 

- Actual 
Plant 

Compensation for external force (Bp) 

M 

Yt 

L _____________________________________________________ I 

Figure 3.4 Considering balance pressure as part of plant 

Expressing the two valve control strategy in mathematical terms: 

The control signal applied to valve 0 is given by: 

u ' 
P I - + -u 11 - eq 2 

(3.4) 
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The control signal applied to valve 1 is given by: 

U' 
U

21 
= P

eq 
__ I 

2 

Where the signal Ut' includes the balance signal, i.e.: 

83 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

Here U/t is the control voltage into valve 0, U2t is the control voltage into valve 1, Peq 

is the equilibrium control signal, Ut is the input control signal, Ut' is the control signal 

and balance signal. 

To summarise, the equilibrium pressure enables the pressures within each chamber to 

be reduced on demand. External gravity loads exert constant forces upon cylinders 

acting vertically. A constant control signal is required to produce a force to balance 

these external forces. Including this constant control signal as part of the equilibrium 

pressure causes a zero control signal to result in no change in position in the presence 

of constant external force. This strategy of controlling the two valves and cylinder 

forms the basis of all the controllers implemented throughout this thesis. The next 

section implements proportional position control on the pneumatic cylinder. 

3.3 Proportional control 

Proportional control is one of the simplest forms of control, utilising one feed

forward gain and negative feedback (figure 3.5). Few devices are controlled by 

solely proportional control due to the limited response normally obtained. This is 

reflected in the lack of published literature. Indeed, proportional control is usually 

augmented with integral and derivative elements to improve the performance. 

However, proportional control provides a means of obtaining an idea of the system 

performance and linearity with its simplicity revealing the underlying system 

dynamics. Proportional control was implemented on the position control test rig with 

a proportional gain (Kp) of 2.5 identified through empirical methods. The position 

response is shown in figure 3.6. 
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Yt 

Figure 3.5 Proportional control block diagram 
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Figure 3.6 Proportional control response 

The experimental proportional control response undergoes large overshoot before 

settling close to the desired steady state value. The steady state error is a result of 

friction within the experimental equipment and hysterisis within the electro

pneumatic valves. 

The overshoot and oscillation for a step response around the cylinder mid-po ition 

are almost identical , which is important for design of a linear controller and i as a 
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result of the increased pressure in chamber B compensating for the piston area 

difference of single ended pneumatic cylinders. 

It is apparent that the optimum perfonnance obtainable from proportional control 

results in large overshoot, which is unacceptable. Proportional, integral and 

derivative (PID) control has therefore been implemented on the 3 degree of freedom 

robot (chapter 6). 

The proportional control response of the low friction pneumatic cylinders and 

electro-pneumatic valves demonstrates that the response is approximately linear, 

therefore pole-placement control can be considered to improve the system 

perfonnance. 

3.4 Pole-Placement Control 

Pole-placement control is a model-based approach that enables the design of a 

controller to meet specified goals. These goals can be achieved by the manipulation 

of the desired pole-positions for the system closed-loop response. Astrom and 

Witten mark (1997) describe the pole placement approach in detail. 

3.4.1 Controller Design 

The pole placement controller structure is shown in figure 3.7 (where rt is the 

demand, et is the measurement noise and Yt is the output). The controller consists of 

a feedforward F(Z-l) and feedback G(Z-l) polynomial. 

These polynomials are of the fonn; 

F( -P) I' I' -\ f -2 f ~-P 
2 =)o+)\z + 22 + ... + p .... 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 
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Yt 
l/F(z) PLANT 

G(z) 

Figure 3. 7 Pole-placement control 

For the controller polynomials to be designed appropriately an accurate discrete 

model of the system behaviour (plant) is required. A plant model is a linear 

approximation of the input/output relationship of the system. Digital control system 

plant models (for single input single output) are of the form; 

where the plant polynomials are of the form; 

B( -m) b b - \ b -2 b -3 b-m 
Z = 0 + \Z + 2Z + 3Z + ... + m Z 

3.4.2 Identifying the plant model 

Two common methods can be used to obtain a discrete-time plant model ; 

Physical modelling 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

(3 .11 ) 

The mathematical relationship between input and output can be derived from the 

physical relationships of system components in the s-domain. This model can then 

be discretised using the zero order hold (ZOH) method or equivalent. Physical 

modelling can be time consuming, moreover some parameters can only be accurately 

obtained through inspection of the experimental behaviour. 
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System identification 

A plant model can be obtained by performing system identification from a set of data 

relating inputs to outputs (this approach cannot be used unless physical experiments 

can be performed on the system). 

If Y is an output vector and !i is an input vector then the system including the plant 

model can be written in matrix form; 

Y i-n U
i
_1 U i - 2 

Yi + l - n U i 
U i _1 

= Yi+2- n U i +1 U i 

where 

-a1 

-a2 
Yi 

Yi+1 

and () = 
-an 

(3.13) y= Yi+2 bl 

b2 
Yi+d - I 

bm 

The vector () is known as the parameter estimate and the matrix containing input and 

output values (\}I) is called the regressor matrix. 

Rearranging equation 3.12 to obtain an estimate of the plant model coefficients, 

gIves: 

() = \}I - I - - Y 
(3 .14 ) 

Note that inversion of the regressor matrix is possible a it is a quare matrix . 
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It is desirable to include more equations than parameters in equation 3.14 to improve 

the estimate of the plant model, however the regressor matrix is no longer square and 

cannot be inverted. The least squares technique provides a method of inverting a 

matrix that is not square (Astrom and Wittenmark 1997). 

The least squares estimate of the parameters is obtained from the following equation. 

B=(,¥T'¥rl,¥T y (3.15) 

It can be shown that the least squares parameters estimate gives the mInImUm 

possible sum square of the error when the plant model output and experimental 

response are compared. It also has the added benefit of lending itself easily to self

tuning system identification (section 3.5). 

The data collected for the least squares estimate must contain sufficient infonnation 

for an accurate plant model to be obtained. A pseudo random binary sequence 

(PBRS) has been proven to be the optimal input signal for the parameter estimation 

of dynamic systems (Hsia 1977), however the system output for such a signal can be 

erratic and potentially destructive for large robotic devices. Experimental data, 

obtained over the operational frequency range, can be used to identify an accurate 

model. The proportional control step response contains suitable information for 

system identification. 

One of difficulties of plant model identification is selection of the model order. If 

the model order is too small it will not contain the necessary information to 

accurately model the system response. Conversely if the model were over 

parameterised (the model order too large) there would be a tendency for the extra 

zeros to cancel out the extra poles so the equations become ill-conditioned. 

Modelling of the pneumatic cylinder and electro-pneumatic valve (Sections 5.2 & 

5.4) have shown the valves to approximate to a gain and the cylinder and load 

configuration to be second order. Therefore a second order model was chosen to 

represent the overall valve and cylinder configuration. The input and output signals 
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from the proportional response were filtered by a first order, low pass digital filter 

off-line to remove any noise which might affect the plant estimation. The plant 

model obtained from the least squares estimate becomes: 

O.059z-2 

(3.14) 

where Yt is position and Ut is the input control signal 

Examining the plant denominator reveals the presence of an integrator. An integrator 

within the plant model results in constant, non-zero control voltage input producing a 

constant change of the cylinder's position. Once an accurate plant model has been 

identified it is possible to calculate the controller polynomials. 

3.4.3 Calculation of F(z) and G(z) coefficients 

The controller aim is to impose the poles of the system closed loop response. So the 

desired closed-loop transfer function is given by: 

(3.17) 

where 

Am (Z-I) = (1- PI Z-I )(1- P2 Z -
1 )(1- P3 Z -

1 
) ... (1- Pr z- I

) (3.18) 

The polynomial Am contains poles specified by the control system designer. 

Selection of these poles is an important part of the controller design procedure, 

altering the speed and damping of the response. 

The closed-loop transfer function requires unity steady state gain for any poles that 

the systen1 designer may specify. So 

B(l) B(1) = 1 
= 1 => "') Alii (1) ka (l + amI '+am 2 +am3 + ... + amr 

(3.19) 
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Hence the polynomial Am is required to be scaled by a factor (ka) to maintain the 

system steady state gain. 

From the controller block diagram (figure 3.7) it can be shown that the controller 

polynomials are related to Am by the following equation, known as the diophantine 

equation: 

F(z)A(z) + B(z)G(z) = Am (z ) (3.20) 

The degree of the F(z-l) and G(Z-l) polynomials can be found by the following 

equations (Astrom and Wittenmark 1980). 

PI = deg F(z) = deg B(z) -1 

qg = deg G(z) = deg A(z) -1 

Therefore, the diophantine equation 

expressed in matrix form thus; 

1 0 bo 0 fo amo 
a l 1 bl bo ~ amI 

= 
a2 a l b2 bl go am2 
0 a2 0 b2 gl am ) 

(3.21 ) 

(3.22) 

for this second order plant model can be 

(3 .23) 

The coefficients of F(z-l) and G(Z- l) can be obtained by inversion of the parameters 

matrix. Inverting a large matrix is a computationally intensive task, with small 

increases in the size of the matrix resulting in large increases in computation time. A 

quicker and more computer friendly method is Gaussian elimination (James et al. 

1994). This involves reducing the matrix to a form where it can be solved 

recursively. 
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3.4.4 Selection of closed-loop poles 

Selection of correct closed-loop poles is essential to achieve the desired controller 

performance. Analysis of the system behaviour for specific poles can be perfonned 

in the frequency domain. Plummer (1997) has shown that the transfer functions 

relating the control signal and system output to noise and disturbances are given by: 

Control sensitivity function 

(3.24) 

Output sensitivity function 

S Z-I _ F(Z-I )A(Z-I) 
( ) - F(Z-I )A(Z-I) + G(Z-I )B(Z-I) 

(3.25) 

Bode plots for the control sensitivity and output sensitivity of the plant and controller 

are shown in figures 3.8 and 3.9 for closed-loop poles of 0.2±0.1 i, 0.4±0.1 i, 0.6±0.1 i, 

0.8±0.1 i. The control sensitivity shows the faster poles (0.2±0.1 i) to have increased 

gain at higher frequencies enabling the controller to quickly respond to disturbances, 

however noise is prevalent at these high frequencies so a trade-off between speed of 

response and noise rejection is required. 

Examining the output sensitivity frequency response, the gain for the low frequency 

response for slow poles (0.8±0.1 i) is large, causing the controller to become sensitive 

to modelling errors at low frequencies, indicating poor robustness. 

Poles were selected at O.4±O.li as a trade-off between nOIse rejection and 

performance robustness. The complex part of the poles was selected at 0.1 to give 

the response a small amount of damping. 
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3.4.5 Experimental response 

The pole-placement controller was implemented on the position control test rig. The 

position response (figure 3.10) experienced slight overshoot and steady state error. 

The slight oscillation of the position during steady state is due to the controller 

responding to measurement noise. The control signal for this response is shown in 

figure 3.11. 

Applying the pole-placement controller with closed-loop poles at 0.4 ± 0.1 i has 

greatly improved the response compared to the proportional controller. However 

these results to do not demonstrate the changeable nature of the plant requiring 

identification of plant parameters at commencement of testing to produce an optimal 

response. It was decided that a self-tuning strategy should be employed so these 

parameters could be automatically tuned at the start of each session. 
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Figure 3.10 Pole-placement control performed with one pole pair at (O.4±O.1 i) 
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Figure 3.11 Control signalfor pole-placement with poles at (O.4±O.lz) 

3.5 Self-tuning pole-placement control 

Self-tuning pole-placement control can be considered a one-shot method of tuning a 

plant model. The recursive least squares technique is used to update the estimate of 

the plant model on-line (Astrom and Witten mark 1997). This technique enables 

each new input/output data set to alter the plant model and hence the controller 

polynomials. 

3.5.1 Self-tuning strategy 

Recursive least squares self-tuning control reqUIres an initial estimate of the 

parameters vector ((}). The previously identified pole-placement plant model is used 

in this instance. 
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()= (3.26) 

Previous input and output values are entered into the regressor vector (If!): 

If! = [YI-l Yt-2 ... u ] 
I-m (3.27) 

Note that the regressor vector contains only a single set of input/output data. 

Assuming the system to be in steady state when implementing the controller, results 

in all the inputs to be zero and all the outputs constant. With the parameters vector 

and regressor vector formed, self-tuning control can be performed as follows; 

1. Perform pole-placement control with initial plant model, obtaining input and 

output data points. 

2. Form the regressor vector (If!) for the current sample period. 

3. Calculate kSI USIng: 

k = fl-l'!!...l 
sl T 

- 1 + If! PI-l If! 
_I _I 

(3.28) 

Note that, initially, the leading diagonal of the PI matrix should be set to a value that 

reflects the amount of tuning (a larger value causes more rapid tuning) 
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4. Produce new plant parameters: 

() = () + k (y - IIF T () ) 
-I -1-1 -sl I '.!...I -I-I (3.29) 

A 

( where () is an estimate of the plant parameters) 

5. Update the Pt matrix to reflect current conditions: 

T P = P -k IIF P . 
-I _I-I -sl '.!...I -1-1' (3.30) 

6. Calculate new F(z-J) & G(z-J) coefficients 

7. This process is then repeated for the next sample instance 

(It is important to note that in changing the plant parameters, unity steady state gain 

may not be maintained. In order to maintain steady state gain the magnitude of the 

controller-specified polynomial (Am) needs to be adjusted at each sample instance) 

3.5.2 Reduced order self-tuning strategy 

To self-tune the plant identified earlier, the parameter vector would take the form: 

-a l 1.75 

() = -a2 - -0.75 
I 

(3.31) 

b2 0.0591 

Therefore, three parameters are to be identified. However, it was noted earlier that 

the plant model contains an integrator. This integrator can be assumed constant in 

the plant model enabling it to be removed from the estimate (Vaughan and 

Plummerl2) 1990). 

The reduced parameter plant model is shown below: 

-I 0.0591z-2 
_ b2::-

2 
. 

.\'1(1-z )= 1+0.6751:: I .U t -1+a1z- I ' 
(3.32) 
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On identification of each reduced order plant model , the integrator is required to be 

reassembled into the plant model for calculation of the new F (z-I) and G(z-I) 

controller polynomials. The reduced parameters vector, therefore takes the form: 

[
- a1] [- 0.75] 

(), = b
2 

= 0.0591 (3.33) 

The reduced parameter self-tuning pole-placement control was implemented on the 

position control test rig. After the initial tuning transient the positional self-tuning 

response (figure 3.12) demonstrates fast rise time, slight overshoot and small steady 

state error. To demonstrate the system self-tuning transient response, the leading 

diagonal of the covariance matrix (Pg) was set to 1000, however during normal 

operation this tuning coefficient would be smaller preventing the vigorous tuning 

transient shown here. Initial rapid tuning of the coefficients al and b2, during self

tuning, is shown in figures 3.13 & 3.14. Both coefficients have settled to 

approximately constant values within 10 seconds. 
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Figure 3.12 Reduced parameter self-tuning position response 
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Although self-tuning pole-placement control showed improvements in the overall 

response, it was still necessary to manually tune the balance signal. Self-tuning the 

gravity balance signal along with the parameters al & b2 would enable all controller 

parameters to be correctly identified at the start of each session. 
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5.6.5 Self-tuning balance 

To include the balance signal as part of the self-tuning strategy it can no longer be 

considered part of the plant (figure 3.15). 

Analysing the plant to obtain a method of self-tuning the balance signal gives : 

(1 - -1)_ b2z -
2 

y, Z - _I.U, 
1+a1z 

For ease of notation 

y, ' = y, (1- Z -I) 

Substituting for Ut in (3.34) using (3 .6): 

=> y, '(1+a1z- l
) =b2 z -2

U, '-b2B
p
z-2 

A parameter d can be estimated on-line as: 

d = -b2Bp 

Ut + 
IIF(z) 

L--_~ G(z) 

+ 

ACTUAL PLANT 

Figure 3.15 Pole-placement control with balance signal block diagram 

(3.34) 

(3 .35) 

(3.36) 

(3.37) 

(3.38) 

Yt 

The time delay (z-2) of d can be ignored since Bp is a constant. Forming the 

regressor and parameter vectors necessary for recursive least square self-tuning 

leads to: 
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The regressor vector: 

(3.39) 

And the parameter vector: 

B t = [- a 1 (3.38) 

The parameter vector is calculated online usmg standard recursive least squares 

identification equations. The balance value is then reconstructed from (3.38) and the 

plant model from (3.36). The coefficients F(z-l) and G(z-l) are recalculated using the 

diophantine equation. Pole placement control can then be perfonned for the next 

sample interval using the new F(z-l) and G(Z-l) coefficients. 

Implementing the self-tuning balance to the test rig results in the positional response 

shown in figure 3.16. After the initial tuning transient the position demand is 

accurately tracked. The convergence of parameters al, b2 and Bp during this response 

is shown in figures 3.17, 3.18 and 3.19. The self-tuning controller with balance 

signal accurately tunes the pole-placement controller. With the controller parameters 

tuned on-line an optimised pole-placement controller can be implemented at the start 

of each session. 
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3.4 Discussion and Conclusions 

Traditional pneumatic servo systems consist of one spool valve and pneumatic 

cylinder which are prone to stop-start motion due to internal stiction effects. Non

linear fluid dynamics and air compressibility add to the stiction to compound the 

problem of accurate position control. 

The combination of low friction pneumatic actuators and electro-pneumatic valves 

creates a pneumatic system that behaves with much greater linearity, however air 

compressibility and non-linear fluid flow dynamics still make accurate position 

control challenging. 

Replacing the traditional spool valve with electro-pneumatic valves presents 

problems within itself. A single valve is required to regulate the pressure within a 

single chamber of the pneumatic cylinder, therefore two independent valves are 

required to control the twin chambers of a pneumatic cylinder. These two valves 

require a control strategy that enables them to operate simultaneously. A proven 

method of controlling these two valves involves reducing the pressure in one 

chamber of the pneumatic cylinder while simultaneously increasing the pressure 

within the other chamber. Assuming the valves to behave identically, this strategy 

provides the greatest linearity in the cylinder response. 

In order for the two-valve control strategy to be successful it is necessary that a 

raised pressure is present in both chambers of the pneumatic cylinder, which can be 

reduced when required. Two strategies have been identified for selection of this 

'equilibrium pressure': the maximum region of sonic flow and the maximum force 

output. The maximum region of sonic flow allows the fastest response of the 

pneumatic cylinder and the greatest linearity when supplying and exhausting fluid, 

however the maximum force output is restricted. Setting the equilibrium pressure to 

the mid-point between supply and exhaust pressures allows the maximum cylinder 

force output. To demonstrate the best perfonnance obtainable from the pneumatic 

servosystcm the equilibrium pressure is set for the greatest region of sonic flow on 
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the test rig. However, the equilibrium pressure was set to allow the maximum force 

output for the three degree of freedom robot. 

Since two pressure control valves were used instead of a conventional servovalve , 

the natural integrating action of the servovalve which counteracts constant external 

forces was eliminated. This gives rises for the need of a bias command, termed the 

'balance signal', to balance external forces. This balance signal takes the form of a 

constant input signal. 

The pressure control valves allow a pressure increase to be incorporated into 

chamber B to compensate for differences in piston area. Without this pressure 

increase, greater force would be applied in chamber A causing motion for a zero 

control signal and producing significant differences in the extension and retraction of 

the piston. The proportional control results show that the cylinder responds almost 

identically for extension and retraction motions indicating that this area difference 

has been successfully compensated. 

Implementation of pole-placement control improved the response of the pneumatic 

servo system through increased response time and reduced overshoot when compared 

to proportional control. However, pole-placement control is a model-based approach 

requiring an accurate system model to obtain the correct controller polynomials. The 

changeable nature of pneumatic systems due to factors such as air temperature and 

humidity results in changes of the system behaviour, all of which alter the plant 

model. Self-tuning control therefore provides a means of obtaining an accurate plant 

model whenever the controller is implemented. 

Identifying the plant as second order accurately represents the system behaviour 

requiring the identification of three plant coefficients. Most pneumatic and hydraulic 

servosystems contain an integrating element within the plant model. Assuming the 

integrator to be an inherent element of the plant model removes the need for its 

identification and reduces the number of coefficients to be identified. 
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Implementation of the self-tuning controller demonstrated accurate tuning of the 

plant model. An empirical selection of the balance signal is, however, required to 

compensate for the external forces. 

Including this balance signal within the self-tuning algorithm removed the need for 

empirical tuning, indeed the self-tuning strategy proves a means of identifying the 

optimum balance signal that would otherwise be difficult to obtain. 

Pole-placement control provides a means of performing accurate position control on 

modem low friction pneumatic actuators and pressure control valves. When 

combined with a self-tuning strategy, the controller provides consistent performance 

in the presence of a time varying plant under the influence of a gravity load. 
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Chapter 4 

Force Control 

This chapter examines force control techniques applied to pneumatic systems. Force 

control of the pneumatic servosystem is investigated when the cylinder piston 

position is fixed, and when it is free to move. 

4.1 Introduction 

Actuator force control is a fundamental part of robotic control techniques and when 

combined with dynamic equations of motion for the robot enables accurate position 

control. These robotic dynamic equations of motion can be formulated by several 

methods, the two most common methods are the application of NeH'ton and Euler 

laws and formulation of Lagrange's equations of motion (Tsai 1999). 

The Newton and Euler method creates equations for each body of a mechanical 

system, detailing both applied and constrained forces. The constrained forces can be 

eliminated through consideration of the robot geometry, revealing the equations of 

motion. 

Lagrange's equations of motion eliminate the forces of constraint at the outset, 

although reconstruction of these forces may be required (in situations such as robot 

design). This method has been employed by many authors e.g. (Sicilano 2000, 

McCormick and Schwartz 1993, Anderson and Spong 1988). The Lagrangian 

approach will be considered here on the assumption that the applied forces are well 

within the robot's operating range. These dynamic equations of motion take the 

form: 

(4.1 ) 

wherc Af,. = inertial matrix, which is a function of position, Vr = vector of Coriolis 

and centrifugal generalised forces, Gr = vector of gravitational forces, 8 = vcctor of 
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joint positions, T = vector of actuator torque, Text = vector of externally applied link 

torque. 

This equation describes how the robot position can be controlled through 

manipulation of the actuator force, however, difficulties arise generating the desired 

force during actuator motion. The maj ority of robots are based upon DC motor 

actuators, for which torque output is proportional to current (Bradley 1994), i.e. : 

(4.2) 

where Tm = torque from motor, km = proportional constant, 1m = motor current. 

During motion, the motor coils are moving relative to the magnetic field inducing a 

voltage within them (back EMF). The back EMF reduces the overall voltage 

supplied to the motor, reducing the current, and hence decreasing the torque supplied 

by the motor. Control of the applied current through manipulation of supplied 

voltage allows accurate torque to be supplied by the motor during motion. Many 

researchers control DC motor based robotic systems using this torque control method 

(Chang and Lee 1999, Guldner 1992). 

Controlling the torque supplied by pneumatic actuators is more complex as a result 

of non-linear fluid flow effects, stiction, and changes in the pneumatic chamber 

volume during motion. Fixing the position of the pneumatic actuator removes a 

large proportion of the non-linear effects, simplifying force control. 
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4.2 Fixed position force control 

With the cylinder piston position fixed, the electro-pneumatic valves supply a 

constant volume with air. The electro-pneumatic valves have within them analogue 

circuitry that regulates the output pressure to be proportional to input voltage. 

Analysis of these valves (Chapter 5) results in an accurate model of the valve 

behaviour. If the bandwidth of the transient response is considered to be large, then 

the valves can be considered to behave as a single gain (a conversion factor between 

voltage input and pressure output). When combined with a pneumatic cylinder, the 

voltage input can be considered proportional to the cylinder piston force output, thus 

enabling force control without feedback (open-loop control) . 

Open-loop control is the simplest way to control any device utilising no feedback 

paths, relying on an accurate prediction of the output response for any given input 

(figure 4.1). In many situations, such as pneumatic position control , applying 

accurate open-loop control is practically impossible due to the difficulty predicting 

the system behaviour. 

rt Ut ft 
.... kor ... ... ... ... PLANT .... 

Figure 4.1 Open-loop force control block diagram 

where rt is the demand force, Ut is the control signal, It is the output force and kOf is 

the open loop controller gain. 

The analysis of the twin electro-pneumatic valves and pneumatic cylinder system has 

shown them to produce 43 .56N when 1 Y is applied (Chapter 5) . Therefore, the 

required open loop gain (kof) can be calculated to be 1143.56 = 0.023 YIN. (Note that 

although open-loop demand signals are applied to the valve, the system cannot be 

considered completely open-loop due to analogue pressure regulation wi th in the 

valves themselves) . 
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The fixed position test fIg (Chapter 2) enables pressures to be supplied to the 

pneumatic cylinder without cylinder movement. A force sensor measures the force 

output from the cylinder. Open-loop force control for a step response between 20N 

and 40N demonstrates that the desired force is accurately tracked (figure 4.2). 

Pressure sensors for both chambers, measure the respective chamber pressure from 

which the force generated within the cylinder can be reconstructed (see section 2.5 ). 

The force generated within the cylinder (the calculated force in figure 4.2) closely 

matches the measured output force. The control signal to generate this response is 

also shown in figure 4.2. Note that the output force does not influence the open-loop 

control signal. 

Open-loop force control (kof = 0.023) 

5° rT ::~~~: ~ '~~~ " " i 
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Figure 4.2 Open loop f orce cOlltrol experimental re pOll se 
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One of the limiting factors when controlling pneumatic cylinder has been identified 

as airflow saturation (Lui and Bobrow 1988). Airflow is dependent on pressures 

either side of an orifice, and at a certain pressure differential the flow of air saturates 

(see chapter 5). This saturation of airflow severely limits the available performance 

of pneumatic systems. Indeed, it is the saturation of the airflow that limits the rise 

time of the open-loop force controller. 

Applications for fixed position force control are extremely limited, indeed this is 

reflected in the lack of published literature, on the other hand force control during 

motion is used widely for controlling robotic systems. During motion the force 

output of pneumatic cylinders is more complex as a result of a variety of effects, 

such as changes in cylinder volume. The next section examines force control of a 

pneumatic cylinder during piston motion. 

4.3 Force control during cylinder motion 

Several researchers have developed models of pneumatic cylinder force output, 

during piston motion, for conventional cylinder and spool valve configurations. This 

knowledge of actuator torque during motion is necessary for any robotic force 

control operation and bridges the gap between standard torque input controllers (as 

mentioned in the introduction) and pneumatic robots. 

4.3.1 Spool valve torque subsystem 

A mathematical model can be developed to predict the pressure, in a pneumatic 

cylinder chamber, for a spool valve and conventional pneumatic cylinder 

configuration (Wang et ale 1999 & Gross and Rattan 1998). 

F or chamber A: 

. vRT ( A P. . . J P _ [' s _ a Q/ X + m 
- - cd a 

a V. RT' 
al S 

(4.3 ) 
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where Pai is the pressure linearised around an operating point, Vai IS the volume 

linearised around an operating point and Xcyl is the cylinder position. 

If the spool orifice area is Xsp, then the standard equation for mass flow through an 

orifice (chapter 5 equation 5.2) becomes 

. X Ps 
rna = CqCmp sp IT 

'-ITs 
(4.4) 

Many researchers assume current input into a spool valve is proportional to orifice 

opening (Wang et al. 1999, Noritsugu & Takaiwa 1995, Bobrow and Jabbari 

1991) 

If the spool valve is linearised around an operating point, spool current can be 

assumed to be proportional to orifice areal. Assuming the supply pressure and 

temperature to be constant, and sonic airflow, the mass flow rate becomes 

proportional to current: 

(4.5) 

where Ci is the coefficient of proportionality and is is the spool current. 

Combining equation 4.5 with equation 4.3, results In an equation for change In 

pressure with the cylinder chamber, as: 

. vRT ( A P J P =" s _ a alx+c.i 
a V. RT t s 

at s 

(4.6) 

I Bobrow and McDonell (1998) are critical of the assumption that spool current can be assumed 

proportional to mass flow rate. They state that the assumption of perfect orificc flow (eq" 5.14) is 

. t ~ rrt·no to identify quadratic non-linear relationships between current and mass flow for mcorrec , pre Ie t:' 

supplying and cxhausting fluid. 
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This simplified equation, combined with a similar equation for chamber B, are the 

basis for a pneumatic torque model (Bobrow and McDonell 1998, Tzafestas 1997, 

Guilhard and Gorce 1999), given by: 

(4.7) 

where Ie is the cylinder output force, Jm, Bm and Em are all coefficients to be 

identified experimentally. 

4.3.2 Electro-pneumatic valve force subsystem 

A similar derivation can be performed using the two pressure proportional valves and 

cylinder arrangement used within this research. 

Equation 4.3 remains the same, however the mass flow rate is now controlled by the 

electro-pneumatic proportional valves. These valves have analogue circuitry to 

regulate the pressure within each cylinder chamber. If these valves behaved ideally, 

they would maintain constant pressure within each chamber, through control of the 

mass flow rate, during changes in chamber volume. The constant pressure results in 

constant force output, hence, movement of the cylinder would have no effect on 

force output. 

A model can be experimentally identified to predict the cylinder force output during 

motion. The position control test rig (chapter 2) enables cylinder output force to be 

measured during pneumatic cylinder motion. Applying the open-loop force 

controller to apply a sinusoidal force while external forces move the cylinder, 

enables the force and position relationship of the pneumatic actuator to be identified. 

Figure 4.3 shows force output of the pneumatic cylinder piston while undergoing the 

velocity shown in figure 4.4. Upon examining these graphs a proportional 

relationship between errors in actuator force output and actuator velocity is apparent. 
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So the cylinder force model takes the form: 

Ie = 1/ k oJ ,u t - D ey/'xcy/ (4.8) 

where Ut is the desired force and Dcyl is the piston velocity coefficient. 

4.3.3 Identification of force subsystem 

Applying the least squares identification technique, an estimate of the velocity gain 

can be obtained. The estimated gain was found to be approximately 23. 

So the actuator force model is given by: 

Ie = 43.56,u t + 23xcy/ (4.9) 

Figure 4.5 shows the force output from this model, alongside the actual force output 

and the predicted force output reconstructed from pressure readings. The forces 

applied to the piston caused movement of approximately 50mm. 
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Figure 4.5 Force output 
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The model accurately predicts the force output of the pneumatic cylinder, howe\'er, 

the velocity coefficient varies between sessions and would need to be identified at 

the commencement of each session to ensure accurate force prediction. 

4.4 Discussion and conclusions 

Force control of a pneumatic cylinder has been investigated when the cylinder piston 

is fully constrained (fixed position) and during piston motion. 

With the position fixed, the volume of the pneumatic cylinder chambers remains 

constant for any pressure difference across the cylinder. Under these constant 

volume conditions, an open-loop force controller has been demonstrated to provide 

accurate force control. 

Several researchers, usmg conventional spool valve and cylinder configurations, 

have examined the force output of pneumatic cylinders during motion. They derived 

a 'torque subsystem' which is a mathematical connection between factors such as 

velocity and change in force. This torque subsystem enables the use of force based 

controllers which have been well developed for use with electric motors. 

Modifying the open-loop force model with an experimentally identified velocity 

coefficient provides an accurate prediction of cylinder force output during motion. 

This 'torque subsystem' could be used to implement standard robotic torque control 

systems. Experimentally implementing the pneumatic torque subsystem would 

enable assessment of low friction pneumatic actuators and electro-pneumatic valves 

for general robotic applications. 
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Chapter 5 

Modelling and simulation 

This chapter develops mathematical models of the robot and actuator configuration. 

5.1 Introduction 

The robot and actuator system can be modelled by three main elements: the pneumatic 

valves; pneumatic cylinders; and the robot (figure 5.1). The analysis of the overall 

system will begin by analysing the electro-pneumatic valve (section 5.2) from which 

models of the valve, cylinder (section 5.3) and entire robot (section 5.3) will be 

developed. 

5.2 Electro-pneumatic valves 

The electro-pneumatic valves convert control voltages into pressure outputs. The 

manufactures literature states that pressure output is proportional to the input voltage. 

Several tests were performed to assess the performance of the valves. 

5.2.1 Proportional test 

To evaluate the valves proportional response, a ramp voltage input was applied while 

measuring the pressure output using a pressure transducer (figure 5.2). 

Voltage 
(V) 

Time, (s) Valve 

.... 
s =~, 

Pressure (Pa) 

Figure 5.2 Measuring pneumatic valve proportionality 
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(section 5.2) 
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Force (N) & 
Position (m) 

Low friction 
pneumatic 
cylinder 
(section 5.3) 

Prototype 
robot 
(section 5.3) 

Figure 5.1 Components of the pneumatic robot 
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The experimental results of the proportional test (figure 5.3) show that shortly after the 

1 V valve tum on voltage, changes in input voltage are proportional to changes in the 

pressure output. The proportional relationship is maintained until approximately 4 bar 

(the supply pressure at time of testing). 

Valve proportional pressure response 

4 x 10 
5 

3.5 

3 

2.5 
Pressure 
(Pa) 2 

1.5 

1 

0.5 

00 1 2 3 4 
Voltage (V) 

Figure 5.3 Valve proportional pressure response 

The valve pressure response was found to be described by the following equation: 

(5 .1 ) 

where Pd is the pressure output (abs)) and Vi is the voltage input. 

5.2.2 Step test 

Underlying non-linearities within the pressure response are revealed by the valve step 

response. The valve pressure output was directly connected to one chamber of the 

pneumatic cylinder (figure 5.4) . Movement of the cylinder piston wa pre ented b 

I Ab olute (abs) air pressure include the atmospheric air pre ure (I 10
5 

Pa) in the pre ur reading. 
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the screwed bar of the force control test rig (chapter 2). The cylinder chamber 

provides a volume into which air is to be supplied, enabling an accurate assessment of 

the valve response under nonnal operating conditions. 

A voltage step between 2.25V and 2.75V was applied to the pneumatic valves. The 

step response was compared to the response predicted by equation (5.1) is shown in 

figure 5.5, revealing non-linearities and dynamic behaviour in the response. 

v(~r~ ¢I ~:I¢I' I¢ '.' 
Pneumatic cylinder chamber 

Time, (s) Valve (piston position fixed) Pressure (Pa) 

Figure 5.4 Measuring pneumatic valve step response 
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Figure 5.5 Experimental pressure step response 
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Slight overshoot and a delay in response degrade the performance of the valves. A 

mathematical model of the valves was therefore constructed to ensure that these 

effects can be predicted. 

5.2.3 Modelling of pneumatic valves 

Examining the structure of the valve (figure 5.6), a controlled pilot stage supplies 

pressure proportional to voltage into a small volume. The pressure differential 

between the pilot or desired pressure (Pd) and output pressure (Pa) moves the spool, 

which in tum operates the poppet valves. 

where Fs is the force on spool, Pr is the exhaust pressure (abs), Xs is the displacement 

of spool and Ps is the supply pressure. 

This structure can be illustrated by examining a photograph of the valve cross section 

(figure 5.7). 

Pilot Valve 

pressure) 
Pressure feedback 

SUB-PLATE Spool force plate 
chamber 

Spool 

Stiffness Kpop, 

damping Cpop 

Pressure feedback 
Passage 

Pressure 
Pa of volume 

,---.!....-------r--' S U pp lied 

Poppet valves 

Figure 5.6 Operation o/pneumatic valve 
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Air flow 

.. Supply 
Exhaust 

Pilot valve 
Spool force 

plate 

Figure 5.7 Cross section of pneumatic valve 

Poppet 

Several assumptions were made to simplify the mathematical model: 

121 

• The pressure feedback passage and chamber are always at the same pressure as the 

output pressure (Pa ) 

• The desired pilot pressure (Pd) can be generated instantly on specific demand 

voltage, behaving as predicted by equation (5.1). 

• The air has the properties of an ideal gas 

• Adiabatic conditions 2 

2 Adiabatic condition a ume that no energy exchange occur from the fluid to the urrounding ' , n 

alternative would be to a ume i othermal ondition. where change in pr ure and olume in ' ur no 

change in temperature, The a tual tern beha iour i a combination of b th the e beha iour (Backe 

and Ohligschlager 1989), 
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The pneumatic valve controls the flow of air by varying the gap between the poppets 

and subplate, effectively varying the area of an orifice. The equation for mass flow 

through an orifice is well known: 

. Ps 
ma = cqcmp1a iT 

"J Ts 
(5.2) 

where cq is based upon the valve type, in this case cq = 0.9 (Poppet valve) , Ts is the 

supply pressure temperature, a is orifice area and cmp \ is a non-linear term based upon 

pressures either side of the orifice. The coefficient Cmp\ can be calculated using the 

complex equation: 

(5.3) 

where R is the gas constant for air, Pa is the down stream and 'Y is the specific heat 

ratio. 

An easier way to understand this equation is to draw a graph of cmp \ against the 

pressure difference across the orifice (PaIPs) (figure 5.8). 

0.0404 

Cmp \ 

o 
o 

Sonic flow 

0.528 
Pressure ratio 

Sub-Sonic 
flow 

1 

Figure 5.8 Variation of Cmp \ with pressure ratio 
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Two distinct regions of airflow exist: sonic and sub-sonic. The maximum mass flo\\· 

rate occurs during sonic airflow, for which increases in pressure difference offer no 

increase in the mass flow rate. During subsonic flow the mass flow rate is a function 

of the pressure differential. 

Examining the air flow for one of the poppets: 

The orifice area, a, is given as: 

(5.4) 

where kc is the poppet circumference and xpJ is the poppet displacement. Combining 

(5.2) & (5.4) gives: 

. k Ps 
ma = cqcmp1 cXpl iT 

'\j Ts 
(5.5) 

Equation (5.5) predicts the mass flow rate as a function of poppet displacement. This 

displacement is dependent upon the force applied by the spool. 

The force generated on the spool is given by: 

(5.6) 

where E is the spool force plate area and Fs is the force applied to the spool. Note that 

poppet and spool inertia is assumed to be negligible along with differences in spool 

force plate area. 

Predicting the behaviour of the poppets from knowledge of the spool position is not as 

simple as at first it may seem. The spool does not necessarily maintain contact with 

the poppet, so their displacements cannot be assumed equal. A simplified model of 

the poppet and spool arrangement develops this idea further (figure 5.9). It can be 

seen that it is the spool force, rather than position, that effects poppet behaviour. 
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Xpl Xp2 

i '\ 
Poppet 1 Poppet 2 

Figure 5.9 Simplified valve arrangement 

Due to small amounts of stiction and spring pre-load, small forces are not sufficient to 

cause poppet motion. The force required to move each poppet was experimentally 

approximated to be 1 N. 

Since the spool is never in contact with both poppets at the same time, the force 

transmitted by the spool to the poppets can be obtained from a simple set of rules: 

if IFsl < 1 then Fp/ = 0 and Fp2 = 0 

if Fs <-1 then Fp/ = Fs and Fp2 = 0 

if Fs >1 then Fp/ = 0 and Fp2 = Fs 

where Fp/& Fp2 are the forces applied to poppets 1 & 2 respectively. 

Hence from figure S.8 the motion of, for example, poppet 2 is given by: 

if Fs >1 X 
p 2 

Cpop s + K pop 

ifFs <1 

(S.7) 

(S.8) 

(S.9) 

(S .10) 

(S.11 ) 

where Cpop is the poppet damping coefficient and Kpop is the poppet ti ffne . 
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The pressure within the pneumatic cylinder chamber is dependent on factors such as 

temperature and volume. 

Assuming adiabatic conditions the change in energy due to mass transport, as detailed 

by Ben-Dov and Salcudean (1995), takes the fonn: 

d . 
-(cv·p·Va·Ta) = riza·cp.Ta -Pa.Va (5.12) 
dt 

where p is the density of air and Ta is the temperature of air in chamber A, cp is the 

specific heat of air at constant pressure, Cv is the specific heat of air at constant volume 

and Va is the volume of chamber A. 

Assuming an ideal gas, the density of air in the chamber is given by: 

(5.13) 

Remember that the actuator is fixed at this modelling stage, so Va is constant. 

Combining equation 5.13 with equation 5.12 and reducing, results in an equation 

relating the mass flow rate and change in pressure, thus: 

(5.14) 

We now have an equation to predict the change in pressure for any given mass flow 

rate. The total mass flow rate into the chamber is the sum of the mass flow rates from 

both poppets (mass leaving chamber is considered as negative mass flow rate). 

From equation (5.5) we then have: 

(5.15) 

where Cmp2 is the mass flow rate coefficient for poppet 2. 
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Hence, by combining equations (5.14) & (5.15) and rearranging (assuming Ta = Ts) we 

have a model for Pa given by: 

(5.16) 

To summarise, the pilot valve pressure responds to the input voltage (eqn 5.l). The 

pressure differential between the pilot pressure (desired) and the actual pressure 

creates forces on the spool valve plate (eqn 5.8). This force is applied to the one of the 

poppet valves (eqn 5.7,5.8,5.9,5.10,5.11) depending upon whether the valve is to 

exhaust or supply air. The flow of air into the volume dictates the pressure within the 

volume and is dependent on the orifice areas as a result of the poppet displacements 

(eqn 5.16). 

One more factor needs to be considered before the model is complete. The maximum 

mass flow through the valves is dictated by saturation at maximum orifice opening. In 

the experimental rig, this saturation effect is more severe as a result of the area of the 

interconnecting pipes, which is less than the maximum valve area. The resulting 

saturation equation becomes: 

{

a 
a= 

a pipe 

a < a pipe 

a ~ a pipe 

i.e the orifice opening area (5.l7) is restricted to the pipe area apipe 

5.2.4 Pneumatic valve simulation 

(5.17) 

Using the mathematical equations derived earlier, a simulation of the valve response 

was created using Matlabl simulink and is shown in figures 5.10 and 5.11. The 

simulation enabled comparison of the results obtained experimentally and those 

predicted by the mathematical analysis. The step response obtained from the val\'e 

was con1pared with the simulated response as shown in figure 5.12. 
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Figure 5.10 Poppet simulation 
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Figure 5.11 Valve simulation 

3 The dashed region represents the poppet damping and stiffness . The complexity of thi block i a a 

result of the poppet striking its endstop. Use of a saturation block alone to re trict the motion ould 

not prevent force integration. The re et integrator resets upon striking an endstop. 
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Figure 5.12 Simulated and experimental pressure response 

The simulated response closely matches the response time, and general shape of the 

experimental response. It is apparent from inspection that the pressure overshoot for 

supply is greater than exhaust. This is due to the difference in supply pressure and 

chamber pressure (P.I· and Pa). For example, with the chamber pressure Pa = 4.5 bar 

(abs.) the maximum mass flow rate for supplying air is 1.5 times larger than the mass 

flow rate for exhausting air. As both poppets have the same delay in closing, a larger 

pressure overshoot is created when supplying pressure. Examining the simulated 

poppet displacements (figure 5.13) at approximately 2s, for a pressure Increase, 

illustrates the valves operation: 

1) Poppet 1 opens due to desired pressure being greater than actual pressure 

2) Due to overshoot in pressure, poppet 2 opens 

3) Poppet 1 closes (lag due to damping) 

4) Then poppet 2 closes (again with lag) 

(Note that the de lay in poppet closing allows both poppets to be open imultaneou I ). 
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5.2.5 Simplified valve model 
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L 
( 

J 

2.2 

The small pressure overshoot would not have any significant effect when controlling 

the cylinder due to its bandwidth being much larger than that of the cylinder. This 

assumption enables the valve model to be simplified by ignoring the poppet damping. 

For poppet 2, equations (5.10) and (5.11) then become: 

if Fs >1 

ifFs <1 

Fs 
x p2 = K 

pop 

x p 2 ·K pop = 0 

(5.18) 

(5 .19) 

This simplified model was simulated using Matlab (figure 5.14). The steady-state and 

response times of the simplified model (figure 5.12) are similar to the experimental but 

the transient peaks have not been modelled. 
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Figure 5.14 Simplified poppet model 

Popp et position 

The simplified model is suitable for inclusion in the overall valve/cylinder model as 

the bandwidth of the transient peaks is larger than that of the pneumatic cylinder. The 

simulation of valves and cylinder is the topic of the next section. 

5.3 Simulation of valve and cylinder 

A mathematical model was constructed for two valves supplying air to both chambers 

of a pneumatic cylinder based on the work of Shearer (1956) and Lui et al. (1988). 

The difference between modelling the pressures within a fixed volume (as modelled in 

the previous section) and the pressures within a free-to-move pneumatic cylinder 

chamber occur as a result of changes in volume. 

This analysis is perfonned on a single-ended pneumatic cylinder. Differences in 

piston area and chamber volume require each chamber to be considered independently. 

The arrangement of two pneumatic valves supplying air to one of the pneumatic 

cylinders is detailed in chapter 2. 
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The layout of the valves and cylinder are shown in figure S. lS . The dead volumes of 

the cylinder result from volume that is not affected by piston movement (this also 

includes the volume of air in any connecting pipes). 

Valve 2 

Valve 1 

Xcyl =01 
at mid 
position 

B 

A 

Xcyl Dead Volume 
(Vdb) 

Limit of 
cylinder 
movement 

Dead 
Volume 
(Vda) 

Figure 5.15 Valve and cy linder model 

F or chamber A 

The conservation of energy equation (S .12) is again combined with equation (S .13). 

However, the piston is now free to move, so Va is no longer a constant: 

(S .20) 

Using the fact that for a perfect gas, R = cp-cv, equation S.20 can be reduced to: 

. Pa V Va P 
m = a + a 

a R.Ta y.R.Ta 

(S.21 ) 

Say the temperature of the air supply (Ts) is equal to the chamber temperature (Ta) and 

using the knowledge that the change in chamber volume is a result of the pi ton 

movement, equation S.21 becomes: 
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m a (5.22) 

where Ta = Ts and Xey/ is the cylinder piston velocity. 

The volume to be supplied with air consists of the chamber volume and the volume of 

interconnecting pi pes: 

(5.23) 

(where Vda is the cylinder dead volume (volume unaffected by piston movement), and 

Xl is the cylinder stroke. 

Rearranging (5.22) and combining with (5.23) gives: 

(
. Pa .A a · J C p RTs 

rna - Xc)'! = P 
R .Ts· (V ( X t ) a 

C v da + - + X cyt ) A a 
2 

(5.24 ) 

Equation 5.24 represents the change within pressure for chamber A, taking into 

account both the air mass transfer and piston movement. It is similar to that derived 

by Lui et at. (1988), but there are differences in the calculation of the chamber 

volume. 

Chamber B 

The analysis for chamber A can be repeated for chamber B to give: 

( 
P A 

J 
C RT . 

. b· b • P s _ P 
111 b + X at - b 

R .Ts . c\. (Vdb + Ci -X qt )Ab) 

(5.25) 

where all b subscripts refer to chamber B variables. 

Equations 5.24 & 5.25 detail the pressure within the pneumatic cylinder. This 

pressure acts against the cylinder piston, generating a force. 
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Small amounts of stiction exist even within the low friction cylinder chosen for this 

design. A dead band approximated at ± 1 N from the experimental friction response of 

the low friction cylinder (chapter 2) was included in the cylinder model to take this 

into account. 

The difference in the chamber pressures Pa and Pb produces a force (fe) acting on the 

cylinder piston given by: 

(5.26) 

Viscous and coulomb friction results in a force opposing the pressure generated force 

(Fvis) (Gross and Ratan 1997, Wang and Lin-Chen 2000, Drakunov 1997). These 

friction effects depend on the operating temperature, which varies during cylinder 

motion. 

The friction effects are grouped together to form one linear friction coefficient (Dcyl ), 

(in reality this coefficient would be non-linear but the determination of its form is non

trivial): 

(5.27) 

This equation is used in the simulation (viscous friction block). 

5.4 Robot dynamics 

The simulation incorporates the pneumatic cylinder and joint 3 of the physiotherapy 

robot (figure 5.16). Linear movement of the pneumatic cylinder results in angular 

rotation of the joint. 

As the joint angle varies, the angle at which the cylinder acts upon the link alters, 

therefore the simulation resolves cylinder torque perpendicular to the link. The 

equation of motion for the link, including the velocity term and resolving the cylinder 

perpendicular to the link is given by: 

AIB3 = (j~. - Dcd··l:CI'/)·f(B3) (5.29) 
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where M is link moment of inertia and f(B3 ) is a function resolving the cylinder force 

to angular torque. The value of the velocity coefficient (Deyl) has been obtained 

experimentally in chapter 4. 

Pneumatic 
cylinder 

Figure 5.16 Link 3 configuration 

5.5 Model Validation 

Using the simplified model of the valves, the cylinder model , and a model of joint 3, a 

simulation of the valves and cylinder was constructed (figure 5.17). Experimental 

results were obtained using proportional control. Proportional control is a simple 

control method utilising one forward path (Kp) and unity negative feedback (see 

chapter 3). This control method was chosen as its simplicity masks very few of the 

underlying system dynamics, the purpose being to verify the model rather than achieve 

optimum control. The experimental results were obtained with Kp =3x 1 0-2. These 

were then compared to the simulation. 

The simulation position response (figure 5.18) is similar to the experimental, although 

approximating the non-linear velocity coefficient (Deyl) as linear and using a simplified 

stiction model can account for some of the differences in the responses. (Note the 

position response is not symmetrical due to a non-linear relationship between cylinder 

position and angle) . The simulated and experimental pressure responses (fi gure 5.19) 

are very similar. The torque response due to pressures either side of the cylinder 

(figure 5.20) and the control signal (fi gure 5.2 1) are both similar to the experimental. 
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Figure 5.21 Simulated and experimental control signal 

5.6 Discussion and Conclusions 

A mathematical model of the electro-pneumatic valves, pneumatic cylinder, and one 

link of a robot has been derived. When combined, these equations approximate the 

system behaviour. 

Constructing a simulation from these equations enables the experimental results to be 

compared to that predicted by the mathematical model. Comparison of these results 

has shown that the mathematical model accurately predicts the behaviour the position, 

pressures and torque of the pneumatic cylinder, however a velocity coefficient was 

identified experimentally. 

The model of the electro-pneumatic valves was simplified to a single gain due to the 

bandwidth of the transient response being much larger than the cylinder response. 

This is apparent from examining the response time of the overall system when 

compared to the decay time of the valve transient response. If the experimental 
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equipment were modified with smaller actuators or reduced inertia then these 

discarded transient elements could influence system behaviour. 

The stiction within the pneumatic cylinder, although small, was incorporated into the 

mathematical model as a dead band around the applied force. In reality this friction 

effect would be much more complex. Improving the prediction of these stiction 

effects should improve the model accuracy at low forces. 

Measurement of mass flow rate to and from the cylinder, during motion, would enable 

validation of the performance of the valves responding to pressure changes. Time 

delays and pressure drops within the interconnecting links could also be examined to 

improve the simulation (Richer and Hurmuzlu 2000). 

The model presented only describes the behaviour of one link of the three degree of 

freedom pneumatic cylinder. The model could be extended to incorporate additional 

degrees of freedom, describing the behaviour of the entire robot. Accurate equations 

of motion for all links of the robot would be required to incorporate these additional 

degrees of freedom, moreover the complexity of predicting and validating the dynamic 

behaviour of three pneumatic cylinders simultaneously would limit the insight that 

could be obtained from the simulation. The simulation model will be used to develop 

a force and position control strategy in chapter 6. 
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Chapter 6 

Force and position control 

Many applications, such as robotic physiotherapy, require consideration of both 

applied force and position. Specifying arbitrary force and position demands is 

impossible, but, control strategies exist that compromise between force and position 

demands. Force and position control of a pneumatic robot will be examined in this 

chapter. 

6.1 Introduction 

Control of force and position is fundamental in all aspects of life. To drink a cup of 

coffee we are required to provide sufficient force to grasp the mug, while changing its 

position to bring it into contact with our lips. Purely position control may result in the 

cup being dropped, while purely force control would be incapable of accurately moving 

the cup. 

To enable robots to behave predictably with unknown environments consideration of 

force and position is essential. Over the last couple of decades researchers have begun 

to develop methods of force and position control. An outcome of this research is three 

main force and position control strategies: hybrid force control, parallel force and 

position control and impedance control. 

Of these control strategies, hybrid (Raibert and craig (1981» can only control force 

and position in orthogonal directions on multi-degree of freedom systems. Parallel 

force and position control (Chiaverini and Sciavicco (1993» implements force and 

position demands, however position is sacrificed to regulate force. Impedance control 

(Hogan 1985), however, controls neither force or position, but rather the dynamic 

relationship between the two. This is the strategy adopted for control in the present 

study. 

Impedance control utilises a mass, spring and damping relationship between force and 

position (figure 6.1, repeated from figure 1.9 for clarity). 
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The transfer function connecting force and position demands can be specified in the s

domain as: 

=------
Fexi MS2 +Cs+K 

x . 1 
I 

(6.1 ) 

where Xi is the change in position due to external force (Fext), M is the inertial 

component, C is the damping component and K is the stiffness component. 

Rearranging equation 6.1 so that position becomes the input gives: 

F 
~=MS2 +Cs+K (6.2) 
x . 

I 

Equations 6.1 & 6.2 are known as the duality of impedance control (i.e either force can 

be considered the input and position the output or position can be considered the input 

and force the OUtput)l. These two subtly different approaches require different 

controller structures. To explain this duality further, consider the simple controller 

implementations of equations 6.1 and 6.2 (figures 6.2 and 6.3 respectively, repeated 

from figures 1.11 and 1.12 for clarity). 

I Note that the force based contro ller is fomlally temled impedance control and the po ition ba ed 

controller is fonnally termed admittance control however both controller tend to be termed impedance 

controller (Heinrichs et a!. 1997, Carignan and Smith 1994). 
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... .... 

.. ... 

The position based impedance controller (figure 6.2) behaves purely as a position 

controller in free space. When in contact with the environment, the error in force (if no 

contact force is required this would be the force itself) is translated into a change in 

position set-point. Conversely the force based impedance controller controls force , with 

position errors modifying the output force. Selection of the most appropriate 

impedance control strategy is considered in the next section. 
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6.2 Force or position based impedance control 

6.2.1 Force based control 

Force based impedance control is the most widely used impedance controller, as a result 

of the ease at which torque can be controlled during motion for DC motors. 

A force based impedance controller (figure 6.2) can be implemented through 

modification of the position control strategy based upon a manipulator's dynamic 

equation of motion (see chapter 4). Indeed, the only difference between Lagrange's 

equations of motion and force based impedance control is in the calculation of joint 

forces. 

Using equation 4.1 it is possible to predict the manipulator motion for a specific joint 

torque. To recap, the dynamic relationship between force and position for a specific 

joint is: 
.. . 

M r «())() + Vr «(), ()) + G r «()) = r - r ext (6.3) 

where Mr is the inertia matrix, Vr is the coriolisl centrifugal force, Gr is the gravitational 

force, 1 is the actuator joint torque and Text is the external force resolved to the torque 

applied to individual joints. 

So, the torque acting upon the individual link dictates the acceleration of that link. 

Assuming slow manipulator motion, the coriolis and centrifugal forces can be assumed 

negligible. Equation 6.3 then becomes: 

M r «())() + G r «()) = r - r ext 
(6.4) 

Forward kinematics (section 6.4) translate these joint angles (8) into global positions 

(x). For solely position control, the aim would be to generate the required actuator 

torque to achieve the desired global position (xp). Force based impedance control uses 

the error between desired position and actual position to modify the joint torque, hence 

the force output of the entire robot. If the global position error (xe) is defined as: 
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x = x -x e p (6.5) 

where x is the actual position in the global co-ordinate frame. 

then the resulting change in global output force (Fi) at the robot end point, due to the 

impedance strategy is: 

(6.6) 

The change in this global force is achieved by altering the joint torque (r) on individual 

links of the robot. So a force now exists between the robot end-point and the 

environment dependant on the global position error of the robot. 

It is apparent that accurate control of actuator torque is essential for successful 

implementation of this control strategy. As discussed in chapter 4, torque control of a 

pneumatic actuator during motion is not a simple task, with stiction, and fluid flow 

dynamics combining to degrade the response. 

Similar difficulties exist for hydraulic systems, involving stiction and fluid flow 

dynamics when attempting to control torque output during motion. Heinrechs et al. 

(1997) implemented a position based impedance control strategy on a hydraulic actuator 

to remove a large proportion of the difficulties regulating hydraulic force output during 

motion. Indeed, stiction and viscous friction effects are velocity dependant, so it makes 

sense to implement a controller to accurately control the velocity. 

6.2.2 Position based control 

Position based impedance control has the added advantage of not requiring an accurate 

model of the manipulator dynamics (the exact valve of the inertial matrix (Mr) etc) 

which can be difficult to obtain. The drawback of position based impedance control is 

the requirement for a high gain position controller that is robust to external forces. 

To implement position based impedance control, the external force applied to the robot 

manipulator (Fext ) creates a desired change in global desired position (x/) thus: 
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F x. = ext 

I MS2 +Cs+K (6.7) 

These external forces are measured through a force sensor mounted at the manipulator 

end-point. Note that in this particular situation the desired force is zero, therefore, the 

external force itself becomes the force error. 

So the resulting demand for the position controller (Xd) becomes 

Xd = Xi + xp (6.8) 

where xp = desired position without any external forces 

To implement this demand position, the appropriate individual joint angles are required. 

These joint angles can be found from the robot inverse kinematics (see section 6.4). 

The approach taken here uses the position based impedance controller for the above 

mentioned advantages, however, the difficulty of designing a position controller that is 

robust to external forces in the presence of air compressibility is not straightforward. 

The next section develops the position based impedance controller. 

6.3 Single degree of freedom impedance control 

The impedance controller was developed on a single joint of the three degree-of

freedom robot (figure 6.4). The single degree of freedom force sensor measures forces 

applied in the x direction2
. The controller objective is to cause the point at which these 

forces are applied, the robot end point, to behave with specified inertia, damping and 

stiffness while tracking a desired trajectory (xp). 

2 Note that movement of the joint results in motion in the x & y direction. If link 3 is assumed to vary 

only slightly from being perpendicular to link 2 then movement in the y direction can be assumed 

negligible. 
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6.3.1 Design 

With no external forces applied to the joint, it is required to respond to purely position 

demands, following the desired trajectory (xp ) . A PD position controller was designed 

to achieve this joint motion. Using empirical methods, the PD gains were selected to be 

2.5 and 0.25 respectively. The performance of this controller for a step demand is 

demonstrated in figure 6.5. The PD controller rapidly reaches the desired set-point with 

little overshoot. Robot 

Pneumatic 
cylinder 

o 

, 
Link 2 

x 

y 

External Fx 
force 

Figure 6.4 Single degree of freedom impedance control 
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If the PD controller were able to reject all force disturbances it would be possible to use 

a PD position only strategy to implement the desired impedance trajectory (Xd) given by 

equation 6.8. However, external forces on the link have considerable effect on the PD 

controller performance due to the low actuator stiffness and back-drivable nature of the 

pneumatic cylinder. 

Position control of pneumatic cylinders under the influence of an unknown constant 

external force has been achieved in chapter 3. A self-tuning, constant control signal 

was used to produce a force to counteract the external force and enable accurate control. 

When an unpredictable and rapidly varying external force is applied, tuning of a 

constant balance force cannot be achieved. Modifying this strategy to be adaptive 

would not be successful due to the external force varying quicker than the controller 

would be able to adapt. 

The open-loop force controller developed in chapter 4 is capable of counteracting the 

influence of the external force. For the external force to have no influence on the link, 

an equal but opposite force needs to be applied. Since the impedance control strategy 

requires a force sensor to measure the external forces acting upon the link, the reading 

from this force sensor can also be used to generate a balancing force from the open-loop 

force controller. The external force and the force generated by the force controller 

cancel each other out (i.e. link torque resulting from the external force (Text3) is equal , 

but opposite to the torque applied by the cylinder (TcyI3) due to the open-loop force 

element (figure 6.6)). So the PD position controller and force controller forms the 

impedance control strategy shown in figure 6.7. Remember that the open-loop force 

controller is influenced by cylinder velocity. With the force and position controllers 

combined the PD position controller would reduce the influence of this effect. 

Tcy/3 ( 0 0 0 

L-..r--' 

Figure 6.6 Counteracting the external force 
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Implementing the controller in multiple degrees of freedom requires the manipulator 

inverse kinematics to be known. In a single degree of freedom, the calculation of the 

relationship between joint angle and global position is straightforward (figure 6.8). 

So the robot end point position, in the x plane, is given by: 

x = -0.3sinB) (6.9) 

The external force (Fx) is resolved perpendicular to the link and multiplied by the link 

length to obtain the external torque applied to the link (Text3). 

' ext) = 0.3* Fx *cosB) 

perpendicular, 
force (Fp) 

Cylinder 
force (fe3) 

----------,----
~ 83 

0.235 

Figure 6.8 Reso/vingjoint 3 

(6.10) 
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Due to the positioning of the pneumatic cylinders, the actuator torque at each joint is a 

function of joint angles and control signal. Earlier analysis of the valve and cylinder 

combination (chapter 5) identified the relationship between control signal and cylinder 

force (0.023V =IN). This force needs to be resolved perpendicular to the link and then 

multiplied by the length to the pivot point to obtain cylinder torque. 

Obtaining link torque (TcyI3) due to actuator force gives: 

' ey!3 = 1c3 *sinC3 *0.185 

The angle C3 can be found using both the sine and cosine rule: 

C . ( 0.235*sin(B3 +1r12) J 
3 = a SIn ---,==================== 

~0.1852 +0.2352 -2*0.185*0.235*cos(B3 +1r12) 

(6.11) 

(6.12) 

For the link to balance, the externally applied torque has to equal the torque applied by 

the pneumatic cylinder. Combining equations 6.10 & 6.11: 

' exi = ' ey! = le3 *sinC3 *0.185 = 0.3* Fx *sinB3 

Rearranging equation 6.13 gives: 

f = 0.3 * Fx * COSB3 

e 3 sinC
3 

*0.185 

(6.13) 

(6.14) 

So the cylinder force of 1e3 will balance the external force. The open-loop force 

controller developed in chapter 4 can be used to generate the force required to balance 

the external force. 

6.3.2 Simulation 

The simulation developed In chapter 5 can be augmented to test the impedance 

controller concept (figure 6.9). 

The cylinder and valve model from the previous simulation forms the plant. The input 

to this plant are the voltage supplied to the al e and cylinder y tern and th 
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torque that is directly coupled to the linle The output of the plant is the joint angle 

which is later resolved into a global position. The simulations demonstrated the 

impedance controller to behave as designed. Results of the simulation are shown 

alongside the experimentally obtained results in the next section. 

6.3.3 Results 

In order to assess controller performance a mass of approximately 1.8kg was applied 

and removed from the end of the robot. With the mass attached, an approximately 

constant force is applied, regardless of position. This is not representative of 

physiotherapy, where force would be applied gradually, but is an extreme test of 

controller performance. Note the experimental forces were input into the simulation to 

enable a direct comparison with the experimental response. 

The constant force combined with zero desired position (xp=O) enables the controll r 

performance to be easily assessed. The experimental results were compared to tho e 

produced from the simulation (fi gures 6.10 6. 11 6. 13 6. 14). The re ul t obtained wi th 
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inertia, damping and stiffness (figures 6.1 ° & 6.11), show the experimental and 

simulated response to closely follow the desired trajectory. For small oscillations the 

experimental tracking is poor, mainly due to friction within the system. Examining the 

voltage output from the PD controller and open-loop force controller (figure 6.12) for 

the response shown in figure 6.10, illustrates the operation of each element of the 

impedance controller. The open-loop force controller provides a compensation force to 

oppose link movement due to the external force. The PD controller 's output moves the 

link along the desired trajectory providing little compensation for the external force, as 

such its output is much smaller than the force controller. 

Although impedance control can be performed with inertia, damping and stiffness, the 

inertial element is considered to offer little therapeutic value for physiotherapy. 

Damping and stiffness alone can be specified for impedance control, requiring the 

controller to mask the physical inertia within the link. Examining the results obtained 

with only damping and stiffness (figures 6.13 & 6.14), both the simulated and 

experiment results accurately track the desired trajectory. Some steady state offset is 

present within the system due to modelling errors when resolving forces. 
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Implementing the impedance controller with varying external forces (Fx) and desired 

position (xp) illustrates the behaviour of the controller under normal conditions. 

Examining the response with M=O, C=lO, K=lOO (figure 6.15): 

1 From ° until l.Ss (approx.) the controller tracks the desired position with a small 

constant external force resulting in slight position offset. 

2 Between I.Ss and 6s external forces are gradually applied to the link resulting in 

movement away from the specified position (xp) . 

3 Between 6s and 8s the external force becomes small allowing the impedance 

controller to behave mainly as a position controller. 

4 Finally, between 8s and lOs an external force is applied again causing deviation 

from the specified position. 

Impedance response with varying desired position 
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Figure 6.15 Impedance response with varying desired position, M=O, C=10, K=100 
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In a physiotherapy scenario the external force is representative of patients experiencing 

difficulty tracking the desired trajectory. The force would assist the patient movement 

towards the specified position while the change in robot position preYents the patient' s 

limb being dragged (moved without input from patient). The next section extends the 

controller to three degrees of freedom. 

6.4 Robot kinematics 

The impedance controller can be extended to multiple degrees of freedom. For a robot 

to implement positions in multiple degrees of freedom, it is necessary to understand the 

relationship between joint angles and global positions. Each joint requires a separate 

co-ordinate frame as a first step to defining the relationship between joint angles and 

global positions. Denavit-Hartenburg notation consists of a set of rules designed to 

enable joint axis frames to be systematically assigned to varied robot configurations. 

These joint axis frames enable the forward kinematics (global position from joint 

angles) to be derived. The converse of the forward kinematics is inverse kinematics, 

enabling joint space angles to be found from global co-ordinates. The following section 

applies these techniques to the prototype robot. 

6.4.1 Denavit-Hartenburg Notation 

Denavit-Hartenburg Notation consists of a set of rules to enable joint frames to be 

systematically attached to any configuration of robotic manipulator, as described in 

detail by Tsai (1999). Using this notation, joint frames can be attached to the prototype 

physiotherapy robot (figure 6.16). As all joints are revolute, the joint angle (8) at each 

axis effects the manipulator configuration. Note that joint (0) is mapped onto a base 

frame (b) to enable consistent global co-ordinates for the one and three degree-of

freedom controllers (x direction points upwards). Mapping these joint frames together 

enables the orientation and global position of the robot end-point to be found. This is 

known as the robot's forward kinematics. 
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Link 2, A2 

Link 1, Al 

Figure 6.16 Attachingjoint space axes 

6.4.2 Forward Kinematics 

Combining the rotations and translations shown in figure 6.16 enables a single matrix of 

rotation and translation to be produced. To simplify the derivation, say D:k = 8}, (3k=8 r 

90°, "(k=8 3+900. The robots forward kinematics can be found to be: 

COS(fJk + Yk) - sin(jJk + Yk) 0 -O.3sin(jJk + Yk) -0.3sin(jJk) 

cos(ak ).sin(jJk + Yk) cos(ak ).coS(fJk + Yk) -sin(ak) ( 0.395 ) 0.3cos(ak) cos(fJk + Yk) +-- +COS(fJk) 
0.3 (6.15) 

sin(ak ).cos(fJk + Yk) sin(ak ).sin(jJk + Yk) cos(ak) 0.3 sin(a, >( cos(8, + y,) + 0.3 
95 

+oos(8,») 
0.3 

0 0 0 1 

Equation 6.15 is known as the homogeneous transformation matrix, containing end 

point orientation and translation. Columns 1:3 identify the end point orientation, and 

column 4 identifies end point translation (the robot kinematics) 

6.4.3 Inverse Kinematics 

In order to implement any desired trajectory in task space it is necessary to know the 

joint space angles conesponding to the required end point po ition (the oppo it to the 
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rohot forward kinematics). Obtaining these joint space angles from specified task space 

co-ordinates is known as inverse kinematics. Two solution approaches can be used 

numerical solution and specific closed-form solution. The numerical approach uses 

iterative techniques, which can be computationally intensive and time consuming. 

Many manipulator configurations enable a specific closed-form solution to be obtained 

from examining the manipulator configuration. This technique is particularly suited to 

simpler robot configurations. The closed-form solution technique was adopted here. 

To find C4 (see figure 6.17) we have: 

a tan 2(;:) = a, 

where Zd,Yd are desired task space co-ordinates. 

~
Al 1\ 

\ \ 
\ \ 
\ 
\ 

. 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I Zd 
ex : ____________________ J 

(6.16) 

Figure 6.17 Inverse kinematics ofthefirstjoint (robot top view) 

A rotation of C4 affects the y positioning. For given Y d & Zd co-ordinates the required 

manipulator length due to joints 2 & 3: 

d fell = (~ Y d 2 + Z d 2 ) - A I (6.17) 

Note that AJ is a fixed length and cannot be altered by changes in joint angles. 

Initially we consider a simplified two degree of freedom solution (see figure 6.18) to 

find the C4 and ~ angles. 
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Figure 6.18 Two degree of freedom inverse kinematics 

So, 

Xd = -A2 sin(Pk) - A3 sin(Pk + Yk) (6.18) 

d'en = A2 COS(Pk) + A3 COS(Pk + Y k) (6.19) 

X/ +d'en
2 
=A/ +A3

2 +2~A3·(cosV1k).cos(Bk +Yk)+sin(jJk).sin(jJk +Yk)) (6.20) 

Reducing (6.20) gives: 

( 

2 d 2 A2 A
2J X + - -

Y k = a cos d 'en 2 3 

2A2 A3 

Expanding (6.22) and collecting terms: 

d'en = COs(Pk )(A
J 
+ A2 .COS(Yk)) - A2 sin(Pk ).sin(Yk) 

As angle )1c is already known say, 

d'en = COS(Pk) * k
J 

- k2 .sin(y k) 

Xd = -sin(Pk) *k
J 
-k2·coS(Yk) 

Let k, = r.cos(,,*) & k2 = r.sin(,,*) 

Then, 

(6.21 ) 

(6.22) 

(6.23) 

(6.24) 

(6.25) 

(6 .26) 
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(6.27) 

(6.24) & (6.25) then become: 

(6.28) 

(6.29) 

Dividing (6.32) by (6.33) gives: 

(6.30) 

Finally, rearranging (6.30) and combining with (6.27) gives the solution (3k as: 

Pk = -atan2(xd,dlen)-atan2(A3 sin(Yk),A2 + A3 COS(Yk» (6.31) 

Equations 6.31, 6.27, 6.16 specify the joint angles required to achieve any global 

position within the robot workspace. To implement these joint space angles the joint 

position controller performance is crucial. To ensure these controllers are tuned 

appropriately, an optimising tuning strategy has been developed. This is detailed in the 

next section. 
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6.5 Optimisation of PID controller 

Selection of controller gains is important to ensure that the best (optimum) response is 

obtained. The PO gains for the single degree of freedom controller were selected using 

empirical methods, however, these may not result in the optimum response. Many 

researchers have investigated the selection and tuning of PIO gains, their methods can 

be broken down into two distinct subgroups, model based and results orientated. PIO 

gain selection through generation of plant models (as long as the plant can be 

represented as second order) is common, however, the main drawback of this method is 

the requirement for an accurate system model (Astrom and Witten mark 1997). 

6.5.1 Experimentally tuning PID gains 

The tuning of PIO controllers based on experimental results is the most common fonn 

of PIO tuning. The Ziegler-Nichols step-response method and ultimate sensitivity 

method are two variations of this tuning strategy designed for continuous time PIO 

controllers, however, if the sampling interval is short they can be used for discrete 

systems (Astrom and Witten mark 1997). 

The Ziegler and Nichols step response method utilises the time delay and response time, 

which can be obtained from the system experimental step or impulse response. PIO 

gains are then selected from a table. The ultimate sensitivity method requires the 

experimental system to be controlled purely by proportional control. This proportional 

gain is then increased until the controller stability limit. The proportional gain at this 

stability limit is used to select appropriate PIO gains. 

These tuning rules can provide a rough approximation of the optimum controller gains, 

but the tuning can often be improved. 

6.5.2 Optimisation of PID gains 

Here, the controller gains will be optimised on-line by assessing the quality of the 

previous response and adjusting the gains appropriately. This method requires the 

optimisation of the response by tuning the three PIO gains. The downhill simplex 
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method enables the minimisation of functions in multiple degrees of freedom (Press et 

al. (1991)), and was used in this study. 

This method summarises the quality of a response (cost) as a single number (the lower 

the cost function the better tuned the system). At the commencement of tuning four 

responses are required, that are then summarised as four costs, dependent upon the 

quality of the response. The strategy tests PID gains around the four best responses 

(lowest costs) in an attempt to improve the response. A set of rules dictates the 

variations to the PID gains to be attempted. If an improvement in response is obtained 

for these new PID parameters then the response replaces one of four the previously 

stored data points. This method of trial and error systematically encloses the optimum 

controller gains. 

The performance of any optimisation strategy is completely dependent upon selection 

of the cost function (assessment of the quality of the current response). The cost 

function selected for the PID gain optimisation used the ISTE criterion for quality of 

response (Astrom and Hagglund (1994)): 

(6.32) 

where T is the time period and e is the error between desired and actual response. 

Equation 6.32 results in a reasonable representation of the quality of the system 

response, however, slight steady state error can result in the response being considered 

worse than an oscillatory response. Indeed, this effect is evident for the second joint of 

the robot, where slight gravity imbalance results in a small amount of steady state error. 

Optimising the PIO gains of this joint using solely the ISTE performance criterion 

results in an oscillatory response. 

To bias the cost function against the transient response, the demand and actual 

responses were passed through a high pass filter before assessment by the ISTE 

criterion. With the high-pass filter included no moyement of the joint results in an 
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optimum response. To prevent the controller tuning to obtain this effect, the controller 

gains were restricted to a minimum bound. This is not a large consideration as gain 

limits are required at extreme low and high gains to prevent instability, especially 

preventing the potentially damaging assessment of negative gains on controller 

performance. 

The optimum PID tuning transients for joints 1,2 and 3 are shown in figures 6.19, 6.20 

and 6.21 respectively. The PID optimisation was perfonned twice for each joint, with 

the gains converging to similar values. Step responses for each joint are shown in 

figures 6.22, 6.23 and 6.24. The identified PID gains for each joint are shown in table 

6.2. 

Proportional (P) Derivative (D) Integral (I) 

Joint 1 18 2.5 0.04 

Joint 2 5.5 0.45 0.5 

Joint 3 2.2 0.065 0.7 

Table 6.1 Optimised PID gains 

Note the steady state error present in the second joint, with the high-pass filter enabling 

optimisation of the transient element of the response. All three joints exhibit fast 

response time and little overshoot. 
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6.6 Extension to multiple degrees of freedom 

The optimised PID joint space controllers and inverse kinematics enable, the impedance 

controller to be extended to multiple degrees of freedom. The controller implementation 

takes the form shown in figure 6.25. 

The desired end point trajectory is specified before implementing the controller, in the 

form of global position co-ordinates (xp, YP' zp). These co-ordinates when added to the 

desired change in position due to external forces (as a result of the impedance filter) (Xi, 

Yi, Zi), form the desired robot position at any instant. The desired global positions are 

converted into joint space demands (Old, 02d, 03d), using the robot inverse kinematics. 

Three independent controllers implement the desired joint space positions. 

External forces are resolved through the robot to obtain their influence on each joint 

(7ex l. 7ex2. 7ex3). An equal, but opposite force is generated by the joint space open-loop 

force controllers, to reduce the effects of these external forces on link position. 

The forward kinematics of the joint positions reveals the robot end position in task 

space co-ordinates (x, y, z). External forces are measured at the robot end-point using 

the three degree-of-freedom force sensor. Three separate impedance filters convert the 

global external forces Fx,Fy and Fz into changes of the x,y & z desired task space co

ordinates respectively. Note that it is possible to implement different impedance filters 

for different degrees of freedom. 

So the implementation of the impedance controller in multiple degrees of freedom 

requires knowledge of the kinematic relationship between global end-points, external 

forces and actuator forces. The forward and inverse kinematics have been detailed in 

section 6.4, however the global forces, the influence of the external force on individual 

links, and resolution of the actuator line of action are required to implement the 

impedance controller. For brevity these are detailed in appendix C. 
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6.7 Two degree of freedom impedance control 

The multiple degree-of-freedom impedance controller developed in the previous section 

has been implemented in two degrees-of-freedom (three degrees of freedom is in 

section 6.8). Joint 1 was fixed at zero degrees, with the two degrees-of-freedom 

achieved through manipulation of joints 2 and 3. 

To assess the performance of purely the two degree-of-freedom position controller, no 

external forces were applied to the robot and the readings from the force sensor were set 

to zero. The position tracking of the robot was tested using a motion (in x,y co

ordinates) commencing at (0.29,0.68) moving to (0.28,0.71) then returning to 

(0.29,0.68). The experimental results of this movement are shown in figures 6.26 and 

6.27. The desired response is tracked, however, errors exist between the desired 

position and actual position. To examine the position error further, the actual position 

has been subtracted from the experimental response figures 6.28 and 6.29. The greater 

position error is present in the x direction with the error negative in the first half of the 

response and positive in the second half of the response. 

The two degree-of-freedom position controller has been extended to the full impedance 

controller. To assess the performance of the controller, varying forces were applied 

simultaneously in two degrees of freedom. Ideally, force would be applied across a 

broad frequency range in multiple degrees-of-freedom. Experimental equipment 

capable of applying these variable forces in mUltiple degrees-of-freedom would be 

extremely difficult to obtain. The forces were applied through human input and were 

intended to be as consistent as possible. The use of a human to apply the forces tests 

the controller under actual operating conditions. When visually assessing the 

performance of these results it is important to take into account the applied force. Five 

sets of impedance characteristics have been selected to assess the controller 

performance. In reality, an infinite number of damping and stiffness parameters can be 

specified. 

The impedance characteristics chosen were intended to demonstrate the controller over 

a broad range. Low values of damping and stiffness values (K=50, C=50) were used to 

asst?ss the controller perfornlance applying little assistance (figure 6.30). Low stiffness 
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and damping causes a small amount of force to result in large displacement. The 

experimental tracking with these parameters is good, with both the desired x and y 

trajectory accurately followed. Due to the low stiffness, the maximum applied force is 

approximately SN. 

The second response implements a large difference between the stiffness and damping 

coefficients (K=170, C=SO). These parameters enable the assessment of the controller 

performance for predominantly stiffness characteristics. The experimental response for 

these parameters (figure 6.31) accurately tracks the desired, although the amplitude of 

the experimental response is slightly larger than the desired. It is likely this is a result 

of errors in force measurement. 

The third response implements large damping and low stiffness (K=SO, C=170). One of 

the previously identified problems of pneumatic systems is the rate of change of mass, 

since this causes delays in system response. A response with high damping and low 

stiffness becomes a predominantly velocity controller, for which delays in response are 

significant. The experimental response for these impedance parameters (figure 6.32) 

illustrates that the response has degraded. The x response, in particular, demonstrates 

poor amplitude tracking alongside poor velocity tracking. 

The fourth response implements large stiffness and damping parameters (K=2S0, 

C=2S0). These parameters result in a large force required to produce any motion. The 

experimental response for these parameters (figure 6.33) illustrates significantly 

reduced performance when compared to the low stiffness and damping response. It is 

important to note that the applied force is now approximately ISN to achieve a similar 

magnitude of motion. The reduction in perfonnance is possibly due to the increased 

force highlighting any deficiencies in force measurement. Finally, the fifth response 

implements stiffness and damping parameters between the previously examined low 

and high impedance sets (C=130, K=130). The experimental response (figure 6.34) 

accurately tracks the desired trajectory with little degradation in response noticeable 

when compared to the low stiffness and damping. 
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6.8 Three degree-of-freedom impedance control 

The controller has been implemented in three degrees of freedom using the inverse 

kinematics and resolution of forces described earlier. The position response in three 

degrees of freedom is shown in figures 6.35, 6.36 and 6.37. With the additional degree 

of freedom the position tracking has slightly degraded in the x and y directions. The z 

direction is accurately tracked. To assess the performance of the three degree-of

freedom impedance controller, the five sets of impedance characteristics were 

implemented on the robot. Examining the experimental response for low damping and 

stiffness parameters (K=50, C=50) figures (6.38 - 6.40), show the response to degrade 

when compared to the two degree-of-freedom response. In particular, the response in 

the x direction has significantly degraded. The third degree of freedom is accurately 

tracked. The response with high stiffness and low damping (K=170, C=50) figures 

(6.41-6.43) demonstrate the controller performance to degrade in all degrees of 

freedom. In particular, note the degradation in the performance of the new degree of 

freedom (z). The excitation force for this response is less consistent than previously, 

due to the difficulty of manually applying large forces in multiple degrees of freedom. 

High damping and low stiffness (K=50, C=170) also results in poor experimental 

performance (figures 6.44 - 6.46). The velocity responses in the x and z direction are 

particularly poor. It was noted for the two degree of freedom controller that these 

parameters result in particularly poor controller performance. High damping and high 

stiffness (K =250, C=250) figures (6.47- 6.49) result in the poorest response. Both the x 

and z directions exhibit poor tracking of both position and velocity. These particular 

parameters require the greatest force to be applied to achieve comparable movement, 

resulting in the most severe test for both the controller and accuracy of the force sensor. 

Finally the response with medium stiffness and damping (K= 130, C= 130) figures (6.50-

6.52) show the x and z response to improve when compared to the high damping and 

stiffness, however the response is significantly poorer than for the two degrees of 

freedom. 
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Three joint PIO (z) position response (no external force ) 
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Three degree of freedom response in x direction (K=50, C=50) 
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Three degree of freedom response in y direction (K=50, C=50) 
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Three degree of freedom response in z direction (K=50, C=50) 
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Three degree of freedom response in x direction (K=170, C=50) 
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Three degree of freedom response in y direction (K=170, C=50) 
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Three degree of freedom response in z direction (K=170, C=50) 
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Three degree of freedom response in x direction (K=50, C=170) 
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Three degree of freedom response in y direction (K=50, C=170) 
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Figure 6.45 Three degree offreedom impedance control, y direction (K=50, C=170) 
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Three degree of freedom response in x direction (K=250, C=250) 
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Figure 6.47 Three degree offreedom impedance control, x direction (K=250, C=250) 
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Three degree of freedom response in y direction (K=250, C=250) 
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Figure 6.48 Three degree offreedom impedance control, y direction (K=250, C=250) 
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Three degree of freedom response in z direction (K=250, C=250) 
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Three degree of freedom response in x direction (K=130, C=130) 
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Three degree of freedom response in y direction (K=130, C=130) 
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Figure 6.51 Three degree offreedom impedance control, x direction (K= 130, C= 130) 
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Three degree of freedom response in z direction (K=130, C=130) 
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Figure 6.52 Three degree offreedom impedance control, x direction (K= 130, C= 130) 
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6.9 Discussion and conclusions 

The difficulty in obtaining accurate force output from pneumatic actuators during 

motion implies that position based impedance control is the most appropriate for 

pneumatic systems. Position based impedance control utilises the position controller to 

smooth the response to non-linear effects such as stiction and air compressibility. 

However, the use of position based impedance control requires a high gain position 

controller robust to external forces. The low stiffness and backdrivable nature of 

pneumatic actuators creates difficulties when designing a controller robust to external 

force disturbances. Measurement of this external force enables a compensatory force to 

be generated by the joint actuators. Additional hardware is not required to measure this 

external force due to the requirement of the impedance controller to measure externally 

applied forces. The use of this compensatory force does not ensure that the controller is 

completely robust to external forces, however, the impedance controller requires some 

movement of the actuator in the direction of the applied force, removing the 

requirement for instant and exact force compensation. The impedance controller was 

developed in simulation, expanding on the model developed in chapter 5. The 

simulation enables quick, safe implementation of controller variations. The simulation 

could be extended to multiple degrees of freedom to provide further information on the 

interaction between joints. 

Implementation of the impedance controller on a single degree-of-freedom of the 

pneumatic robot demonstrates appropriate impedance controller behaviour. To 

implement the impedance controller in multiple degrees-of-freedom requires a multiple 

degree of freedom force sensor. The accuracy of the simple three degree-of-freedom 

force sensor is lower than that of the commercial single degree-of-freedom force sensor. 

Extending the controller to multiple degrees-of-freedom has degraded the controller 

performance. Other factors such as unmodeled robot dynamics and imperfect gravity 

compensation have added to this decrease in controller performance. 

Concise evaluation of the controller performance for varying impedance characteristics 

presents extreme difficulty. Ideally, a PRBS (pseudo random binary sequence) would 
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apply forces to the robot end-point in multiple degrees-of-freedom. The results of this 

test would be used to generate bode plots of the system response for each degree of 

freedom. These bode plots could be used to assess the controller linearity, damping and 

stiffness parameters. Note that it would be necessary to apply forces in multiple 

directions simultaneously to evaluate any coupling effects between directions. The 

approach taken here was to apply forces in multiple degrees of freedom to the robot 

end-point and compare the desired position to the actual position and velocity of the 

robot. The flaw in this approach is that any errors in force measurement would result in 

an incorrect desired position alongside an incorrect force balancing output. To 

minimise the possibility of this occurrence, the calibration of the force sensor was 

checked periodically. 

The controller performance varies with the desired impedance characteristics. High 

damping and low stiffness resulted in particularly poor controller performance. This is 

a result of fluid transport delays, leading to a phase lag within the controller response. 

Phase lags are an inherent part of pneumatic systems, resulting from mass flow 

saturation transporting fluid. Increasing the diameter of interconnecting pipes or 

reducing their length are the only means of improving the mass flow transport. 

The controller performance degrades with large values of damping and stiffness. This 

is partly due to the requirement of increased forces to obtain motion for which the 

controller could be assessed. If, to maintain consistency, these larger forces were 

applied to low stiffness parameters the joints would undergo excessive movement and 

strike the end stops. 

The overall impedance controller has been successfully implemented in multiple 

degrees of freedom. The controller can be used for robots interacting with the 

environment providing limits are set for combination of damping and stiffness 

parameters implemented. The use of a more accurate multiple degree-of-freedom force 

sensor should improve the controller response. 
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Chapter 7 

Pole-placement impedance control 

The position controller forms the heart of the impedance controller and hence its 

performance is critical to the overall controller performance. The PID position 

control strategy is replaced with a pole-placement controller to access the potential 

improvement in controller response. 

7.1 Introduction 

An impedance controller has been developed in chapter 6 based upon a PID approach. 

The impedance controller was shown to provide satisfactory performance for a range 

of damping and stiffness parameters. Here, a pole-placement approach will be 

implemented on two joints of the three degree of freedom robot to ascertain any 

improvement in the impedance controller response. A pole-placement controller has 

been implemented on the test rig (chapter 3), however, implementing the controller for 

the angular joints of the robot presents several problems. Firstly, the angle at which 

the pneumatic cylinder acts against the link is variable, causing the system to exhibit 

increased non-linearity and secondly, the potentiometers used to measure the link 

position have a poorer signal to noise ratio than the L VDT due to the relatively small 

angular displacement of the link. The cylinder action is linearised so force acts 

perpendicularly to the link. Demand signals then produce consistent force 

perpendicular to the link regardless of joint angle. To reduce the controller response 

to noise, a demand filter is implemented within the pole-placement controller. 

7.2 Two degree of freedom pole-placement control 

Pole-placement control provides a method of controlling the system response by 

selection of the closed loop poles. The pole-placement controller described in chapter 

3 was implemented on an idealised system where the cylinder acts against a gravity 

load and its position is measured directly. The robot exhibits non-linearity due to the 
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angle at which the cylinder acts against the joint varymg with cylinder angle. 

Linearisation of joint action is therefore required to implement a linear controller. 

7.2.1 Linerisation of joint properties 

Examining joint 3, the angle of the pneumatic cylinder acting on the link varies with 

cylinder angle, causing a non-linear response (figure 7.1). From chapter 6 (equation 

6.14) the angle that the pneumatic cylinder acts upon link can be found as: 

C
. 0.235.sin(B3 +;rr/2) 

3 = a sm ---;======================= 
~0.1852 +0.235 2 -2*0.185*0.235*cos(B3 +;rr/2) 

So the linearised control action perpendicular to the link can be found from. 

C I
_Control des 

antra ael - --. -~ 
sInC3 

(7.1 ) 

(7.2) 

where Controlac, is the input control signal to the cylinder and Controldes IS the 

linearised control action. 

Perpendicular ~ 
force (Fp) / 

Cylinder 
force (fe3) 0.235 

Figure 7.1 Resolving joint 3 torque 

The control signal into the pneumatic servo system can be modified so a constant input 

control signal produces the same link torque regardless of the link angle. The block 

diagram for linearised PID control is shown in figure 7.2 . This lineari ing elem nt i 

considered part of the plant, causing the input voltage and output torque to beha e in a 

more linear manner. Including the lineari ing element ampli fie the tern ga in 
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requiring the PID gains to be optimised again. The new optimum controller gain 

were identified as P= 1.39, I =0.0134, D = 0.074. Comparing the linearised and 

conventional controller illustrates the subtle differences in controller perfonnance 

(figure 7.3). 
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Figure 7.2 Improving system linearity 
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The linearised controller demonstrates improved linearity with the overshoot and 

oscillation almost identical for the positive and negative steps. It is interesting to note 

that the overall performance of the controller has improved due to the increased 

linearity enabling the optimisation strategy to tune the gains with greater accuracy. 

7.2.2 Pole-placement control with demand filter 

The input/output data of the linear response was used to identify a plant model for 

pole-placement control as follows: 

() = B(z) = 0.0845z-
2 

3 A(z) 1-1.76z-1 +0.76z-2 ,u t (7.3) 

where e 3 is the joint angle (rad) and Ut is the control signal (V). 

The plant differs from equation 3.14 due the position being measured as an angle 

rather than percentage displacement. 

Due to the susceptibility of the potentiometers to noise, the closed loop poles of the 

conventional pole-placement controller are required to be slow, severely limiting the 

performance of the controller. However, it is possible to augment the pole-placement 

controller with a demand filter to attenuate the controller's response to noise (figure 

7.4). 

VI 
H lIF(z) PLANT 

G(z) 

Figure 7.4 Pole-placement control 
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Obtaining a transfer function of the controller in 7.4, demonstrates that the demand 

filter only appears in the transfer function from noise to output (Vaughan and 

Plummer 1990): 

_ B(Z-I)H(z-l) F(Z-I)H(z-l) 
y - r + e (74) 

I F(Z-I)A(z-I)+G(Z-I)B(z-l) I F(Z-I)A(z-I)+G(Z-I)B(z-l) I • 

F(Z·I) and G(Z·I) can be chosen to satisfy the following: 

F(Z-l )A(Z-I) + G(Z-I )B(Z-I) = Am (Z-I )H(Z-I) (7.5) 

Therefore, 

(7.6) 

Closed loop poles at 0.3±0.05i result in the standard pole-placement controller 

responding significantly to measurement noise. Specifying the H filter as a first order 

low pass filter with a cut off frequency at 6Hz significantly reduces the controller 

response to measurement noise. Experimental results with and without the demand 

filter show the response time and overshoot to be consistent, however the steady state 

response to noise is almost completely removed (figure 7.5). This lack of response to 

measurement noise is best illustrated by examining the control signal high frequency 

response for the standard pole-placement controller. 

Examining bode plots with and without the demand filter the exact nature of the 

controllers improved rejection of measurement noise is illustrated (figure 7.6). The 

high frequency response to noise and disturbances is attenuated. 

A similar linearisation process can be performed on the second link of the pneumatic 

robot. The plant model for this link has been identified as: 

B(Z-I) 0.02z-2 
" - - u 

. I - A(Z-I) - 1-l.94z-1 + 0.945z-2· I 

(7.7) 
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For closed-loop poles at O.S±O.l i the closed-loop response with and without the 

demand filter is shown in figure 7.7. Slower poles were selected to prevent control 

signal saturation and reduce the controller response to measurement noise. The 

demand low pass filter has successfully attenuated the controller response to noise. 
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Figure 7.7 Joint 2 response with and without demand filter 

Comparing the response of the pole-placement joint controllers to the optimised PID 

controllers the joint 3 response is greatly improved with reduced overshoot and faster 

settling time. The joint 2 response exhibits reduced overshoot and a slightly faster rise 

time. Note that the steady state error is still present in the response due to imperfect 

gravity compensation. The speed of response could be improved by increasing the 

speed of the system poles, however this would result in output saturation, potentially 

causing controller instability. A saturation compensated pole-placement controller 

could allow the pole-placement controller to operate within this saturation region 

(Ling et al. 1999). 
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7.2.3 Two degree of freedom pole-placement position response 

The two joint space controllers can be combined using inverse kinematics to control 

the global position of the robot end-point in two degrees of freedom. Two degrees of 

freedom were sufficient to evaluate the performance of the controller using the 

multiple degree-of-freedom force sensor. 

It is important to note that a single degree-of-freedom pole-placement controller can 

not be directly compared to the single degree-of-freedom PD impedance controller due 

to differences in the commercial force sensor and the multiple degree of freedom force 

sensor used to measure forces on the robot. 

The global x and y position responses, without external forces, are shown in figures 

7.8 & 7.9. Little improvement in controller performance is evident from the global 

response when compared to the PID controller. Inspecting the joint angle error for the 

position response of figures 7.8 & 7.9 better illustrates the pole-placement controller's 

performance compared to the PID controller for a simi lar response (figure 7. 10). The 

joint 3 positional error is reduced, however the joint 2 positional error is increased. 

The poor performance of the joint 2 pole-placement controller is due to the controller 

closed loop poles set to O.5±O.1 i to prevent controller saturation. Indeed if quicker 

poles could be specified, using a saturation compensation strategy the response should 

Improve. 

7.3 Pole-placement impedance controller 

The pole-placement controllers replace the previous PID joint controllers to form a 

pole-placement impedance control strategy as shown in figure 7.11. The response of 

the two degree-of-freedom pole-placement controller was assessed using the five sets 

of impedance characteristics and compared to the two degree of freedom PID 

impedance controller. 
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Pole-position and PIO joint error (rad) 
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The low damping and stiffness parameters (K=50,C=50) experimental response figure 

7.12 shows the x and y trajectories to be accurately tracked. The response 

demonstrates improved velocity tracking particularly in the x direction when 

compared to the PID response. 

The high stiffness and low damping (K=170, C=50) response (figure 7.13) 

demonstrates accurate velocity tracking, however, the x position response 

demonstrates poor amplitude tracking. This error in x position tracking can be 

attributed to the joint 2 control signal being restricted to prevent control signal 

saturation. 

The response with low damping and high stiffness (K=50, C=170) (figure 7.14) 

demonstrates significant improvement over the PID response, however closer 

examination shows the velocity tracking to exhibit higher frequency oscillation that 

the PID response. Indeed, an increase in response vibration is noticeable when 

attached to the robot. 

The high stiffness and high damping (K=250, C=250) response (figure 7.15) 

demonstrates an improvement in the position tracking, however the high frequency 

oscillation of the velocity is far greater than for the PID response. Finally, the medium 

stiffness and damping (K=130, C=130) response tracks the desired position (figure 

7.16), again the velocity is shown to be oscillatory. 

The pole-placement controller has not demonstrated supenor perfonnance when 

compared to the PID controller. However, if problems such as control signal 

saturation were solved, it is likely that the pole-placement controller perfonnance 

would become superior to that of the PID controller. 
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Pole-placement response in x direction (K=50, C=50) 
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Figure 7.12 Pole-placement impedance controller (K=50, C=50) 
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Pole-placement response in x direction (K=170, C=50) 
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Figure 7.16 Pole-placement impedance controller (K = 13 0, C= 130) 
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7.4 Discussion and conclusions 

To improve the response obtained from the PID position based impedance controller a 

pole-placement strategy has been designed. The pole-placement controller replaces 

the PID controller for the impedance control strategy. However, the design of this 

pole-placement controller was not as straightforward as for the test rig (chapter 3). 

The relationship between the line of cylinder action and the robot link varies as with 

joint angle. This creates non-linearities within the system response. An additional 

linearising element was required to create a linear plant for which an accurate plant 

model was then obtained. 

The potentiometers that measure the angular displacement of the joint are susceptible 

to measurement noise. The anti-aliasing filters reduce this noise, however, the 

measurement noise is still significantly higher than for the L VDT on the test rig. This 

measurement noise limits the speed of poles that can be implemented on the system. 

Including a demand filter in the pole-placement controller reduces the controller's 

response to measurement noise. Experimental results have illustrated the controllers 

improved performance with the inclusion of this demand filter. Indeed, without the 

demand filter the robot joints would vibrate as a direct result of high frequency 

oscillations within the control signal. 

The overall performance of the two degree-of-freedom pole-placement position 

controller was hindered by the second joint. Specifying slow poles for the second 

joint was necessary to ensure the controller would not experience output saturation 

and possible instability. A pole-placement saturation compensation strategy such as 

that described by Ling et al. (1999) would improve the controller performance. 

Slight improvement of the impedance controller tracking is evident when comparing 

the pole-placement and PID responses, however, this is at the expense of increased 

response to noise. The benefits of using the pole-placement control strategy are 

questionable when compared to the PID controller due to increased complexity and 

need for an accurate system model. However, is should be noted that the PID gains 

were chosen through an online optimisation process. 
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Improvements to the experimental equipment such as increased force output at the 

second joint through the use of two pneumatic cylinders would pre\'ent controller 

saturation. Measurement of the cylinder position by mounting linear potentiometers 

directly to the pneumatic cylinders would improve the measurement of joint angles. If 

these modifications were performed the use of a pole-placement strategy should 

improve the controller performance. 
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Chapter 8 

Conclusions and future work 

The design and control of a pneumatic physiotherapy robot has been described in this 

thesis. This chapter details conclusions drawn from the current study and outlined 

directions for future work. 

8.1 Assessment of research objectives 

Four research objectives were outlined in chapter one. This section identifies the 

extent to which they have been fulfilled during this study: 

8.1.1 Investigation of actuation systems 

The performance and control of modem pneumatic actuation systems has been 

investigated. The frictional characteristics of modem low friction cylinders were 

demonstrated to be superior to traditional pneumatic cylinders (chapter 2). Precision 

position control of the pneumatic servosystem has been demonstrated through 

implementation of a pole-placement control strategy (chapter 3). The pneumatic 

servosystem provides acceptable movement characteristics to actuate an upper-limb 

robotic orthosis device. 

8.1.2 Design and construction of experimental device 

A pneumatically actuated robot has been designed and fabricated (chapter 2). 

Experiments have verified that the robot can move the average male's upper limb, 

through a sufficient movement range to implement upper-limb physiotherapy. 

Throughout this movement range, the robot is capable of applying forces to assist 

motion. Measurement of the global end-point position and force are achieved through 

joint angle measurement and a three degree-of-freedom force sensor. 
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8.1.3 Application of advanced servo and robot control techniques 

Control techniques have been designed and implemented to control position and force . 

Primarily, an impedance controller (chapter 6) has been developed to control the 

relationship between position and force at the robot end-point in multiple degrees of 

freedom. Presently, the accuracy of the force sensor degrades the robot performance. 

However it is hypothesised that improvements in the measurement of force should 

greatly improve the controller. 

8.1.4 Demonstrate controller using one or two sample patients 

The stability of the position based impedance controller has not been proven. Stroke 

victims would be extremely susceptible to injury should any controller instability be 

encountered. A rigorous stability analysis would be required before the performance 

of the device could be evaluated on patients. 

A study has been performed to evaluate the robot on able-bodied subjects (appendix 

D). This study showed the device to have considerable potential as a physiotherapy 

robot, however, a significant problem was identified with the three degree-of-freedom 

force sensor. Humans, when attached to the device, had a tendency to apply large 

torque to the force sensor (figure 8.1). 

Humans apply a 
twisting motion to 
the sensor spindle 

Figure 8.1 Appl) ing torqu to for n or 
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Inadequacies in the force sensor cause it to measure torque as applied force. The 

force-balancing element of the impedance controller attempts to counteract these 

'ghost' forces, resulting in the robot applying force in undesired directions. This 

problem causes the robot to be unsuitable for administering physiotherapy in its 

present fonn. 

8.2 Conclusions 

The following conclusions relate to specific elements of the work performed: 

8.2.1 Design 

• The overall design satisfies the force and position criteria detailed in the design 

specification (chapter 2). The mounting of the force and position sensor enables 

forces to be measured at the robot endpoint, however, the orientation of the force 

sensor varies with joint movement. The robot could have been designed to 

maintain robot endpoint orientation in the x and y directions, reducing some of the 

difficulties of accurate force measurement. An example of this alternative 

arrangement is shown in figure 8.2. However, it should be noted that this 

considerably increases the design complexity. 

• A force sensor has been designed that is capable of measuring forces in three 

degrees of freedom (chapter 2). The accuracy of the force sensor was poorer than 

standard commercial sensors, moreover, the force sensor was shown to be 

susceptible to misreading torque input as force input. The accuracy of the force 

sensor is not sufficient for it be implemented in applications that interact with 

humans. However, it is important to remember the simplicity and ease of 

manufacture of the design compared to the complexity of other researcher's force 

and torque sensors. The simplicity and cost of the force sensor make it suitable for 

non-critical applications. 

• The robot global position is calculated from individual joint positions that are 

measured by angular potentiometers. The small rotation that each link undergoes. 
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results in a poor signal-to-noise ratio for angle measurement. The quali ty of the 

angular position measurement has restricted the performance of the overall robot 

(chapter 7). 

Pneumat~ 
cylinder 

~ 
Force sensor 

Link 2 

Current design 

~Pneumatic 
cylinder 

Possible alternative 

Force sensor 

Figure 8.2 Alternative robot configuration 

• The use of two electro-pneumatic valves to control one cylinder (chapter 3) 

provides significant advantages over traditional spool valves, such as independent 

control of pressures within each chamber. However these valves are significantly 

more expensive than a single spool valve, increasing the cost of the overall de i e. 
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8.2.2 Modelling 

• A mathematical model of a single pneumatic valve has been derived and validated 

by comparison of experimental and simulated results (chapter 5). The valn~ 

model, combined with a conventional model of a pneumatic cylinder, resulted in 

an accurate model of the pneumatic servo system behaviour. However, a velocity 

coefficient required experimental identification (chapter 4). This coefficient is 

likely to consist of predominantly viscous friction, however, it is also likely 

contain other factors such as friction within the robot links. Experimental data 

detailing the mass flow into each chamber, along with respective temperature and 

pressure would provide a further insight into of the composition of this coefficient. 

• The modelling section has identified the orifice area of interconnecting pipes as an 

important consideration when designing pneumatic systems. The orifice area of 

these pipes can reduce the maximum mass flow rate, delaying the response of the 

pneumatic servosystem. This is an inherent limitation of pneumatic systems and 

can only be improved by an increase in the pipe diameter. 

8.2.3 Control 

• Implementing a pole-placement strategy on a single pneumatic cylinder has 

demonstrated the potential of modem pneumatic systems to perform precision 

positioning (chapter 3). The modem pneumatic system exhibits greatly reduced 

stiction effects when compared to conventional systems. The incorporation of a 

self-tuning strategy has enabled the controller to behave consistently, however it is 

unlikely that the pneumatic system is capable of providing equivalent or superior 

performance when compared to DC motors. It should be remembered, however, 

that in both the cost and power-to-weight ratio, pneumatic servosystems are 

significantly superior. 

• The performances of the joint space controllers, joint 2 particularly, are influenced 

by gravity effects acting on the robot links. The robot has gravity compensation 

masses, at the end of each link, to reduce the influence of gravity on these I inks. 
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However, these physical masses cannot provide gravity compensation across the 

complete range of robot motion. The imperfect gravity compensation of joint 2 

results in steady state position error, significantly degrading the robot position 

response (chapters 6 & 7). 

• Impedance control has been identified as the most appropriate force and position 

control strategy for implementing robotic physiotherapy. Applying the impedance 

control strategy, to a single link of the robot, resulted in accurate implementation 

of the force and position relationship (chapter 6). Extending the impedance 

controller to multiple degrees of freedom has degraded the overall controller 

performance. Three main factors are likely to be the cause of this degradation; 

interaction between joints, the accuracy of the force sensor and the performance of 

the joint 2 controller. 

• Modifying the impedance control strategy to implement pole-placement joint 

controllers has resulted in little controller improvement (chapter 7). Limiting the 

gain of the second joint controller, to prevent output saturation, adversely effected 

the performance of the task space controller. 

8.3 Future work 

This research has provided a starting point for research into pneumatic physiotherapy 

robots. A great deal of additional research can be performed to improve further 

research presented here. 

8.3.1 Design 

• Mounting linear slide potentiometers directly across the pneumatic cylinders 

would enable accurate measurement of the cylinder piston position. Accurate joint 

space angles could then be calculated, improving controller performance. 
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• Use of a commercial force and torque sensor should vastly Improve the 

measurement of forces, hence, improve the impedance controller. Although the 

robot is not capable of applying controlled torque, measurement of the torque 

applied by the robot would ensure no harmful torque is applied to the patient. 

• The use of two pneumatic cylinders in parallel at joint 2 should prevent any output 

force saturation. The robot has been designed to allow 2 cylinders to be attached 

to increase the force output at both joints 1 and 2. 

• The cost of the electro-pneumatic valves impacts on the cost of the overall device. 

It may be possible to replace a single electro-pneumatic valve with a spool valvc 

and pressure sensor. This would require additional control elements, howevcr the 

cost of the overall device would be significantly reduced. 

8.3.2 Control 

• The pneumatic actuators could actively compensate for robot link gravity effects. 

This should improve the performance of the joint space controllers. Remember 

that it is these gravity effects that cause the steady state error in the joint 2 

response. For the joint space actuators to compensate for these effects a force 

output, dependent on the joint orientation, would be required. 

• A rigorous stability analysis of the impedance controller strategy is required before 

patient testing to ensure controller instability will not occur. 

8.3.3 Robotic physiotherapy 

• The three degree-of-freedom robot is designed to be attached to a human at the 

forearm. The robot then applies assistive forces to move the subjects upper-limb. 

If this approach were taken forces could be exerted on the shoulder joint, which 

can be extremely vulnerable to excessive forces. A mechanical shoulder brace. to 
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prevent damaging forces being applied to the shoulder joint, needs to be designed 

and fabricated before safe clinical evaluation of the device. 

• When the desired impedance controller trajectory is accurately tracked, low forces 

exist between the robot and human. It would be useful to reduce these forces 

further by implementing a 'dead zone' around the position error (i.e. small errors 

in position result in no assistive force). Implementation of this dead-zone would 

require the use of some form of non-linear controller, such as a fuzzy controller. 

• Implementing impedance control in three degrees is problematic as no feedback 

has been developed to indicate the desired position. Some form of three 

dimensional feedback, either physical or computer generated, needs to be designed 

and implemented to enable robotic physiotherapy to be administered in three 

degrees of freedom. 

• A clinical trial of the robot implementing physiotherapy in three degrees of 

freedom could be performed to assess, in more detail, the practical benefits of a 

pneumatic robotic physiotherapy device. 

• Two co-operating three degree-of-freedom robots, one attached to the forearm and 

one attached to the upper arm, could administer physiotherapy. These robots 

would enable rehabilitation of the whole upper limb (including the shoulder joint) 

without the requirement for restrictive shoulder bracing. 
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Appendix A 

Robot production drawings 

This section contains production drawings to enable fabrication of the three degree

offreedom robot 
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Appendix A - Robot production drawings 
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DEVELOPMENT OF A PHYSIOTHERAPY ROBOT 

RRichardson, M.E.Austin, A.R.Plummer. 
School of Mechanical Engineering, University of Leeds, Leeds, LS2 9JT, UK 
E-mail: menrr@Leeds.ac. uk 

Abstract 
Mechatronic systems have the potential to assist in many healthcare tasks which hitherto 
have been performed manually. One of these tasks is physiotherapy. The aim of th is 
research is to develop a. robotic device to provide physiotherapy for patients with upper limb 
impairments. Where patients cannot exercise unaided, a robot could assist them to 
undertake their.own ~ctive exercises between ~an.ual physiotherapy or occupational therapy 
treatments. This assistance would be responsive, I.e. enhance the patient's own efforts 
rather than impose pre-programmed movements. A study has been completed 
demonstrating that responsive robotic therapy can help a patient adopt normal movement 
patterns. The study was concerned with assisting elbow movements. A three degree-of
freedom physiotherapy robot is now under development, using pneumatic actuation and 
impedance control. 

Introduction 
Disorder of upper limb movement is common: amongst children , cerebral palsy often 
involves the upper limbs; amongst adults, upper-limb impairment particularly occurs in 
multiple sclerosis and stroke patients. For example the annual incidence of stroke is about 
2 per 1000 [1]. A survey of 308 new stroke patients has reported upper limb involvement in 
86% of cases[2]. Physiotherapy forms a major component of rehabilitation for neurologically 
disordered subjects. Unfortunately, the therapy is labour intensive and in short supply. Th is 
patient group often receives less treatment than prescribed despite the evidence of a dose 
response relationship [3]. Active physiotherapy supplied by a mechatronic system is 
capable of providing assistive forces while following an exercise, which has been specified to 
encourage patient re-Iearning. Research has shown that responsive mechanical assistance 
can be applied safely to a human limb. A group at the University of California has developed 
a device to actively assist subjects to undertake a voluntary bimanual task [4]. The MIT 
Manus robotic device assists the subjects by applying forces at the hand and wrist [5]. 
Clinical trials have been safely performed using a force and position control technique known 
as impedance control. 

Single degree of freedom robot 
An experimental single degree-of-freedom robotic exerciser has been develop~d [~] . The . 
forearm is strapped to a lever, which rotates in the horizontal plane; the elbow IS aligned With 
the axis of rotation (fig 1). 

Light E m itti n g Diodes 

~ 
00000 000 0 0 

Foreaml O nho t ic S trups 

U ppe r A rm O nhotic Straps 

8 e 

Figure 1. Elbow exerciser 
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A servomotor driven through a current amplifier is used to drive the Ie 'th ' , 
d b · . . ver, WI position 

measure y a potentiometer. A semi-circular array of light emitting d'iod (LED ) 
I . d' t th d . d . . es s around the ever In Ica es e eSlre position. A force handle is used to meas f ' 

when a physiotherapist assists the movement. ure orces applied 

A closed loop lead-lag controller with velocity error feedback is used to assist th r t 
(Fig. 2). The trajectory ac~ieve~ by the pati~nt when guided by a PhYSiotheraPi: t fs

a ~:~d to 
gener~te the reference trajectories for velocity and position. Deadzones are used so that 
th~re. IS. an envelope around the r~ference trajectory in which no assistance is provided, 
This IS u:nportant to enable t~e patient .to complete the exercise unaided if possible, This 
responsive nature of the assistance - I.e only applying torque if requ ired - is centra l to the 
robotic physiotherapy concept. 

Reference 
Angle 

'l&+ 

Reference -
Velocity 

'l& 

error e,(t) 
,---_ _ ---, Motor Torqr-ue_~ 

+ 0-... 1 Elbow I 
I Exerc iser I' 

+ 

'---_----'I~I---, 
Figure 2. Lead lag controller with velocity feedback 

Methodology and results 
Post acute stroke subjects with stabilized neurological disorder, limited cognitive problems, 
and a full range of passive elbow movement were selected for the study. The standard 
exercise was to undertake ten extension / flexion movements. The data were then spilt into 
separate extension / flexion movements. The middle eight flexion movements were 
analyzed. The results presented in this paper are for a 56 year old left side hemiplegic 
subject. The effected arm has a tone rating of 3 for the flexors and 1 for the extensors using 
the Ashworth Scale. The MRC power scale ratings are 2 for the flexors and 3 for the 
extensors. When unassisted the subject's movement was often disjointed and segmented 
into separate movement attempts (Fig. 3). 

With the assistance of a physiotherapist, the subject completed the whole movement in a 
single continuous controlled manner. During testing, the physiotherapist was asked to assist 
the movement hand on hand and hand on the force handle. The mean movement trajectory 
of the middle eight movements for each test was evaluated (Fig. 4), 
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Figure 3. Target (-) and unassisted elbow 
angle trajectories (- ) against time 
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The same exercise was performed by a control subJ'ect (Fig 5) It b , ' , can e noted that the 
control subject also undertook a smooth continuous movement howe th t' , 

th t h ' ' ver e Ime requ ired to 
complete e movemen was sorter, USing the coefficients K = 2 K = 0 5 K - 1 _ 

d d 't' 50 d P , U " t2 - , Kvp -
0,5, ea zone POSI Ion = ± an dead zone velocity + 10 Dis the referenc t ' t ' 

h h ' fi ' - e raJec ory IS the 
same as t at s ow In Igure 4. Physiotherapy was performed using robotic ' t 
the same test subject (Fig. 6). aSSls ance on 
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Figure 5 - Mean control subject elbow angle 
trace against time with 95% confidence limits 
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Figure 6 - Motor assisted elbow angle ( ) 
and reference angle (-) against time for 
robotic assistance 

The results from the controller indicate that the phYSiotherapist generated reference 
trajectory was achievable. The resultant patient movement is much more consistent and 
less ballistic than the unassisted trajectories. 

Three degree of freedom robot 
Elbow flexionl extension movements are abstract exercises which are not meaningful to 
patients. More realistic physiotherapy exercises, such as reach-retrieve, occur in three 
dimensions. Moreover, many patients with severe disability can perform the gravity-free 
elbow movement without excessive difficulty. Hence a three degree of freedom robot is 
under development which can provide assistance during more realistic exercise tasks. Note 
that work by Stanger et al. [7] in surveying rehabilitation research groups identified that the 
ability to pick and place objects would provide the greatest advantage for people with upper 
limb deficiencies. The robot is intended to provide therapy for this type of exercise 
movement. 

Traditionally pneumatic actuators could not be considered for high precision positioning 
systems due to highly non-linear dynamic properties such as air compressibility and friction 
effects. Recent developments in low friction pneumatic cylinders, proportional valves and 
digital control, allow pneumatics to be considered in applications such as this . Pneumatic 
actuators offer the advantage of high power to weight ratio and low cost while being suitable 
for medical environments. 

The control strategy to be employed on the three degree of freedom robot is based around 
'impedance control'. Impedance control allows the system to behave as if it had the 
properties of a simple mass, spring and damper system. Using this technique a desired 
trajectory can be implemented with deviation resulting in a compliant assistive force based 
upon impedance characteristics specified at the beginning of a session. The trajectory 
would again be determined by manual physiotherapy, and a deadzone would still be 
required to allow a patient some freedom to perform the task without assistance. 

Robot design , ' 
The robot prototype is constructed from aluminum U - channel. At each of the pivot POints 
potentiometers are used to obtain positional information . Accelerometers are used for 
additional feedback to implement impedance control. A six degree ,of freedom f~rce I 
moment sensor is to be used to continually monitor any forces applied to the patients arm. 
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The robot arm is counter balanced so the patient wou ld encounte r 'bl . 
when there is no pneumatic force (Fig. 7) . r neg Igl e resistance 

Low friction 
pneumatic 

cylinder 

Potentiometer to 
measure movement 

6 D.O.F force and moment sensor 
measuring forces applied to the 

human arm 

Figure 7. 3 D. O. F robot prototype 

Conclusions 
The work on the single degree of freedom robot demonstrated that robot physiotherapy 
could be performed safely and effectively. The single degree of freedom robot has very 
limited clinical use as exercises are not representative of everyday movement. The three
degree of robot should be able to encourage more normal movement patterns for tasks that 
patients find less abstract and more motivational. It is hypothesized that encouraging normal 
movement patterns has therapeutic value. 
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Abstract 
Traditionally the positioning of pneumatic actuators has 
been limited to movement between pre-set stops or 
switches. The restricting factors preventing the use of 
pneumatic cylinders for ~ccurate s~rvo-control.arise from 
highly non-linear dynamIc propertIes such as aIr 
compressibility and friction effects, which combine to 
severely degrade time response and positional accuracy. 
Many real systems are influenced by external gravity 
forces, which compound the problem of position control. A 
self-tuning system incorporating an external force balancing 
term is proposed using a low friction cylinder. The low 
friction cylinder is compared to conventional, sealed 
cylinders to demonstrate the increased performance. 

Index terms - Pneumatics, Low friction cylinder, 
Self-tuning control. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Pneumatic systems have been used in industry for many 
years automating simple industrial tasks. This is largely 
due to their inherent ability to provide low cost, compact, 
safe actuation[l] . The control strategies employed on 
pneumatic cylinders are often simple, with the majority of 
applications relying on pre-set mechanical stops (bang -
bang motion) for their position control. The restricting 
factors preventing wider use of pneumatic cylinders arise 
from highly non-linear dynamic properties such as air 
compressibility and friction effects, which combine to 

. d .. 1 [2] severely degrade tIme response an posltlOna accuracy . 
Within the last decade new research initiatives have 
attempted to use pneumatics in applications that were 
previously limited to electric motors or hydraulics. The 
drive behind this research is that the cost advantage can be 
as high as 10: 1. Surgenor and Iordanou [2] have compared 
pneumatic and electric actuators, and shown that similar 
performance can be obtained for the example of a gantry 
crane. 

Work is ongoing to enable greater understanding of the 
physical properties behind pneumatics to enable more 
appropriate control schemes to be designed. Backe and 
Ohligschlager [3] analysed the heat transfer behavior in 
pneumatic chambers, enabling the development of 
pre ures to be described more exactly than in the past. 
Wong and Moore [4] examined the acceleration 

characteristics of pneumatic c I inder hO\ ing them t 
behave highly regionally. 

Recent developments in low friction pneumati a tu t 
have been exploited. Ben-Do and Salcudean [51 u d I w 

friction cylinders when de eloping a pneumati a tuat r t 
accurately apply moderate levels of force. I hida et al. [ I. 
[7]. [8]. [9] opted to use low friction actuators in \ ork rei tin 
to multi-layer neural networks. 

Many control strategies have been employ d in an an mpt 
to overcome the non-linearities present in pneumati 
systems. Shih and Tseng [I OJ demonstrated that 
conventional PID control could be enhanced u ing a If
tuning strategy. Similar work was performed by Hamiti et 
al. [Il f using a modifi ed form of PI control. The integrat r 
element was modified using a self-tu ning trategy to redu c 
unwanted limit cyc les produced by 'stick- lip' ffc t . 
McDonell and Bobrow [12J performed adapti e control n 
double acting cylinder to drive a rotary joint \I ith an 
attached arm. Shing and Huang [UI compared the re ul f 
conventional pro control with self- tuning pole-pia ement 
control for a pneumatic cylinder. The pole-placement 
controller demonstrated faster response time, Ie 0 er h t 
and improved steady state response especia ll y in the 
presence of load disturbances. 

This present study examines the operation of a 10\1 fr icti n 
pneumatic cylinder under the influence of a con t nt 
external force such as a gravity force. Under the e 
conditions, a balancing force must be produced by the 
control system to counteract this external force. A If
tuning algorithm is proposed to adapt to changeabl pi nt 
parameters including the balancing fo rce. 

Low Friction pneumatic cy linder -
Airpot Airpel - Air bearing de ign 

Conventional seal cylinder -
Lip seal 
Electro-pneumatic pres ure contro l 
val ves - SMC E- P Hyreg Y 11 00 

Pressure Transducer 
RS 249-3959 

Force Transducer 
RDP 511 1117 - 01 

Ma (M) 
LDVT 
RDP D5/6000 

Table I - quipment 

Bore dia : [ rnrn 
Stroke: 3 mm 

r 
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II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 

A. Test Rig 

Experiments were perfonned on a test rig (Fig. 1) which 
enabled the force and displacement of a pneumatic cylinder 
to be measured. Low friction pneumatic cylinders were 
used to minimize stiction effects, hence enabling smoother 
motion to be achieved. This work is part of an ongoing 
project to develop a physiotherapy robot (14).[15) , for which 
smooth and predictable motion is essential. 

tMovement 

Pneumatic 
cylinder 

Figure 1 - Pneumatic test rig 

The pneumatic cylinder was supplied with air via two 
electro-pneumatic valves (Fig. 2). This allowed the 
pressure difference across the cylinder to be altered with 
software changes alone. A gain of 1.1 was used to increase 
the pressure P2 to compensate for differences in piston area. 

The position of the pneumatic cylinder was measured using 
an LVDT attached across the cylinder. A force sensor was 
attached between the cylinder and load to enable the 
friction within the cylinder to be estimated. Component 
specifications are contained in Table 1. 

Valve 2 
I 

cb 
I I 

Valve 1 

sensor 

Pneumatic 
cylinder 

Figure 2 - Supplying air to the cylinder 

B. Balance pressure 

tn order for a zero control signal (u t ) to cause no change in 
response, it was necessary to create a difference in pressure 
between PI and P2 to counteract the external force, 

j--------------------------------. 
I Effect of external force I 
I 
I 
I 

Actual 
Plant 

Compensation for external force (Bp) 
---------------------------------

Figure 3. - Considering balance pressure as 
part of plant 

63 
e~fective~y adding a constant value Bp to an I on 
slgn~l (Fig. 3). For controller de ign, the balan 
considered part of the actual plant. 

I \\ ~ 

C. Controlling two valves wirh one comrol I n I 

In ~rder to optimize the speed of airflow to and fr m the 
cylinder the valves needed to operate under ho ed 
conditions (maximum mass flm rate . For air, h ed 
flow occurs for a pressure ratio Ie than O. ~ . 

The pressures PI and p ) were increa ed b equilibrium 
pressure (Peq) to operate under the e condition . ontr 
strategy was formulated to control r. 0 alv from one 
control signa\. This assumed the 1'. 0 al e to b have 
identically. The contro l signal and the balan e fa t r B 

p 
were halved, subtracted fro m the top equilibrium i nal and 
added to the bottom equilibrium ignal : 

U' _p t 

U 't - eq +2 ( I 

(2) 

Where: 
(3) 

III. EXPERIMENTAL RE UL T 

A. Proportional control 

Proportional control (Fig. 4) was performed on the 
pneumatic cylinder. 

~_ L _____ ~ ____ t_l ___________ r~---+JI _-{ K, PLANT : -I · 

Figure 4 - Proportional control 

Using a proportional gain (Kp) of 2.5 the po ition re p n 
demonstrated the smallest steady state error and fa Ie t 
response time (Fig. 5). The large over hoot i una ept ble 
for precision control systems of th is nature 0 a more 
advanced control strategy is required. 

100 
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Pos it io n I 
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5 0 10 15 
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Figure 5 - Proporti nal ntr I re ul " = p 
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B. Pole-placement control 

pole-placement is a common fonn of model-based control 
using the controller structure shown in figure 6. 

PLANT 

Figure 6 - Pole-placement control 

Physical modeling of the valves and cylinder have shown 
the valves to have a model order of three and the cylinder to 
have a model order of two. The response time of the valves 
is significantly higher than that of the pneumatic cylinder, 
enabling the valve dynamics to be simplified to a single 
gain. The system can then be represented by a second order 
model. Using data obtained from proportional control, a 
plant model was calculated using least squares parameter 
estimation: 

A(Z-I) = 1-1 .75z -1 + 0.75z -2 

B(Z- I) = 0.059Iz -2 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

Using this plant model the coefficients F(Z-/) and G(Z- I) 
were calculated for specific closed loop poles by solving 
the diophantine equation[l41. Pole-placement was 
performed on the pneumatic cylinder using closed-loop 
pole pairs at 0.4±0.1 i . The resulting response is shown in 
figure 7. 

OOr---~----~------~----r-----. 
; 

75 t-----I--------- -------- -----I~· ~~~ ~-
70~ ~I\. 

i lf-~- - ' - r~ ,~ 
1 

i ' 1 
651--j-t----,--- ------- ------ ----;--

, 1 

60 1 "i 
, 1 i ' 

Position : i 
(%) 55 - - if-+---if--4-i---- ------I---

" 

1 1 ' 

50 . i 
i 
i 

, I.' 1 

Figure 7 - Pole-placement control results. 

The pole-placement results are superior to those obtained 
from proportional control with reduced overshoot and 
horter rise time. These results do not demonstrate the 

_64 
cha.ng.eabl~ nature of the tern for e. ample ue I 

vanatlOns m . syst~m temperature requ irin a ne\\ Ian 
model to be IdentIfied periodi all . A elf-tunin tral 
was adopted to automaticall obtain the orre t lant m 
at the commencement of each e Ion . 

C. Self-tuning control 

It ~as possible to reduce the number of paramele em 
estImated by assuming the plant ah a ontain an 
integrating element [151: 

) 

~t was necessa~ to incorporate the balanc pre ure (B,) 
mto the self-tunmg process as it aried bet\ een e in. 
resulting in three parameters (al. b_ . B,) being e tim led. 
The system including balance signal i hown in fi gure 

PLA T 

Figure 8 - Pole-placement control wi th balance pre ure 

Analyzing the plant to obtain a method of elf-tuning th 
balance pressure: 

b - 2 
- I) 2Z ( ) y, (1- Z = _I .u, 

i +a1 z 

F or ease of notation 

Substituting for u, in (10) using (3) 

' (1 - I) b -2 'b B - 2 ~ y, +a1z = 2Z U,- 2 pZ 11 

A parameter d can be esti mated on line 

d = -b2Bp 

The time delay (Z-l) of d can be ignored in e Bp i a 
constant. Forming the regre or and param ler 
necessary for recur i e lea t quar elf-tunin . 

The regres or ector: 

If , = [y, _ I' II , - 1 
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The parameter vector: 

B, =[-a l b2 d] T (14) 

The parameter vector is calculated online using standard 
recursive least squares identification equations [ 13),[14), The 
balance value is then reconstructed from (12) and the plant 
model from (7). The coefficients F(Z-I) and G(Z- I) are 
recalculated using the following diophantine equation: 

F(Z-l )A(Z-l) + G(Z-l )B(Z-l) = Am (15) 

Pole placement control can then be performed for the next 
sample interval using the F(z-I) and G(Z-I) coefficients 
obtained from (15). 

OOrtr---:-----r-----,----~--~ 

00 - - +--+--+i ==~ 1-11-- t--. ' r-- ! '"----;:_-----.J 

! j ,.-.. Ir--
70 1; ---' ; r -.---··r - - -+- jf-·- j .- ---- -

POOtioo i l ! ' 1 I i I ' 

(%) 60 - ... -.. j.-!-.. i -.--.1 .. --- t --.... j .. ---l- !.-.-.-----.j.-j _.-1 _ 

I ! ii i ii i : ! I ! 
I ! iii i I I . 1 1 I 

50 . - -. - .- -- ~ _L .. _ -... -.. - . ------.,. ----.-... , "-'-'--1' _L! ___ __.1 . __ 1 --'~-
. ! Ii i I . I . -

ii i iii i ! i II I I 

40 . -LJ+ c-- -- 1= - i~ - 't:j-:F' -
r--' i 1,..- ~ I . 

~~ ____ ~! ____ ~ ______ L-____ ~ ____ ~ 
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lirre, t (s) 

Figure 9 - Self-tuning position response 
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Figure 10 - Self-tuning parameter al 

The step response of the system is seen to converge 
appropriately after an initial tuning transient (Fig. 9). The 
convergence of parameters aJ, b:z and Bp is shown in fi gures 
10,11 and 12. 
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Figure 11 - Self-tuning parameter b. 
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Figure 12 - Self-tuning parameter Bp 

rv. ADVANTAGES OF LOW FRICTIO 

Low friction pneumatic actuators were u ed in the e ntr I 
experiments due to their small and predi table ri ti n 
characteristics. The Airpel Airpot cylinder i a 10\ fri ti n 
cylinder based on an ai r bearing de ign(l 1. Thi de i n 
reduces fri ction and stiction effect compared t m d m 
conventional cylinders. In order to demon tratc the 
improved performance the fri ctional for e \ ithin the 
cylinder were calculated bye amining the fo r c du t the 
pressures PI & p .. and then ubtra ting the for e pph 
externally by the cylinder (mea ured b the ~ r e en r . 
Sine wave demand ignal ere u ed a fri t1 n I 
are more evident when a 10 \ ariati n in ill n i 
required. 
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Comparing the position response of the conventional 
cylinder (Fig. 13) and the Airpel cylinder (Fig. 14) both 
using pole placement control, a much smoother response is 
achieved by the Airpel cylinder. Examining the frictional 
characteristics of the two cylinders indicates the reason for 
the degradation in response of the conventional cylinder. 
The conventional cylinder experiences large levels of 
friction and a stick-slip motion at low speed (Fig. 15), while 
the magnitude of the Airpel internal friction is much 
smaller (Fig. 16). 

'\. , 80 
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Figure 13 - Conventional cylinder sine wave position 
response 
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Figure 14 - Airpel sine wave position response 
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Figure 15- Conventional cylinder friction characteristics 
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Figure 16 - Ai rpel friction chara t ri ti 

V. Co CLU 10 

It has been demonstrated that low friction pneumati 
cylinders offer real potentia l for modem pre i ion n 
systems. The low fri ction nature enab le far greater 
precision than that obtainable through modem nventi n I 
cylinder designs. 

The self-tuning strategy shown here provide a m th d f 
obtaining correct operating parameter at the tart fa 
session. Identi fyi ng an accurate balance pre ure i ru i I 
when a constant external force, such a gra ity, i pre ent. 
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Abstract-
A simple pneumatic impedance control system is 
proposed for implementation on a physiotherapy 
robot. The controller consists of a proportional 
derivative position controller, feedforward force 
compensation and impedance filter to modify the 
desired trajectory. Performance of the proposed 
controller is demonstrated through simulated and 
experimental results obtained from a single link of a 
three-degree of freedom robot intended for 
physiotherapy. The controller has been shown to 
accurately respond to position and force demands. 

Index terms - Pneumatic, Impedance control, Robotic 
physiotherapy 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Many people suffer from debilitating illnesses such as 
stroke. These patients require physiotherapy to aid 
towards full or partial recovery of any effected limbs. 
Robots have the potential to administer physiotherapy 
with greater consistency than humans while recording 
patient data that was previously unattainable. Robotic 
physiotherapy requires consideration of both force and 
position, wherein a controller guides the patient's limb 
through a pre-set series of motions, applying forces to 
assist (not drag) the patient's limb. 

Several force and position control schemes have been 
devised. Chiavernin and Sciavicco [1] proposed a 
parallel approach to force and position control, where 
position trajectories are sacrificed due to force 
demands. For physiotherapy, specifying specific 
position demands would be difficult, as they would be 
masked by the dominance of the force loop. Ferretti et 
al. [2] proposed a hybrid force/position control 
strategy for robots with mUltiple degrees of freedom. 
Force is controlled in constrained directions, while 
position is controlled in unconstrained directions. 
With the robot operating in a constrained environment 
the controller would behave purely as a force 
controller. Schutter and Brussel [3] used a position 
control strategy combined with an external force loop 

'Corresponding author email: menrr@Leeds.ac.uk 

to alter demand position and velocity. An extension 
to this was devised by Hogan [4] who developed a 
force /position control strategy, tenned 'impedance 
control', for which the desired force and position are 
connected through mass, spring and damping 
characteristics. The controller compromises between 
force and position demands. This controller was 
deemed most appropriate for physiotherapy. Indeed, 
several prototype physiotherapy robots use this 
technique. Krebs et. al [5] have implemented force 
based impedance control on a low inertia prototype 
physiotherapy robot based upon electric motors. 
Noritsugu and Yamanaka [6] have used position based 
impedance control on a RAM (Rubber artificial 
muscle) for a prototype physiotherapy robot, 
incorporating addition pressure controllers to ensure 
pressures within the RAM are accurately controlled. 

Recent developments in pneumatic actuators and 
valves allow them to be considered for applications 
which previously only electric motors were suitable. 
Using pneumatic actuators to implement impedance 
control has major benefits. Pneumatic system's 
inherent low stiffness and direct drive capabilities 
enable smooth compliant motion, which is difficult to 
obtain from conventional geared electric motor 
systems. Moreover, pneumatic actuat~rs can c.ost up to 
10 times less than electric motors, whIle offenng a 
higher power to weight ratio. 

Most impedance controllers are designed aroun~ force: 
loops, which make use of the ability of an elec~c 
motor to supply torque on demand [5]. PneumatIc and 
hydraulic actuators could also be. u~~d. H?~ever, due 
to factors such as fluid compresslblhty, stlctlon ~d 
viscous friction, accurate positioning of hydrauhc and 
pneumatic systems is difficult to obtain from a force 
based control system. Moreover, an ~ccurate model of 
the system dynamics is required, whIch can be 
difficult to obtain [7]. Indeed, Krebs et. al [5] used a 
low inertia manipulator to reduce the mfluence of 
system dynamics. Generally, the inc~i~l dynamICS of 
the manipulator are significant. A posItion ~ased. . 
. pedance controller does not require conSideratIon 01 

~: system dynamics. Heninrichs et. al [7] p~o~scd a 
position based impedance controller for an (Xlsttng 
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A simple pneumatic impe?ance control. system is 
proposed for implementatIon on a phySIOtherapy 
robot. The controller consists of a proportional 
derivative position controller, feedforward force 
compensation and impedance filter to modify the 
desired trajectory. Performance of the proposed 
controller is demonstrated through simulated and 
experimental results obtained from a single link of a 
three-degree of freedom robot intended for 
physiotherapy. The controller has been shown to 
accurately respond to position and force demands. 

Index terms - Pneumatic, Impedance control, Robotic 
physiotherapy 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Many people suffer from debilitating illnesses such as 
stroke. These patients require physiotherapy to aid 
towards full or partial recovery of any effected limbs. 
Robots have the potential to administer physiotherapy 
with greater consistency than humans while recording 
patient data that was previously unattainable. Robotic 
physiotherapy requires consideration of both force and 
position, wherein a controller guides the patient's limb 
through a pre-set series of motions, applying forces to 
assist (not drag) the patient's limb. 

Several force and position control schemes have been 
devised. Chiavemin and Sciavicco [1] proposed a 
parallel approach to force and position control, where 
position trajectories are sacrificed due to force 
demands. For physiotherapy, specifying specific 
position demands would be difficult, as they would be 
masked by the dominance of the force loop. Ferretti et 
al. [2] proposed a hybrid force/position control 
strategy for robots with multiple degrees of freedom. 
Force is controlled in constrained directions, while 
position is controlled in unconstrained directions. 
With the robot operating in a constrained environment 
the controller would behave purely as a force 
controller. Schutter and Brussel [3] used a position 
control strategy combined with an external force loop 
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to alter demand position and velocity. An extension 
to this was devised by Hogan [4] who developed a 
force /position control strategy, tenned 'impedance 
control', for which the desired force and position are 
connected through mass, spring and damping 
characteristics. The controller compromises between 
force and position demands. This controller was 
deemed most appropriate for physiotherapy. Indeed, 
several prototype physiotherapy robots use this 
technique. Krebs et. al [5] have implemented force 
based impedance control on a low inertia prototype 
physiotherapy robot based upon electric motors. 
Noritsugu and Yamanaka [6] have used position based 
impedance control on a RAM (Rubber artificial 
muscle) for a prototype physiotherapy robot, 
incorporating addition pressure controllers to ensure 
pressures within the RAM are accurately controlled. 

Recent developments in pneumatic actuators and 
valves allow them to be considered for applications 
which previously only electric motors were suitable. 
Using pneumatic actuators to implement impedance 
control has major benefits. Pneumatic system's 
inherent low stiffness and direct drive capabilities 
enable smooth compliant motion, which is difficult to 
obtain from conventional geared electric motor 
systems. Moreover, pneumatic actuat~rs can c.ost up to 
10 times less than electric motors, while offenng a 
higher power to weight ratio. 

Most impedance controllers are designed aroun~ force 
loops, which make use of the ability of an elec~c 
motor to supply torque on demand [5]. Pneumatic and 
hydraulic actuators could also be. u~~d. H~":ever, due 
to factors such as fluid compressibility, stlctlon ~d 
viscous friction, accurate positioning of hydraulic and 
pneumatic systems is difficult to obtain from a force 
based control system. Moreover. an ~ccurate model of 
the system dynamics is required, which can be 
difficult to obtain [7]. Indeed, Krebs ~t. al [5] used a 
low inertia manipulator to reduce the mtluence of 

t m dynamics. Generally, the inertial dynamiCs of 
sys e . A" b'·'d the manipulator are significant. posItion. a~l: . 
. dance controller does not require conSideration of 
tmpe . . h I [7] proposed a the system dynamics. Henmnc set. a . 
position based impedance controller for an eXhtmg 
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hyd raulic industrial robot, validating their work 
erimentally. Gorce and Guilhard [8] propose a 
ti-link, position based impedance controller for 
lementation on a legged robot. They use an 

exp 
mul 
imp 
ac mator model to predict the torque produced from 

pneumatic cylinders. The performance of the 
troller is demonstrated through simulation. 

the 
con 

Thi s paper examines the simulated and experimental 
ults obtained from a simple impedance controller 
lemented on one degree of a three-degree-of-

res 
imp 
free dom robot intended to perform physiotherapy. 

tion 2 describes the experimental equipment and 
ion 3 develops separate force and position control 

Sec 
sect 
tec hniques. Section 4 proposes a position based 
imp 
sect 
imp 

edance controller from the controllers described in 
ion 3. Simulated and experimental results of the 
edance controller are examined in section 5. 

Fin ally, section 6 develops the controller for higher 
grees of freedom. de 

II. EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT 

Exp eriments are performed on a single link (Fig. I) of 
ee-degree-of-freedom pneumatic robot intended 

physiotherapy [9]. A pneumatic cylinder provides 
ue to rotate the link, while the angular position is 
sured using a potentiometer. Two electro-

a thr 
for 
torq 
mea 
pne umatic valves supply air to the pneumatic cylinder. 

rce sensor measures external forces in the x A fo 
dire ction. Previous work has developed a detailed 
mod el of the pneumatic system [10]. The system 

ponents are outlined in table 1. com 

Pneumatic 
cylinder 

Potentiometer 

x 

F igure I - Single link of physiotherapy robot 

Low 
cylin 

Friction pneumatic 
der - Airpot Airpel -
earin desi n "-Air b 

Electr 
contro 

o-pneumatic pressure 
I valves - SMC E- P 
VYllOO Hyreg 

Rot ary Potentiometer 
echnik P2701 OVOI 

Bore dia: 18mm 
Stroke: 100mm 

Pressure range: 
0- 8.8 bar 
Voltage Range: 
1-5V 
Voltage Supply 10V 

Table 1 - Equipment Specifications 

69 
III . SEPARATE FORCE A. D PO mo. Ol 

~osition only control of the ingle link an 
Implemented using simple proportion I d ri\' ti\ e 
(PD) ~ontro1. P~ control u e po ition IT ran 
velOCIty error gams to attain the de ir d r p n e. 

~en implemented experimentall . th PO 
qUlckly reaches the demand po ition with 
amount of overshoot (Fig. 2) 

PO contro ller performance (P=2.5 0=0 25 ) 
0 .031---.----~~=~~~~~_--... 

0 .02 t=="4 

0 .01 --~' --
E' I 

'6 0 I 
~ 

-0 .01 --

-0.02 .-.----- ~ 

-0 .03 0~---:.2;----~4--~6~--.J...8 ----.J
10 

Ti me . t (5) 

Figure 2 - PO position only re pon e 

Force only control , while link movement i pr v nt d, 
can also be implemented (Fig. 3). Due to the pr ur 
control nature of the electro-pneumatic al e a 
constant voltage causes the pneumatic cylinder 
(position fixed) to output a constant force. Th i 
enables open-loop fixed position force control to 
performed. (Fig. 4) . 

Le LUI 
,II1II ~I'" 

'"n----iO ~---....., 

v 
~ Valves 

A 

Force 
en or Fi cd 

pili n 

Figure 3 - Fixed po ition for e ontr I 

Fd F 
PLA T 

Figure 4 - Open loop for e ntr I 

The desired force (Fd) i caled b a to 
into the plant, r ult ing in a for ut. ut 
Examining the c li nd r al and to 1 ltok 
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robot enables the appropriate value of F op to be 

obtained. 

Examining the pressure response of the electro
pneumatic valves: 
I V:: 2.2e5 Pa of pressure (P) (3 .1) 

The force produced by the cylinder piston due to air 
pressure from the valves: 
(Feyl):: PA (3.2) 

As the piston area is known, the force per volt of the 
pneumatic system can be calculated 
A:: 1.98e-4 => 1 V = 43.56 N from Feyl (3.3) 

Examining the link dimensions to account for torque: 
The ratio L/ Lex/ is 0.617, so 1 V = 26.83N at F (3.4) 

The force per volt at the force sensor can be calculated 
to be: 
IN at F= 1126.83 V = 0.0373 V (3 .5) 

So the open-loop force gain is: 
Fop = 0.0373 (3.6) 

Experimentally implementing fixed position open
loop force control shows the desired force to be 
accurately tracked (Fig. 5). The force and position 
controllers developed here will be combined to form a 
ingle force and position control strategy in the next 

section. 
Open-loop force control (fop = 0 .0373) 

20,----,----,-- ------,- --,---------, 

15~--·- -
IJY" 

10 

~ 5 . _ .....•..•.......................... ·······1·· 
j 0 - - .- --_ ... _ ......... ..................... .................... _ ............................. _ ..................... . 

·5 

·10 _ .... _ .. -.... _ .......... ----.-. 

I 
·15 ........................ ~V--'----

·20::---:-_ _ --l. __ ---.JL-__ L-_~ 

o 2 4 6 8 10 
TIme, 1(5) 

Figure 5 - Open-loop force control (fop = 0.0373) 

TV. IMPEDANCE CONTROL 

Impedance control [4] is a position and force control 
trategy. The aim of impedance control is to specify 

th relationship between position and force. Using a 
po ilion-based impedance controller simplifies the 
ontroller design. 

2 0 
For a position based impedance ontrol t m Fi . 
6) say xp = specified po ition \\ ith no for e 
disturbances and X, = de ired change in po irion du t 
external force. 

The robot responds to external for e inpu if it 
~ere a simple mass spring and damper t m. 
gIven external force (F ext) cau e a chan e in po iti n 
Xi thus: 

F x . = ext 
I MS2 +Cs+K 

(4.1 

Then the overall desired position (Xd) be orne : 
F 

Xd = XP+Xi = XP +M 2 ~ K (4.2 
s + s + 

Where: 

M = Mass 
C = Damping 
K = Stiffness 

Figure 6 - Free body diagram of 
impedance sy tern 

When no external force is present the sy tern b ha e 
purely as a position controller (Xi =0). ] f the PO 
controller was able to reject all force di turbance it 
would be possible to use a PO posi tion only trategy 
to implement the desired impedance trajectory (Xd). 
However, external forces on the link have 
considerable effect on the PO controller perfo nnance. 
Position control of pneumatic cylinder under the 
influence of an unknown constant external fo rce ha 
been performed. A self-tuning, constant contro l ignal 
was used to produce a force to counteract the external 
force and enable accurate control [11 ]. 

The open-loop force controller developed in e tion 3 
is capable of counteracting the in flu ence of the 
external force. 

The external force measured by the force en or i 
used to create an equal but oppo ite for e from the 
open-loop force contro ller. Thi remo th dir t 
effect of the external force on link p ition . i . . link 
torque result ing from the eternal for e Te I i u I, 
but oppo ite to the torque appli d by th lind r 
(Tc I) due to the open-Io p ~ r e i m nt fi . 
Combining the PO po ition ntr 11 r nd p n-I 
for e controll r r ate th fin limped n nlr 11 r 
(Fig. ). 
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Figure 7 - Counteracting the external force 

Feedforward 
Force Compensation 

Xi 

Figure 8 - Impedance Controller block diagram 

When implementing the impedance controller for 
physiotherapy, a patient's limb will be attached to the 
robot through the force sensor. The patient will be 
required to follow a desired trajectory (Xp), as 
implemented by the PD controller. If they experience 
difficulty in performing this movement their limb will 
not follow the desired trajectory resulting in a force 
between the limb and robot. This force alters the 
position of the robot (through the impedance 
controller) and provides assistance to the patient's 
movement. Hence, the level of assistance the robot 
provides is dependent on the specified impedance 
characteristics. Simulated and experimental results 
from the impedance controller are examined in the 
next section. 

V. RESULTS 

The model of the electro-pneumatic valves and low 
friction pneumatic cylinder developed in [10] has been 
extended to simulate the response of the impedance 
controller (Fig. 9). 

Id,aI Sy'l.m 
Rtlpon .. 

PO POSitIOn 
coNroH., 

f>a2 5 [)oO 25 

Sp. clfy du.r.d 
p051lion WIlh no 
u 1, mt l forUI 

Figure 9 - Impedance controller simulation 

2 1 

The simulation was used to test the impedance 
con~r.oller concept and obtain suitable gain for the PO 
pOSItI?n controller before implementing 
expenmentally. In order to assess controller 
performance masses were applied and removed from 
the end. of the robot. With the mass attached an 
app~~xImate.ly . constant force is applied regardle of 
pOSItIon. ThIS IS not representati e of ph iotherap 
where force would be applied gradually, but i an 
extreme test of controller performance. 

The constant force combined with zero de ired 
position (xp=O) enables the controller performance to 
be easily assessed. The experimental results ~ ere 
compared to those produced from the simulation (Fig. 
10,11,13,14). The results obtained with inertia 
damping and stiffuess (Fig. 10 & II) show the 
experimental and simulated response to clo ely follO\ 
the desired trajectory. For small oscillations the 
experimental tracking is poor, due to friction within 
the system. 

Examining the voltage output from the PO controller 
and open-loop force controller (Fig.12) for the 
response shown in figure 10 illustrates the operation 
of each element of the impedance controller. The 
open-loop force controller provides a compensation 
force to oppose link movement due to the external 
force. The PO controller's output moves the link 
along the desired trajectory providing little 
compensation for the external force, as such its output 
is much smaller than the force controller. 

Impedance response (M=4, C=15, K=300) 
o .02 r---;::~==:::::::;-r----;:::::c===::::;-rr;:-~ 

Desired I: 
O b.=~~=:=!. 

.5..0.02 ~----+-i---i--+-----1' 
c 
o 

~-O .04 
a... 

-0.08 L-_--L __ .....L..-_----L_.!:=:==:::::::!.J 
o 2 4 6 8 10 

:z 

~·1 0 ~-----\----f----I.-
'-
o 

u. -20 c ==:=;====:=L=====:r:====...::i:...-=.--=1 
o 2 46 0 
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Figure 10 - M=4 = 15 K=300 Impedan rc 
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